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Preface

Unconventional approaches of programming have long been developed in various
niches and constitute a reservoir of alternative avenues to face the programming
crisis. These new models of programming are also currently experiencing a renewed period of growth to face specific needs and new application domains.
Examples are given by artificial chemistry, declarative flow programming, Lsystems, P-systems, amorphous computing, visual programming systems, musical programming, multi-media interaction, etc. These approaches provide new
abstractions and new notations or develop new ways of interacting with programs. They are implemented by embedding new and sophisticated data structures in a classical programming model (API), by extending an existing language
with new constructs (to handle concurrency, exceptions, open environment, ...),
by conceiving new software life cycles and program execution (aspect weaving,
run-time compilation) or by relying on an entire new paradigm to specify a
computation.
The practical applications of these new programming paradigms prompt researches into the expressivity, semantics and implementation of programming
languages and systems architectures, as well as into the algorithmic complexity
and optimization of programs.
The purpose of this workshop is to bring together researchers from the various communities working on wild and crazy ideas in programming languages to
present their results, to foster fertilization between theory and practice, as well
as to favor the dissemination and growth of new programming paradigms.
Apart from two invited talks, the contributions are dispatched into 5 tracks:
–
–
–
–
–

Bio-inspired Computing
Chemical Computing
Amorphous Computing
Autonomic Computing
Generative Programming
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Languages for Systems Biology
Luca Cardelli
Microsoft Research
I propose to study languages that can precisely and concisely represent biological processes
such as the one described below. I give a very specific example, for concreteness and for
shock value. But the range of phenomena and problems that fit in this endeavor is much
larger. The domain is that of systems biology [13], which aims to represent not only cellularlevel phenomena, such as the one below, but also phenomena at the level of tissues, organs,
organisms, and colonies. Descriptive formalisms are needed to represent and relate many
levels of abstraction.
The given example concerns the “algorithm” that a specific virus follows to reproduce. It
is a sequence of steps that involve the dynamic merging and splitting of compartments, the
transport of materials, and the transcription and interpretation of digital information. The
algorithm is informally described in English below. What are appropriate languages and
semantic models that can accurately and concisely describe such an algorithm, at a high level
of abstraction but in its entirety? Formal modeling (e.g., at the level that can drive a simulator)
is becoming of central importance in biology, where complex processes need to be analyzed
for hypothesis testing. The area is increasing concerned with the discrete, although stochastic
and perturbation-proof, processing of information.
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Figure 1

#

Semliki Forest Virus Infection and Reproduction ([1] p.279)

Figure 1. A virus is too big to cross a cellular membrane. It can either punch its RNA through the
membrane or, as in this example, it can enter a cell by utilizing standard cellular endocytosis
machinery. The virus consists of a capsid containing the viral RNA (the nucleocapsid). The
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nucleocapsid is surrounded by a membrane that is similar to the cellular membrane (in fact, it is
obtained from it “on the way out”). This membrane is however enriched with a special protein that
plays a crucial trick on the cellular machinery, as we shall see shortly. The virus is brought into the
cell by phagocytosis, wrapped in an additional membrane layer; this is part of a standard transport
pathway into the cell. As part of that pathway, an endosome merges with the wrapped-up virus. At
this point, usually, the endosome causes some reaction to happen in the material brought into the
cell. In this case, though, the virus uses its special membrane protein to trigger an exocytosis step
that deposits the naked nucleocapsid into the cytosol. The careful separation of internal and
external substances that the cell usually maintains has now been subverted. The nucleocapsid is in
direct contact with the inner workings of the cell, and can begin doing damage. First, the
nucleocapsid disassembles itself, depositing the viral RNA into the cytosol. This vRNA then
follows three distinct paths. First it is replicated (either by cellular proteins, or by proteins that
come with the capsid), to provide the vRNA for more copies of the virus. The vRNA is also
translated into proteins, again by standard cellular machinery. Some proteins are synthesized in the
cytosol, and form the building blocks of the capsid: these self-assemble and incorporate a copy of
the vRNA to form a nucleocapsid. The virus envelope protein is instead synthesized in the
Endoplasmic Reticulum, and through various steps (through the Golgi apparatus) ends up lining
transport vesicles that merge with the cellular membrane, along another standard transport
pathway. Finally, the newly assembled nucleocapsid makes contact with sections of the cellular
membrane that are now lined with the viral envelope protein, and buds out to recreate the initial
virus structure outside the cell.

Are existing languages and semantic models adequate to represent these kinds of
situations? Many classical approaches are relevant, but I believe the current answer must be:
definitely not. Biologists are busy inventing their own abstact notations [8][9][10]. There are,
of course, some proposals from computing as well [2][3][5][6][7]. The systems to be
described are massively concurrent, heterogeneous, and asynchronous (notoriously the hardest
ones to cope with in programming), with stochastic behavior and high resilience to drastic
changes of environment conditions. What organizational principles make these systems work
predictably? [11][12]
Answers to these questions should be of great interest to computing, for the organization
of complex software systems. But that may come later: the proposal here is exclusively to
model biological systems in order to understand how they work. The fundamental connection
to computing (shared by systems biologists) is that many levels of organization are much
more akin to software systems than to physical systems, both in hierarchical complexity and
in algorithmic-like information-driven behavior. Hence the emphasis on the central role that
languages may play.
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Bio-Inspired Computing Paradigms
(Natural Computing)
Gheorghe Păun
Institute of Mathematics of the Romanian Academy
PO Box 1-764, 7014700 Bucureşti, Romania, and
Research Group on Natural Computing
Department of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence
University of Sevilla
Avda. Reina Mercedes s/n, 41012 Sevilla, Spain
E-mail: george.paun@imar.ro, gpaun@us.es

In some sense, the whole history of computer science is the history of a series
of continuous attempts to discover, study, and, if possible, implement computing
ideas, models, paradigms from the way nature – the humans included – computes. We do not enter here into the debate whether or not the processes taking
place in nature are by themselves “computations”, or we, homo sapiens, interpret them as computations, but we just recall the fact that when defining the
computing model which is known now as Turing machine and which provides
the standard by now definition of what is computable, A. Turing (in 1935 - 1936)
explicitly wanted to abstract and model what a clerk in a bank is doing when
computing with numbers. One decade later, McCullock, Pitts, Kleene founded
the finite automata theory starting from modelling the neuron and the neural
nets; still later, this led to the area called now neural computing. Genetic algorithms and evolutionary computing/programming are now well established (and
much applied practically) areas of computer science. One decade ago, the history
making Adleman’s experiment of computing with DNA molecules was reported,
proving that one can not only get inspired from biology for designing computers and algorithms for electronic computers, but one can also use a biological
support (a bio-ware) for computing. In the last years, the search of computing
ideas/models/paradigms in biology, in general in nature, became explicit and
systematic under the general name of natural computing1 .
This important trend of computer science is not singular, many other areas of
science and technology are scrutinizing biology in the hope – confirmed in many
cases – that life has polished for billions of years numerous wonderful processes,
tools, and machineries which can be imitated in domains completely separated
from biology, such as materials and sensor technology, robotics, bionics, nanotechnology.
1

As a proof of the popularity of this syntagm, it is of interest to point out that there
are conferences with this topic explicitly included in their scope, a new journal with
this name is published by Kluwer, a new series of the renown Theoretical Computer
Science journal published by Elsevier is devoted to natural computing, a new series
of books published by Springer-Verlag and a column in the Bulletin of the European
Association for Theoretical Computer Science also have this name.
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In order to see the (sometimes unexpected) benefits we can have in this
framework, it is instructive to examine the case of genetic algorithms. Roughly
speaking, they try to imitate the bio-evolution in solving optimization problems:
the space of candidate solutions for a problem are encoded as “chromosomes”
(strings of abstract symbols), which are evolved by means of cross-overing and
point mutation operations, and selected from a generation to the next one by
means of a fittness mapping; the trials to improve the fitness mapping continue
until either no essential improvement is done for a number of steps, or until a
given number of iterations are performed. The biological metaphors are numerous and obvious. What is not obvious (from a mathematical point of view) is
why such a brute force approach – searching randomly the space of candidate
solutions, with the search guided by random cross-overings and point mutations
– is as successful as it happens to be (with a high probability, in many cases, the
Genetic Algorithms provide a good enough solution in a large number of applications). The most convincing “explanation” is probably “because nature has used
the same strategy in improving species”. This kind of bio-mystical “explanation”
provides a rather optimistic motivation for related researches.
A special mentioning deserves another “classic” area included nowadays in
natural computing, namely neural computing. In short, the challenge is now to
learn something useful from the brain organization, from the way the neurons
are linked; the standard model consists of neuron-like computing agents (finite
state machines, of very reduced capabilities), placed in the vertices of a net, with
numerical weights on edges, aiming to compute a function; in a first phase, the
net is “trained” for the task to carry out, and the weights are adjusted, then the
net is used for solving a real problem. Pattern recognition problems are typical to
be addressed via neural nets. The successes (and the promises) are comparable
with those of genetic algorithms, without having a similarly wide range of applications. However, the brain remains such a misterious and efficient machinery
that nobody can underestimate the progresses in any area trying to imitate the
brain. (It also deserves to mention the rather interesting detail that Alan Turing himself, some years after introducing Turing machines, had a paper where
he proposed a computing device in the form of a net of very simple computing
units, able to learn, and then to solve an optimization problem – nothing else
than neural computing avant la lettre. Unfortunately, his paper remained unpublished and was only recently reevaluated; see http://www.AlanTuring.net
and [10] for details.)
Coming back to the history making Adleman’s experiment mentioned above
[1], it has the merit of opening (actually, confirming, because speculations about
using DNA as a support for computations were made since several decades, while
theoretical computing models inspired from the DNA structure and operations
were already proposed in eighties, see, e.g., [6]) a completely new research vista:
we can not only get inspired from biology for designing better algorithms for
electronic computers, but we can also use a biological support (a bio-ware) for
computing. Specifically, Adleman has solved in a lab, just handling DNA by
techniques already standard in bio-chemistry, a computationally hard problem,
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the well-known Hamiltonian Path problem (whether or not in a given graph
there is a path which visits all nodes, passing exactly once through each node).
The problem is NP-complete, among those considered intractable for the usual
computers,but Aldeman has solved it in linear time (the number of lab operations
carried out was linear in terms of the number of nodes). The graph used in the
experiment had only 7 nodes, a toy-problem by all means, while the actual
working time was of seven days, but the demo (in terms of [5]) was convincing:
we can compute using DNA!
It is important to note the fundamental novelty of this event: the objective
was no longer to improve the use of standard electronic computers, as it was
the goal of neural and evolutionary computing, but to have a principially new
computer, based on using bio-molecules, in a bio-chemical manner. The great
promise is to solve hard problems in a feasible time, by making use of the massive parallelism made possible by the very compact way of storing information
on DNA molecules (bits at the molecular level, with some orders of efficiency
over silicon supports). In this way, billions of “computing chips” can be accommodated in a tiny test tube, much more than on silicon. The possible (not yet
very probable for the near future. . . ) “DNA computer” also has other attractive
features: energetical efficiency, reversibility, evolvability.
Another component of this general intellectual enterprise is membrane computing, which starts from the general observation that the cell is the smallest
living thing, and at the same time it is a marvellous tiny machinery, with a complex structure, an intricate inner activity, and an exquisite relationship with its
environment – the neighboring cells included. Then, the challenge is to find in the
structure and the functioning of the cell those elements useful for computing. Distribution, parallelism, non-determinism, decentralization, (non)synchronization,
coordination, communication, robustness, scalability, are only a few keywords
related to this challenge. For instance, a problem which cannot be easily solved
in terms of silicon engineering, but which was misteriously and very efficiently
solved by nature at the level of the cell is related to the coordination of processes,
the control pathways which keep the cell alive, without a high cost of coordination (in parallel computing the communication complexity is sometimes higher
than the time and space complexity). Then, interesting questions appear in connection with the organization of cells into tissues, and this is also related to the
way the neurons cooperate among them.
Similar issues are addressed by several other recent research directions
belonging to natural computing, for instance, trying to learn computing
ideas/models/paradigms from the way certain colonies of insects are organized
and work together, the way bacteria populations develop in a given environment,
the way flocks of birds maintain their “organization”, the (amazing) way ciliates
unscramble their chromosomes after reproduction, and so on. Most of these areas
still wait for producing a demo, many of them are still in the stage of “craftsmanship”, with ad-hoc ideas involved in ad-hoc models/tools handling ad-hoc
problems, but the whole approach is both intellectually appealling and practi-
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cally promising (sometimes through “by-products”, useful for biology, medicine,
robotics, etc).
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Problem Solving by Evolution: One of Nature’s
Unconventional Programming Paradigms
Thomas Bäck12 , Ron Breukelaar1, Lars Willmes2
1

2

Universiteit Leiden, LIACS, P.O. Box 9512, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
{baeck,rbreukel}@liacs.nl
NuTech Solutions GmbH, Martin Schmeißer Weg 15, 44227 Dortmund, Germany
{baeck,willmes}@nutechsolutions.de

Abstract. Evolving solutions rather than computing them certainly
represents an unconventional programming approach. The general methodology of evolutionary computation has already been known in computer
science since more than 40 years, but their utilization to program other
algorithms is a more recent invention. In this paper, we outline the approach by giving an example where evolutionary algorithms serve to
program cellular automata by designing rules for their evolution. The
goal of the cellular automata designed by the evolutionary algorithm is a
bitmap design problem, and the evolutionary algorithm indeed discovers
rules for the CA which solve this problem efficiently.

1

Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary Computation is the term for a subfield of Natural Computing that
has emerged already in the 1960s from the idea to use principles of natural
evolution as a paradigm for solving search and optimization problem in highdimensional combinatorial or continuous search spaces. The algorithms within
this field are commonly called evolutionary algorithms, the most widely known
instances being genetic algorithms [6, 4, 5], genetic programming [7, 8], evolution
strategies [11, 12, 14, 13], and evolutionary programming [3, 2]. A detailed introduction to all these algorithms can be found e.g. in the Handbook of Evolutionary
Computation [1].
Evolutionary Computation today is a very active field involving fundamental
research as well as a variety of applications in areas ranging from data analysis
and machine learning to business processes, logistics and scheduling, technical
engineering, and others. Across all these fields, evolutionary algorithms have
convinced practitioners by the results obtained on hard problems that they are
very powerful algorithms for such applications. The general working principle of
all instances of evolutionary algorithms today is based on a program loop that
involves simplified implementations of the operators mutation, recombination,
selection, and fitness evaluation on a set of candidate solutions (often called a
population of individuals) for a given problem. In this general setting, mutation
corresponds to a modification of a single candidate solution, typically with a
preference for small variations over large variations. Recombination corresponds
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to an exchange of components between two or more candidate solutions. Selection
drives the evolutionary process towards populations of increasing average fitness
by preferring better candidate solutions to proliferate with higher probability
to the next generation than worse candidate solutions. By fitness evaluation,
the calculation of a measure of goodness associated with candidate solutions
is meant, i.e., the fitness function corresponds to the objective function of the
optimization problem at hand.
This short paper does not intend to give a complete introduction to evolutionary algorithms, as there are many good introductory books on the topic
available and evolutionary algorithms are, meanwhile, quite well known in the
scientific community. Rather, we would like to briefly outline the general idea to
use evolutionary algorithms to solve highly complex problems of parameterizing
other algorithms, where the evolutionary algorithm is being used to find optimal
parameters for another algorithm to perform its given task at hand as good as
possible. One could also view this as an inverse design problem, i.e., a problem where the target design (behavior of the algorithm to be parameterized) is
known, but the way to achieve this is unknown. The example we are choosing
in this paper is the design of a rule for a 2 dimensional cellular automaton (CA)
such that the cellular automaton solves a task at hand in an optimal way. We
are dealing with 2 dimensional CAs where the cells have just binary states, i.e.,
can have a value of one or zero. The behavior of such a CA is fully characterized
by a rule which, for each possible pattern of bit values in the local neighborhood
of a cell (von Neumann neighborhood: the cell plus its four vertical and horizontal direct nearest neighbors; Moore neighborhood: the cell plus its 8 nearest
neighbors, also including the diagonal cells), defines the state of this cell in the
next iteration of the CAs evolution process. In the next section, we will explain
the concept of a CA in some more detail. Section 3 reports experimental results
of our approach with a 5 by 5 CA where the goal is to find rules which evolve
from a standardized initial state of the CA to a target bit pattern, such that the
rule rediscovers (i.e., inversely designs) this bit pattern. Finally, we give some
conclusions from this work.

2

Cellular Automata

According to [15] Cellular Automata (CA) are mathematical idealizations of
physical systems in which space and time are discrete, and physical quantities
take on a finite set of discrete values. The simplest CA is one dimensional and
looks a bit like an array of ones and zeros of a width N . The first position of the
array is linked to the last position. In other words, defining a row of positions
C = {a1 , a2 , ..., aN } where C is a CA of width N , then every an with 1 ≤ n ≤ N
is connected to its left and right neighbors.
The neighborhood sn of an is defined as the local set of positions with a
distance to an along the connected chain which is no more than a certain radius
(r). This for instance means that s2 = {a148 , a149 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 } for r = 3 and
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N = 149. Please note that for one dimensional CA the size of the neighborhood
is always equal to 2r + 1.
There are different kinds of methods to change the values of a CA. The values can be altered all at the same time (synchronous) or at different times
(asynchronous). Only synchronous CA were considered for this research. In
the synchronous approach at time step t each value in the CA is recalculated
according to the values of the neighborhood using a certain transition rule
Θ : {0, 1}2r+1 → {0, 1}, si → Θ(ai ). This rule can be viewed as a one-on-one
mapping that defines an output value for every possible set of input values, the
input values being the ‘state’ of a neighborhood. The state of an at time t is
written as atn , the state of sn at time t as stn and the state of the whole CA C at
time t as C t so that C 0 is the initial state (IC) and at+1
= Θ(stn ). This means
n
t+1
t+1
that C
can be found by calculating an using Θ for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Given
C t = {at1 , ..., atN }, C t+1 can be defined as {Θ(at1 ), ..., Θ(atN )}.
Because an ∈ {0, 1} the number of possible states of sn equals 22r+1 . Because
all possible binary representations of m where 0 ≤ m < 22r+1 can be mapped to
a unique state of the neighborhood, Θ can be written as a row of ones and zeros
R = {b1 , b2 , ..., b22r+1 } where bm is the output value of the rule for the input
state that maps to the binary representation of m − 1. A rule therefore has a
2r+1
length that equals 22r+1 and so there are 22
possible rules for a binary one
dimensional CA. This is a huge number of possible rules (if r = 3 this sums up
to about 3, 4 · 1028 ) each with a different behavior.
The two dimensional CA used in this paper do not differ much from the one
dimensional CA discussed so far. Instead of a row of positions, C now consist
of a grid of positions. The values are still only binary (0 or 1) and there still is
only one transition rule for all the cells. The number of cells is still finite and
therefore CA discussed here have a width, a height and borders.
The big difference between one dimensional and two dimensional CA is the
rule definition. The neighborhood of these rules is two dimensional, because there
are not only neighbors left and right of a cell, but also up and down. That means
that if r = 1, sn would consist of 5 positions, being the four directly adjacent
plus an . This neighborhood is often called “the von Neumann neighborhood”
after its inventor. The other well known neighborhood expands the Neumann
neighborhood with the four positions diagonally adjacent to an and is called
“the Moore neighborhood” also after its inventor.
Rules can be defined in the same rows of bits (R) as defined in the one
dimensional case. For a Neumann neighborhood a rule can be defined with 25 =
32 bits and a rule for a Moore neighborhood needs 29 = 512 bits. This makes
the Moore rule more powerful, for it has a bigger search space. Yet, this also
means that searching in that space might take more time and finding anything
might be a lot more difficult.
This research was inspired by earlier work in which transition rules for one
dimensional CA were evolved to solve the Majority Problem [9, 10]. The genetic algorithm used here is a fairly simple algorithm with a binary representa-
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tions of the rules, mutation by bit inversion, proportional selection, and without
crossover.
In the next section experimental results on the bitmap problem are reported.

3

Using Evolutionary Algorithms to Program Cellular
Automata

In preliminary experiments we tried different sizes of CA, but decided to concentrate on small square bitmaps with a width and a height of 5 cells. To make the
problem harder and to stay in line with earlier experiments the CA has unconnected borders. To make the problem even more challenging the von Neumann
neighborhood was chosen instead of the Moore neighborhood and therefore the
sn consist of 5 cells (r = 1) and a rule can be described with 25 = 32 bits.
The search space therefore is 232 = 4294967296. A bitmap of 32 b/w pixels
would have the same number of possibilities, therefore this experiment is very
challenging to say the least.
After testing different initial states, the ‘single seed’ state was chosen and
defined as the state in which all the positions in the CA are 0 except the position
(bwidth/2c, bheight/2c) which is 1. The theory being that this ‘seed’ should
evolve or grow into the desired state in the same way as a single seed in nature
can grow into a flower.

Fig. 1. The bitmaps used in the pattern generation experiment.

For this experiment only mutation was applied as an evolutionary operator.
Mutation is performed by flipping every bit in the rule with a probability Pm .
In this experiment Pm = 1/{number of bits in a rule} = 1/32 = 0.03125.
In trying to be as diverse as possible five totally different bitmaps were chosen,
they are shown in figure 1. The algorithm was run 100 times for every bitmap
for a maximum of 5000 generations. The algorithm was able to find a rule for all
the bitmaps, but some bitmaps seemed a bit more difficult than others. Table 1
shows the number of successful rules for every bitmap. Note that symmetrical
bitmaps seem to be easier to generate than asymmetric ones.
Although this experiment is fairly simple, it does show that a GA can be
used to evolve transition rules in two dimensional CA that are able to generate
patterns even with a simple von Neumann neighborhood. Figure 2 shows the
behavior a few successful transition rules generated by the GA (in each row, the
evolution of the CA is shown from left to right). Note that different transition
rules can end up in the same desired state and have totally different iteration
paths.
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Ongoing experiments with larger CAs suggest that they do not differ much
from these small ones, although the restrictions on what can be generated from
a single-seed state using only a von Neumann neighborhood seem to be bigger
when the size of the CA increases.
Table 1. Number of successful rules found per bitmap.
Successful rules
Bitmap
(out of a 100)
“square”
80
“hourglass”
77
“heart”
35
“smiley”
7
“letter”
9

Fig. 2. This figure shows some iteration paths of successful transition rules.

4

Conclusions

The aim of the experiment reported in this paper was to demonstrate the capability of evolutionary algorithms, here a fairly standard genetic algorithm, to
parameterize other methods such as, specifically, cellular automata. From the
experimental results reported, one can conclude that this kind of inverse design
of CAs is possible by means of evolutionary computation in a clear, straightforward, and very powerful way. The results clearly indicate that real world
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applications of CAs could also be tackled by this approach, and the unconventional programming of CAs by means of EAs is not only a possibility, but a
useful and efficient method to parameterize this kind of algorithm.
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Molecular Computations Using Self-Assembled DNA Nanostructures and
Autonomous Motors
John H. Reif ∗, Thomas H. LaBean, Sudheer Sahu, Hao Yan and Peng Yin
Abstract Self-assembly is the spontaneous self-ordering of substructures into superstructures driven by the selective affinity of the substructures. DNA provides a molecular scale
material for programmable self-assembly, using the selective affinity of pairs of DNA strands
to form DNA nanostructures. DNA self-assembly is the most advanced and versatile system that has been experimentally demonstrated for programmable construction of patterned
systems on the molecular scale. The methodology of DNA self-assembly begins with the
synthesis of single-strand DNA molecules that self-assemble into macromolecular building
blocks called DNA tiles. These tiles have sticky ends that match the sticky ends of other
DNA tiles, facilitating further assembly into larger structures known as DNA tiling lattices. In
principle, DNA tiling assemblies can form any computable two or three-dimensional pattern,
however complex, with the appropriate choice of the tiles’ component DNA. Two-dimensional
DNA tiling lattices composed of hundreds of thousands of tiles have been demonstrated experimentally. These assemblies can be used as scaffolding on which to position molecular
electronics and robotics components with precision and specificity. This programmability renders the scaffolding have the patterning required for fabricating complex devices made of
these components. We overview the evolution of DNA self-assembly techniques from pure
theory, through simulation and design, and then to experimental practice. We will begin
with an overview of theoretical models and algorithms for DNA lattice self-assembly. Then
we describe our software for the simulation and design of DNA tiling assemblies and DNA
nanomechanical devices. As an example, we discuss models and algorithms for the key
problem of error control in DNA lattice self-assembly, as well as the computer simulation
of these methods for error control. We will then briefly discuss our experimental laboratory
demonstrations, including those using the designs derived by our software. These experimental demonstrations of DNA self-assemblies include the assembly of patterned objects at
the molecular scale, the execution of molecular computations, and freely running autonomous
DNA motors.
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1

Introduction

Self-assembly is the spontaneous self-ordering of substructures into superstructures driven
by the selective affinity of the substructures. This paper focuses on a method for selfassembly known as DNA self-assembly, where DNA provides a molecular scale material
for effecting this programmable self-assembly, using the selective affinity of pairs of DNA
strands to form DNA nanostructures. Self-assembling nanostructures composed of DNA
molecules offer great potential for bottom-up nanofabrication of materials and objects with
smaller features than ever previously possible [13, 28, 33]. The methodology of DNA selfassembly begins with the synthesis of single-strand DNA molecules that self-assemble into
macromolecular building blocks called DNA tiles. These tiles have sticky ends that match the
sticky ends of other DNA tiles, facilitating further assembly into larger structures known as
DNA tiling lattices. In principle, DNA tiling assemblies can be made to form any computable
two- or three-dimensional pattern, however complex, with the appropriate choice of the tiles’
component DNA.
DNA self-assembly is an emerging subfield of nanoscience with the development of its
theoretical basis and a number of moderate to large-scale experimental demonstrations. Recent experimental results indicate that this technique is scalable. Periodic 2D DNA lattices
have been successfully constructed with a variety of DNA tiles [14, 22, 43, 48]. These lattices are composed of up to hundreds of thousands of tiles. Molecular imaging devices such
as atomic force microscopes and transmission electron microscopes allow visualization of
these self-assembled two-dimensional DNA tiling lattices. These assemblies can be used as
scaffolding on which to position molecular electronics and other components such as molecular sensors with precision and specificity. The programmability lets this scaffolding have
the patterning required for fabricating complex devices made of these components. Potential
applications of DNA self-assembly and scaffolding include nanoelectronics, biosensors, and
programmable/autonomous molecular machines.
In addition to manufacturing DNA lattices, DNA has also been demonstrated to be a useful material for molecular computing systems [1, 3, 6, 19, 21] and mechanical devices [17,
20, 36, 50]. In particular, the self-assembly of DNA tiles can also be used as a powerful computational mechanism [15, 27, 39, 42], which in theory holds universal computing power [40].
See [25] for a more detailed survey of current experimental work in self-assembled DNA
nanostructures. Also, see [26] and [28] for comprehensive surveys of the larger field of DNA
computation (also known as biomolecular computation).
In this paper, we overview the evolution of DNA self-assembly techniques from pure theory, through simulation and design, and then to experimental practice. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the theoretical work in self-assembly. In
Section 3, we describe software for the simulation and design of DNA nanostructures and
motors. As a concrete example, in Section 4 we discuss error control, which we feel is a
major theoretical and practical challenge remaining in the area of DNA self-assembly. Finally,
in Section 5 we give a brief discussion of experimental practice in DNA nanostructures.

2

The Theory of Self-Assembly

This section overviews the emerging theory of self-assembly.
Domino Tiling Problems. The theoretical basis for self-assembly has its roots in Domino
Tiling Problems (also known as Wang tilings) as defined by Wang [37]. For comprehensive
text, see [9]. The input is a finite set of unit size square tiles. The sides of each square
are labeled with symbols over a finite alphabet. Additional restrictions may include the initial
placement of a subset of the these tiles, and the dimensions of the region where tiles must
be placed. Assuming an arbitrarily large supply of each tile, the problem is to place the tiles,
without rotation (a criterion that cannot apply to physical tiles), to completely fill the given
region so that each pair of abutting tiles have identical symbols on their contacting sides.
Turing-universal and NP-Complete Self-assemblies. Domino tiling problems over an
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infinite domain with only a constant number of tiles were first proved by Berger to be undecidable [7]. This and subsequent proofs [7, 29] rely on constructions where tiling patterns simulate single-tape Turing machines or cellular arrays [40]. Winfree later showed that
computation by self-assembly is Turing-universal [40] and so tiling self-assemblies can theoretically provide arbitrarily complex assemblies even with a constant number of distinct tile
types. Winfree also demonstrated various families of assemblies which can be viewed as
computing languages from families of the Chomsky hierarchy [39]. It has been proved that
Domino tiling problems over polynomial-size regions are NP-complete [16]. Subsequently,
[39], [10, 11], and [15] proposed the use of self-assembly processes (in the context of DNA
tiling and nanostructures) to solve NP-complete combinatorial search problems such as SAT
and graph coloring.
Program-size Complexity of Tiling Self-assemblies. The programming of tiling assemblies is determined simply by the set of tiles, their pads, and sometimes the choice of the initial
seed tile (a special tile from which the growth of the assembly starts). A basic issue is the
number of distinct tile types required to produce a specified tile assembly. The program size
complexity of a specified tiling is the number of distinct tiles (with replacement) to produce
it. Rothemund and Winfree showed that the assembly of an n × n size square can be done
using Θ(log n/ log log n) distinct tiles and that the largest square uniquely produced by a tiling
of a given number of distinct tiles grows faster than any computable function [30]. Adleman
recently gave program size complexity bounds for tree shaped assemblies [3].
Massively Parallel Computation by Tiling. Parallelism reveals itself in many ways in
computation by self-assembly. Each superstructure may contain information representing a
different calculation (global parallelism). Due to the extremely small size of DNA strands, as
many as 1018 DNA tiling assemblies may be made simultaneously in a small test tube. Growth
on each individual superstructure may also occur at many locations simultaneously via local
parallelism. The depth of a tiling superstructure is the maximum number of self-assembly reactions experienced by any substructure (the depth of the graph of reaction events), and the
size of a superstructure is the number of tiles it contains. Likewise we can define the number
of layers for a superstructure. For example, a superstructure consisting of an array of n × m
tiles, where n > m has m layers. Tiling systems with low depth, small size, and few layers
are considered desirable, motivating the search for efficient computations performed by such
systems. Reif was the first to consider the parallel depth complexity of tiling assemblies and
gave DNA self-assemblies of linear size and logarithmic depth for a number of fundamental
problems (e.g., prefix computation, finite state automata simulation, and string fingerprinting,
etc.) that form the basis for the design of many parallel algorithms [27]. Furthermore, [27]
showed that these elementary operations can be combined to perform more complex computations, such as bitonic sorting and general circuit evaluation with polylog depth assemblies.
Linear Self-Assemblies. Tiling systems that produce only superstructures with k layers,
for some constant k, are said to use linear self-assembly. [27] gave some simple linear tiling
self-assemblies for integer addition as well as related operations (e.g., prefix XOR summing of
n Boolean bits). Seeman’s group demonstrated the first example of DNA computation using
DNA tiling self-assembly [21], as described in Section 5. These linear tilings were refined in
[44] to a class of String tilings that have been the basis for further DNA tiling experiments in
[46] described in Section 5.
Kinetic Models of Tiling Self-assembly Processes. Domino tiling problems do not
presume or require a specific process for tiling. Winfree first observed that self-assembly
processes can be used for computation via the construction of DNA tiling lattices [38]. The
sides of the tiles are assumed to have some methodology for selective affinity, which we
call pads. Pads function as programmable binding domains, which hold together the tiles.
Each pair of pads have specified binding strengths. The self-assembly process is initiated
by a singleton tile (the seed tile) and proceeds by tiles binding together at their pads to form
aggregates known as tiling assemblies. The preferential matching of tile pads facilitates the
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further assembly into tiling assemblies. Using the kinetic modeling techniques of physical
chemistry, Winfree developed a kinetic model for the self-assembly of DNA tiles [41]. Following the classical literature of models for crystal assembly processes, Winfree considers
assembly processes where the tiling assembly is only augmented by single tiles (known in
crystallography as monomers) which bind to the assembly at their tile pads [38]. The likelihood of a particular tile binding at (or dissociating from) a particular site of the assembly is
assumed to be a fixed probability dependent on that tile’s concentration, the respective pad’s
binding affinity, and a temperature parameter. In addition, Adleman developed stochastic
differential equation models for self-assembly of tiles and determined equilibrium probability
distributions and convergence rates for some 1-dimensional self-assemblies [2, 4]. His model
allowed for binding between subassemblies and assumed a fixed probability for tile binding
events independent of the size of tile assemblies. Since the movement of tile assemblies may
depend on their size (and thus mass), this model might in the future be refined to make the
probability for tile binding events dependent on the size of tile assemblies.
Optimization of Tiling Assembly Processes. There are various techniques that may
promote assembly processes in practice. One important technique is the tuning of the parameters (tile concentration, temperature, etc.) governing the kinetics of the process. Adleman
considers the problem of determining tile concentrations for given assemblies and conjectures this problem is ]P-complete [3]. Various other techniques may improve convergence
rates to the intended assembly. A blockage of tiling assembly process can occur if an incorrect tile binds in an unintended location of the assembly. While such a tile may be dislodged
by the kinetics of subsequent time steps, it still may slow down the convergence rate of the
tiling assembly process to the intended final assembly. To reduce the possibility of blockages
of tiling assembly processes, Reif proposed the use of distinct tile pads for distinct time steps
during the assembly [27]. [27] also described the use of self-assembled tiling nano-frames to
constrain the region of the tiling assemblies.

3

Simulation and Design Software

Software for Kinetic Simulation of Tiling Assembly Processes. Winfree developed
software for discrete time simulation of the tiling assembly processes, using approximate
probabilities for the insertion or removal of individual tiles from the assembly [41]. These
simulations gave an approximation to the kinetics of self-assembly chemistry and provided
some validation of the feasibility of tiling self-assembly processes. Using this software as
a basis, our group developed an improved simulation software package (sped up by use
of an improved method for computing on/off likelihood suggested by Winfree) with a Java
interface for a number of example tilings, such as string tilings for integer addition and XOR
computations. In spite of an extensive literature on the kinetics of the assembly of regular
crystalline lattices, the fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of self-assembly of
tiling assemblies are still not yet well understood. For example, the effect of distinct tile
concentrations and different relative numbers of tiles is not yet known; probably it will require
an application of Le Chatelier’s principle.
Software for Kinetic Simulation of Nanomechanical Devices. We have developed a
software to simulate autonomous nanomechanical DNA devices driven by ligase and restriction enzymes in a solution system. This software does discrete time simulation of the ligation
and restriction events on the DNA duplex fragments of the nanomechanical device. The approximate probabilities of ligation is calculated based on the concentrations of individual DNA
fragments present in the solution system. These simulations can provide insight to the kinetics of such nanomechanical systems. We have used this software to simulate a DNA walker
and a universal DNA Turing machine.
Software for Design of DNA Lattices and Nanomechanical Devices. A major computational challenge in constructing DNA objects is to optimize the selection of DNA sequences
so that the DNA strands can correctly assemble into desired DNA secondary structures. A
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commonly used software package, Sequin, was developed by Seeman, which uses the symmetry minimization algorithm. Sequin, though very useful, only provides a text-line interface
and generally requires the user to step through the entire sequence selection process. Our
lab recently developed a software package, TileSoft, which exploits an evolution algorithm
and fully automates the sequence selection process. TileSoft also provides the user with a
graphical user interface, on which DNA secondary structure and accompanying design constraints can be directly specified and the optimized sequence information can be pictorially
displayed. TileSoft is initially designed to solve optimization problem for a set of multiple
tiles, but can also be used to design individual DNA objects, such as DNA nanomechanical
devices.

4

Error Control in DNA Tiling Assemblies

A chief challenge in DNA tiling self-assemblies is the control of assembly errors. This is
particularly relavant to computational self-assemblies, which, with complex patterning at the
molecular scale, are prone to a quite high rate of error, ranging from approximately between
0.5% to 5%, and the key barrier to large-scale experimental implementation of 2D computational DNA tilings exhibiting patterning is this significant error rate in the self-assembly process. The limitation and/or elimination of these errors in self-assembly is perhaps the single
most important major challenge to nanostructure self-assembly.
There are a number of possible methods to decrease errors in DNA tilings:
(a) Annealing Temperature Optimization. This is a well known technique used in hybridization and also crystallization experiments. It can be used to decrease the defect rates at the
expense of increased overall annealing time duration. In the context of DNA tiling lattices, the
parameters for the temperature variation that minimize defects have not yet been determined.
(b) Error Control by Step-wise Assembly. Reif suggested the use of serial self-assembly
to decrease errors in self-assembly [26].
(c) Error Control by Redundancy. There are a number of ways to introduce redundancy
into a computational tiling assembly. In [24] we describe a simple method that can be developed for linear tiling assemblies: we replace each tile with a stack of three tiles executing the
same function, and then add additional tiles that essentially ‘vote’ on the pad associations
associated with these redundant tiles. This results in a tiling of increased complexity but still
linear size. This error resistant design can easily be applied to the integer addition linear
tiling described above, and similar redundancy methods may be applied to higher dimension
tilings.
Work in 2003 by Winfree provided a method to decrease tiling self-assembly errors without
decreasing the intrinsic error rate of assembling a single tile, however, his technique resulted
in a final assembled structure that is four times the size of the original one [45].
Recently we have developed improved methods for compact error-resilient self-assembly
of DNA tiling assemblies and analyzed them by probabilistic analysis, kinetic analysis and
computer simulation; and plan to demonstrate these error-resilient self-assembly methods
by a series of laboratory experiments. Our compact error-resilient tiling methods do not
increase the size of the tiling assembly. They use 2-way overlay redundancy such that a
single pad mismatch between a tile and its immediate neighbor forces at least one further
pad mismatch between a pair of adjacent tiles in the neighborhood of this tile. Theoretical
probabilistic analysis and empirical studies of the computer simulation of Sierpinsky Triangle
tilings have been used to validate these error-resilient 2-way overlay redundancy tiling results;
the analysis shows that the error rate is considerably reduced.

5

Experimental Progress

Self-assembled DNA Tiling Lattices. Seeman first pioneered DNA structure nanofabrication in the 1980s by assembling a multitude of DNA nanostructures (such as rings, cubes,
and octahedrons) using DNA branched junctions [18, 31, 32]. However, these early DNA
nanostructures were not very rigid. Later, rigid and stable DNA nanostructures (known as
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tiles) were developed. Typically they contain multiple DNA anti-parallel crossovers. Individual
DNA tiles interact by annealing with other specific tiles via their ssDNA pads to self-assemble
into desired superstructures known as DNA tiling lattices. These lattices can be either: noncomputational, containing a fairly small number of distinct tile types in a periodic pattern; or
computational, containing a larger number of tile types with more complicated association
rules which perform computation during lattice assembly.
Periodic 2D DNA lattices have been successfully constructed with a variety of DNA tiles,
for example, double-crossover (DX) DNA tiles [43], rhombus tiles [22], and triple-crossover
(TX) tiles [14]. Our lab recently developed a “waffle”-like DNA lattice composed of a novel type
of DNA tiles [48]. In addition, we have recently developed a new method for the assembly of
aperiodic patterns [47]. This directed nucleation assembly technique uses a synthetic input
DNA strand that encodes the required pattern, and specified tiles assemble around this input
DNA strand, forming the required 1D or 2D lattice pattern.
The self-assembly of DNA tiles can also be used as a powerful computational mechanism [15, 27, 39, 42], and Winfree showed that two dimensional DNA tiling lattices can
in theory be used to perform universal computation [39]. In collaboration with Seeman’s
lab, we have experimentally demonstrated a one-dimensional algorithmic self-assembly of
triple-crossover DNA molecules (TX tiles), which performs a 4-step cumulative XOR computation [21]. In addition, we have recently demonstrated the first parallel computation with
DNA tile self-assembly [46], exploiting the “string tile” model proposed by Winfree [44]. In our
experimental implementation, the DX tiles, each encoding a whole entry of a bit wise XOR
operation, associated with each other randomly in a parallel fashion, generating a molecular
look-up table.
DNA Robotics. Existing DNA nanomechanical devices can exhibit motions such as
open/close [34, 35, 50], extension/contraction [5, 8, 17], and rotation [20, 36]. These motions are mediated by external environmental changes such as the addition and removal of
DNA fuel strands [5, 8, 17, 34, 35, 36, 50] or the change of ionic strength of the solution [20].
Our lab has recently constructed a robust sequence-dependent DNA nanomechanical actuator and have incorporated it into a 2D parallelogram DNA lattice [22]. The actuator can be
switched reversibly between two states, mediated by the addition and removal of fuel DNA
strands. In addition, we have achieved in our lab the construction of a unidirectional DNA
walker that moves autonomously along a linear DNA track [49].

6

Conclusion

The self-assembly of DNA is a promising emerging method for molecular scale constructions and computations. We have overviewed the area of DNA tiling self-assemblies and
noted a number of open problems. We have discussed the potential approaches for errorcontrol in self-assembly techniques for DNA computation; particularly the use of error-resilient
modified tiling methods. We have identified some technological impacts of DNA assemblies,
such as using them as platform for constructing molecular electronic and robotic devices.
Important future work includes further investigating potential broader technological impacts
of DNA lattices. Many applications of DNA lattices rely on the development of appropriate
attachment methods between DNA lattice and other nanoparticles, which itself is a key challenge in DNA based nanoscience.
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Abstract Whereas understanding the brain is arguably a major challenge of the 21st century, making the next generation pervasive computing machines more lifelike probably equals to a similar challenge.
Thereby, dealing with new physical computing substrates, new environments, and new applications is likely to be equally important as to provide new paradigms to organize, train, program and interact with such
machines.
The goal of this contribution is to delineate a possible way to address
the general scientific challenge of seeking for further progress and new
metaphors in computer science by means of unconventional methods. I
show that an amalgamation of (1) a particle-based and randomly interconnected substrate, (2) membrane systems, and (3) artificial chemistries
in combination with (4) an unconventional organizational paradigm has
interesting properties and allows to realize complex systems in an alternative way.

1

Motivation

Biologically-inspired computing (see for example [13, 22] for a general introduction), also commonly called natural computing, is an emerging and interdisciplinary area of research which is heavily relied on the fields of biology, computer
science, and mathematics. It is the study of computational systems that use ideas
and get inspiration from natural organisms to build large, complex, and dynamical systems. The principal goal of bio-inspired computing is to make machines
more lifelike and to endow them with properties that traditional machines typically do not posses, such as for example adaptation, learning, evolution, growth,
development, and fault-tolerance.
It is evident that biological organisms operate on completely different principles from those with which most engineers are familiar. Whereas life itself
might be defined as a chemical system capable of self-reproduction and of evolving, computers constitute a fundamentally different environment where selfreproduction, evolution, and many other processes are all but naturally occurring. This makes it particularly difficult to “copy” nature, but bears many
opportunities to get inspiration from it. A further difficulty often resides in the
way how information in computers is represented and processed. Whereas the
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concepts of computability and universal computation are undoubtedly central
to theoretical computer science, their importance might be questioned with regards to biologically-inspired computing machines and to biological organisms.
The traditional concept of “computation”can in most cases not straightforwardly
be applied to biological components or entire organisms and there is no evidence
that such a system can compute “universally”, on the contrary, biology seems
to prefer highly specialized units. And whether the metaphor of the brain or
mind as a digital computer is valuable is still much debated. Although we have
experienced in the past that biological systems are generally difficult to describe
and to model by algorithmic processes, there is little reason to believe that they
“compute” beyond the algorithmic domain, since, at the bottom it is all just
physical stuff doing what it must.
The quest for novel computing machines and concepts is motivated by the
observation that fundamental progress in machine intelligence and artificial life
seem to stagnate [3]. For example, one of the keys to machine intelligence is
computers that learn in an open and unrestricted way, and we are still just
scratching the surface of this problem. Connectionist models have been unable to
faithfully model the nervous systems of even the simplest living things. Although
the interconnectivity of the C. elegans’ 302 neurons in the adult animal is known,
it has—to the best of my knowledge—not been possible so far to mimic the
worm’s simple nervous system. One reason is that artificial neural neurons are
gross oversimplifications of real neurons. Another fundamental problem is that
parallel programming has failed to produce general methods for programming
massively parallel systems. Our abilities to program complex systems are simply
not keeping up with the desire to solve complex problems. And equally serious
is the lack of systematic and formal approaches to gradually create hierarchical
and complex systems that scale, although some attempts have been made (see
Section also 4).
I believe that some of today’s and upcoming computing challenges are best
approached by unconventional paradigms instead of “straying” around the wellknown concepts, changing the model’s parameters, and putting hope in increasing computing power. Using Brooks words, I rather believe in “[. . . ] something
fundamental and currently unimagined in our models” [3] than in all other possibilities, although they might also play a role of course. We need new tools
and new concepts that move seamlessly between brain, cognition, computation,
growth, development, and self-organization—a finding that has also been made
in a 2002 NSF/DOC-sponsored report [20]. This is definitely a transdisciplinary
challenge with the need of simultaneous technical and conceptual innovations.
Much debate has also been focused on what cognitive paradigms should be used
in order to obtain a “intelligent” agents. This seems to somehow become an eternal and useless discussion since—as in many other domains—there is no best
model. Different models are better for different things in different contexts [7].
The goal of my contribution is to delineate one possible way to address the
general scientific challenge of seeking for further progress and new metaphors in
computer science by means of unconventional methods. I show that an amal-
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gamation of (1) a particle-based and randomly interconnected substrate, (2)
membrane systems, and (3) artificial chemistries in combination with (4) an unconventional organizational paradigm has interesting properties and allows to
realize complex systems in an alternative way. An overview on the goals and
guiding principles shall be provided in the next section.
Please note that this is still ongoing work which extends and further develops
some of the visions as first presented in [24]. The present paper is an extended
abstract only.

2

Goals and General Guiding Principles

The visions and work presented in this contribution are mainly motivated by the
following goals and guiding principles:
1. The system should be robust and fault-tolerant. Fault-tolerance is a major
issue for tomorrow’s computing machines and might potentially be beneficial
for new manufacturing technologies, such as for example printing technologies to create cheap and flexible sheets of transistors (polymer electronics),
for molecular electronics, and likely for nanotechnology. Further, it supports
the general challenge of building “perfect machines out of imperfect components”, which would help to drop manufacturing costs.
2. The system should allow for hierarchies. This allows to divide (top-down)
and gradually create (bottom-up) complexity and to provide a mode of parallelism. It is also a means to optimize limited resources, to minimize the
overhead of control, and to support fault-tolerance.
3. The system should potentially allow to continuously adapt and invent by
means of an unconventional method. This helps to deal with cases unforeseen by the designer and with an ever changing environment. The reason for
using an unconventional method is the hope to avoid drawbacks of existing
methods and to obtain new and interesting properties.
4. Everything should be made as local and as simple as possible. This helps
to obtain scalable, large and potentially cheaper systems, and prevents from
using global controllers, which often represent a performance bottleneck and
a source for failures.
These guiding principles directly lead to a number of methods and tools which
amalgamation—as I will illustrate—will results in a computational system with
interesting properties and application domains.
In order to obtain a fault-tolerant system, our architecture will rely on a irregular, inhomogeneous, asynchronously operating, and possibly imperfect particlebased substrate (see Section 3), not unlike an amorphous computer. Currently,
the only possibility to build a perfect machine from imperfect components is to
use redundancy (i.e., spare components), which clearly favors a particle-based
implementation. I will also make extensive use of artificial chemistries, which
represent—if appropriately used—an ideal means to compute in uncertain environments. Further, they have also been identified as potentially very promising
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for the perpetual creation of novelty [11], a feature that shall be later used to
support adaptation and learning. In order to be able to build hierarchies, I will
make use of cells and membranes throughout the system (see Section 4). Thereby,
membrane systems will serve as a main source of inspiration. Finally, adaptation
is achieved by a method inspired by conceptual blending, a framework of cognitive science that tries to explain how we deal with mental concepts. However,
instead of dealing with mental concepts we will use artificial chemistries and
membranes (see Section 5).

3

The Circuit Amorphous Computer Substrate

In a 1996 white paper first described the philosophy of amorphous computing1 [1, 14]. Amorphous computing is the development of organizational principles and programming languages for obtaining coherent global behavior from
the local cooperation of myriads of unreliable parts—all basically containing the
same program—that are interconnected in unknown, irregular, and time-varying
ways. In biology, this question has been recognized as fundamental in the context of animals (such as ants, bees, etc.) that cooperate and form organizations.
Amorphous computing brings the question “down” to computing science and
engineering. Using the metaphor of biology, the cells cooperate to form a multicellular organism (also called programmable multitude) under the direction of a
genetic program shared by the members of the colony.
I will present a modified amorphous computer model which will serve as
a substrate for the implementation of cellular membrane system hierarchies.
The model is called circuit amorphous computer (CAC), since, compared to
the original model, its interconnections are wire-based. The main component of
each particle, called amorphon, is a “well-stirred” reactor (see Figure 1). I will
also show that the distributed and randomly interconnected reactor network is
particularly suited for building robust systems.

4

Cellular Computing Architectures and Hierarchies

The biological cell is a central building blocks of most living organisms. Reason
why numerous more or less complex computational models and implementations
have been proposed. Most cellular models are, however, so simple that the only
thing they share with their biological counterpart is the name. In most cases,
the reason for this simplicity is that “[t]he simplest living cell is so complex that
supercomputer models may never simulate its behavior perfectly” [8].
Cellular automata (CA), originally conceived by Ulam and von Neumann
in the 1940s to provide a formal framework for investigating the behavior of
complex, extended systems [27], are probably the best known cellular machines.
In the simplest case, their structure is completely uniform and regular. On the
1

Website: http://www.swiss.ai.mit.edu/projects/amorphous
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Figure 1. A cell is made up by a distributed network of “well-stirred” reactors.

other extreme, random boolean networks (RBNs)—as for example used by Kauffman [12]—have a random interconnection topology and non-uniform cells (i.e.,
each cell can have different rules). In both cases, there is no straightforward way
to create hierarchies of cells. This is mainly due to the cell’s simplicity and the
lack of appropriate mechanisms.
In 1998, Paun initiated P systems (or membrane computing) [16, 17] as a
highly parallel—though theoretical—computational model afar inspired by biochemistry and by some of the basic features of biological membranes. A typical P system (note that many variations exist) consists of cell-like membranes
placed inside a unique “skin” membrane. Multisets of objects—usually strings of
symbols—and a set of evolution rules are then placed inside the regions delimited
by the membranes. The artificial chemistry [4] then evolves—or “computes”—
according to the rules. A major drawback is, however, that all the rules have to
be applied synchronously, which requires a global control signal. Additionally,
membrane systems are usually engineered by hand since no methodology exists
on how to set up a system for a given task.
P systems are particularly interesting since they allow to easily create hierarchies, which I consider a key issue for the creation of complex systems (see
also Section 2). Hierarchical composition is ubiquitous in physical and biological
systems: the nonlinear dynamics at each level of description generates emergent
structure, and the nonlinear interactions among these structures provide a basis
for the dynamics at the next higher level [21].
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I will present how to create membrane systems on a circuit amorphous computer (Figure 2) and compare the approach to existing algorithms to create
groups and hierarchies on amorphous computers.

cell

cell
cell

Membrane
System
cell

cell
cell

Circuit Amorphous
Computer
Amorphon

Figure 2. Implementing membrane systems on a circuit amorphous computer.

5

Chemical Blending

Conceptual blending (or conceptual integration) [5, 6] is a theory developed by
Fauconnier and Turner about conceptual spaces and how they develop and proliferate as we talk and think. Conceptual spaces consist of elements and relations
among them and are of course not directly instantiated in the brain, instead, they
should be seen as a formalism invented by researchers to address and certain issues of their investigation. Conceptual spaces and blending are just a good tool
to study meaning in natural language, metaphors, and concepts, but they are
not suitable to talk about the structure of things [10]. Hence, Goguen and Harrell recently proposed a blending algorithm called structural blending [10], which
also takes into account structure. A major drawback of blending is the difficulty
to considered it as a real theory because of the lack of a formal approach. In
recent years, however, several people worked on explicit computational frameworks [9, 10, 18, 19, 25, 26].
While all current approaches deal with concepts, I am interested in a very
different approach. One of the fundamental problems of membrane systems and
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artificial chemistries in general is the fact that there does not exist any universal
approach which allows to choose a set of objects (chemicals) and rules (reactions) able to solve a given task. Since this problem is basically equivalent to the
challenge of programming a massively parallel machine, we should of course not
expect astonishing breakthroughs.
The main motivations for investigating a blending-inspired approach applied
to artificial chemistries are the following:
– How might “novelty” be created in a “smart” way in a membrane system?
– Can Fauconnier and Turner’s blending [6] be used in an elegant way to create
“new” cells (in the sense of Paun’s membrane systems) from two already
existing cells? The newly created cell should contain novel, but also already
existing elements.
– How might blending be used as or inspire an organizing or optimizing principle for membrane systems?
– What are the benefits and drawbacks of such an approach?
I will illustrate these questions, provide examples (see Figure 3), and show
how all this can be integrated. I will also delineate possible ways of how this
approach could be used to obtain suitable artificial chemistries, particle-based
systems, and reactive agents. The approach will also be compared to related
work.
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Abstract. Membrane Computing (MC) is part of the powerful trend in
computer science known under the name of Natural Computing. Its goal
is to abstract computing models from the structure and the functioning
of the living cell. The present paper is a short and informal introduction
to MC, presenting the basic ideas, the central (types of) results, and the
main directions of research.

1

Membrane Computing – Starting From Cells

In the last decade, the continuous and mutually beneficial collaboration of informatics with biology became simply spectacular. Two landmark examples are
the completion of the genome project, a great success of bio-informatics, of using computer science in biology, and the successful Adleman’s experiment (1994)
of using DNA molecules as a support for computing. The latter example is illustrative for the direction of research opposite to the traditional one, of using
computers in biology: in Adleman’s experiment, biological materials and techniques were used in order to solve a computational problem. This was the “official
birth certificate” of what is now called DNA Computing, and this gave a decisive
impulse to Natural Computing.
Membrane Computing is the youngest branch of Natural Computing. It starts
from the observation that one of the most marvellous machineries evolved by nature are the cells. The cell is the smallest living unit, a microscopic “enterprise”,
with a complex structure, an intricate inner activity, and an exquisite relationship with its environment. Both substances, from ions to large macromolecules,
and information are processed in a cell, according to involved reactions, organized in a robust and at the same time sensitive manner, having as the goal the
processes themselves, the life itself of the cell and of the structures where the
cells are included – organs, organisms, populations.
Thus, a double challenge emerged: to check whether or not the often made
statements about the “computations” taking place in a cell (see, e.g., [2] and
[3]) are mere metaphoras or they correspond to computations in the standard
(mathematical) understanding of this term, and, more ambitiously, having in
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mind the encouraging experience of other branches of Natural Computing, to get
inspired from the structure and the functioning of the living cell and define new
computing models, possibly of interest for computer science, for computability
in general.
Membrane computing emerged as an answer to this double challenge, proposing a series of models (actually, a general framework for devising models) inspired from the cell structure and functioning, as well as from the cell organization in tissue. These models, called P systems, were investigated as mathematical objects, with the main goals being of a (theoretical) computer science
type: computation power (in comparison with Turing machines and their restrictions), and usefulness in solving computationally hard problems. The field
(founded in 1998; the paper [4] was first circulated on web) simply flourished
at this level. Comprehensive information can be found in the web page at
http://psystems.disco.unimib.it; see also [5].
In this paper we discuss only the cell-like P systems, whose study is much
more developed than that of tissue-like P systems or of neural-like P systems,
only recently investigated in more details. In short, such a system consists of a
hierarchical arrangement of membranes (understood as three-dimensional vesicles), which delimits compartments (also called regions), where abstract objects
are placed. These objects correspond to the chemicals from the compartments of
a cell, and they can be either unstructured, a case when they can be represented
by symbols from a given alphabet, or structured. In the latter case, a possible
representation of objects is by strings over a given alphabet. Here we discuss only
the case of symbol-objects. Corresponding to the situation from reality, where
the number of molecules from a given compartment matters, also in the case of
objects from the regions of a P system we have to take into consideration their
multiplicity, that is why we consider multisets of objects assigned to the regions
of P systems. These objects evolve according to rules, which are also associated
with the regions. The intuition is that these rules correspond to the chemical
reactions from cell compartments and the reaction conditions are specific to each
compartment, hence the evolution rules are localized. The rules say both how
the objects are changed and how they can be moved (we say communicated)
across membranes. By using these rules, we can change the configuration of a
system (the multisets from its compartments); we say that we get a transition
among system configurations. The way the rules are applied imitates again the
biochemistry (but goes one further step towards computability): the reactions
are done in parallel, and the objects to evolve and the rules by which they evolve
are chosen in a non-deterministic manner, in such a way that the application
of rules is maximal. A sequence of transitions forms a computation, and with
computations which halt (reach a configuration where no rule is applicable) we
associate a result, for instance, in the form of the multiset of objects present in
the halting configuration in a specified membrane.
All these basic ingredients of a membrane computing system (a P system) will
be discussed further below. This brief description is meant, on the one hand, to
show the passage from the “real cell” to the “mathematical cell”, as considered
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in membrane computing, and, on the other hand, to give a preliminary idea
about the computing model we are investigating.
It is important to note at this stage the generality of the approach. We start
from the cell, but the abstract model deals with very general notions: membranes
interpreted as separators of regions, objects and rules assigned to regions; the
basic data structure is the multiset; the rules are used in the non-deterministic
maximally parallel manner, and in this way we get sequences of transitions,
hence computations. In such terms, Membrane Computing can be interpreted
as a bio-inspired framework for distributed parallel processing of multisets.
We close this introductory discussion by stressing the basic similarities and
differences between MC and the other areas of Natural Computing. All these areas start from biological facts and abstract computing models. Neural and Evolutionary Computing are already implemented (rather successfuly, especially in
the case of Evolutionary Computing) on the usual computer. DNA Computing
has a bigger ambition, that of providing a new hardware, leading to bio-chips,
to “wet computers”. For MC it seems that the most realistic attempt for implementation is in silico (this started already to be a trend and some successes are
already reported) rather than in vitro (no attempt was made yet).

2

The Basic Classes of P Systems

We introduce now the fundamental ideas of MC in a more precise way. What we
look for is a computing device, and to this aim we need data structures, operations with these data structures, an architecture of our “computer”, a systematic
manner to define computations and results of computations.
Inspired from the cell structure and functioning, the basic elements of a
membrane system (currently called P system) are (1) the membrane structure
and the sets of (2) evolution rules which process (3) multisets of (4) objects placed
in the compartments of the membrane structure.
A membrane structure is a hierarchically arranged set of membranes. A
suggestive representation is as in the figure below. We distinguish the external membrane (corresponding to the plasma membrane and usually called the
skin membrane) and several internal membranes (corresponding to the membranes present in a cell, around the nucleus, in Golgi apparatus, vesicles, etc); a
membrane without any other membrane inside it is said to be elementary. Each
membrane uniquely determines a compartment, also called region, the space
delimited from above by it and from below by the membranes placed directly
inside, if any exists.
In the basic class of P systems, each region contains a multiset of symbolobjects, which correspond to the chemicals swimming in a solution in a cell
compartment; these chemicals are considered here as unstructured, that is why
we describe them by symbols from a given alphabet.
The objects evolve by means of evolution rules, which are also localized,
associated with the regions of the membrane structure. The rules correspond to
the chemical reactions possible in the compartments of a cell. The typical form
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of such a rule is aad → (a, here)(b, out)(b, in), with the following meaning: two
copies of object a and one copy of object d react and the reaction produces one
copy of a and two copies of b; the new copy of a remains in the same region
(indication here), one of the copies of b exits the compartment, going to the
surrounding region (indication out) and the other enters one of the directly inner
membranes (indication in). We say that the objects a, b, b are communicated as
indicated by the commands associated with them in the right hand member
of the rule. When an object exits a membrane, it will go to the surrounding
compartment; in the case of the skin membrane this is the environment, hence
the object is “lost”, it never comes back into the system. If no inner membrane
exists (that is, the rule is associated with an elementary membrane), then the
indication in cannot be followed, and the rule cannot be applied.
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The communication of objects through membranes reminds the fact that
the biological membranes contain various (protein) channels through which the
molecules can pass (in a passive way, due to concentration difference, or in an
active way, with a consumption of energy), in a rather selective manner. The
fact that the communication of objects from a compartment to a neighboring
compartment is controlled by the “reaction rules” is attractive mathematically,
but not quite realistic from a biological point of view, that is why there also
were considered variants where the two processes are separated: the evolution is
controlled by rules as above, without target indications, and the communication
is controlled by specific rules (by symport/antiport rules – see below).
A rule as above, with several objects in its left hand member, is said to be
cooperative; a particular case is that of catalytic rules, of the form ca → cx, where
a is an object and c is a catalyst, appearing only in such rules, never changing.
A rule of the form a → x, where a is an object, is called non-cooperative.
The rules associated with a compartment are applied to the objects from
that compartment, in a maximally parallel way: all objects which can evolve by
means of local rules should do it (we assign objects to rules, until no further
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assignment is possible). The used objects are “consumed”, the newly produced
objects are placed in the compartments of the membrane structure according
to the communication commands assigned to them. The rules to be used and
the objects to evolve are chosen in a non-deterministic manner. In turn, all
compartments of the system evolve at the same time, synchronously (a common
clock is assumed for all membranes). Thus, we have two layers of parallelism,
one at the level of compartments and one at the level of the whole “cell”.
A membrane structure and the multisets of objects from its compartments
identify a configuration of a P system. By a non-deterministic maximally parallel
use of rules as suggested above we pass to another configuration; such a step
is called a transition. A sequence of transitions constitutes a computation. A
computation is successful if it halts, it reaches a configuration where no rule can
be applied to the existing objects. With a halting computation we can associate
a result in various ways. The simplest possibility is to count the objects present
in the halting configuration in a specified elementary membrane; this is called
internal output. We can also count the objects which leave the system during
the computation, and this is called external output. In both cases the result
is a number. If we distinguish among different objects, then we can have as
the result a vector of natural numbers. The objects which leave the system
can also be arranged in a sequence according to the moments when they exit
the skin membrane, and in this case the result is a string. This last possibility
is worth emphasizing, because of the qualitative difference between the data
structure used inside the system (multisets of objects, hence numbers) and the
data structure of the result, which is a string, it contains a positional information,
a syntax.
Because of the non-determinism of the application of rules, starting from an
initial configuration, we can get several successful computations, hence several
results. Thus, a P system computes (one also uses to say generates) a set of
numbers, or a set of vectors of numbers, or a language.
Of course, the previous way of using the rules from the regions of a P system
reminds the non-determinism and the (partial) parallelism from cell compartments, with the mentioning that the maximality of parallelism is mathematically
oriented (rather useful in proofs); when using P systems as biological models,
this feature should be replaced with more realistic features (e.g., reaction rates,
probabilities, partial parallelism).
An important way to use a P system is the automata-like one: an input
is introduced in a given region and this input is accepted if and only if the
computation halts. This is the way for using P systems, for instance, in solving
decidability problems.
We do not give here a formal definition of a P system. The reader interested in
mathematical and bibliographical details can consult the mentioned monograph
[5], as well as the relevant papers from the web bibliography mentioned above.
Of course, when presenting a P system we have to specify: the alphabet of
objects, the membrane structure (usually represented by a string of labelled
matching parentheses), the multisets of objects present in each region of the
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system (represented by strings of symbol-objects, with the number of occurrences
of a symbol in a string being the multiplicity of the object identified by that
symbol in the multiset represented by the considered string), the sets of evolution
rules associated with each region, as well as the indication about the way the
output is defined.
Many modifications/extensions of the very basic model sketched above are
discussed in the literature, but we do not mention them here. Instead, we only
briefly discuss the interesting case of computing by communication.
In the systems described above, the symbol-objects were processed by multiset rewriting-like rules (some objects are transformed into other objects, which
have associated communication targets). Coming closer to the trans-membrane
transfer of molecules, we can consider purely communicative systems, based on
the three classes of such transfer known in the biology of membranes: uniport,
symport, and antiport (see [1] for details). Symport refers to the transport where
two (or more) molecules pass together through a membrane in the same direction, antiport refers to the transport where two (or more) molecules pass through
a membrane simultaneously, but in opposite directions, while the case when a
molecule does not need a “partner” for a passage is referred to as uniport.
In terms of P systems, we can consider object processing rules of the following
forms: a symport rule (associated with a membrane i) is of the form (ab, in) or
(ab, out), stating that the objects a and b enter/exit together membrane i, while
an antiport rule is of the form (a, out; b, in), stating that, simultaneously, a exits
and b enters membrane i.
A P system with symport/antiport rules has the same architecture as a system with multiset rewriting rules: alphabet of objects, membrane structure, initial multisets in the regions of the membrane structure, sets of rules associated
with the membranes, possibly an output membrane – with one additional component, the set of objects present in the environment. This is an important detail:
because by communication we do not create new objects, we need a supply of
objects, in the environment, otherwise we are only able to handle a finite population of objects, those provided in the initial multiset. Also the functioning of a
P system with symport/antiport rules is the same as for systems with multiset
rewriting rules: the transition from a configuration to another configuration is
done by applying the rules in a non-deterministic maximally parallel manner,
to the objects available in the regions of the system and in the environment, as
requested by the used rules. When a halting configuration is reached, we get a
result, in a specified output membrane.

3

Computational Completeness; Universality

As we have mentioned before, many classes of P systems, combining various ingredients described above, are able of simulating Turing machines, hence they
are computationally complete. Always, the proofs of results of this type are constructive, and this have an important consequence from the computability point
of view: there are universal (hence programmable) P systems. In short, start-
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ing from a universal Turing machine (or an equivalent universal device), we get
an equivalent universal P system. Among others, this implies that in the case of
Turing complete classes of P systems, the hierarchy on the number of membranes
always collapses (at most at the level of the universal P systems). Actually, the
number of membranes sufficient in order to characterize the power of Turing
machines by means of P systems is always rather small.
We only mention here two of the most interesting universality results:
1. P systems with symbol-objects with catalytic rules, using only two catalysts
and two membranes, are universal.
2. P systems with symport/antiport rules of a rather restricted size (example: four membranes, symport rules of weight 2, and no antiport rules) are
universal.
We can conclude that the compartmental computation in a cell-like membrane structure (using various ways of communicating among compartments) is
rather powerful. The “computing cell” is a powerful “computer”.

4

Computational Efficiency

The computational power is only one of the important questions to be dealt
with when defining a new computing model. The other fundamental question
concerns the computing efficiency. Because P systems are parallel computing
devices, it is expected that they can solve hard problems in an efficient manner –
and this expectation is confirmed for systems provided with ways for producing
an exponential workspace in a linear way. Three main such possibilities have
been considered so far in the literature, and all of them were proven to lead to
polynomial solutions to NP-complete problems: membrane division, membrane
creation, and string replication. Using them, polynomial solutions to SAT, the
Hamiltonian Path problem, the Node Covering problem, the problem of inverting
one-way functions, the Subset-sum, and the Knapsack problems were reported
(note that the last two are numerical problems, where the answer is not of the
yes/no type, as in decidability problems) etc. Details can be found in ([5], [6],
as well as in the web page of the domain.
Roughly speaking, the framework for dealing with complexity matters is that
of accepting P systems with input: a family of P systems of a given type is constructed starting from a given problem, and an instance of the problem is introduced as an input in such systems; working in a deterministic mode (or a
confluent mode: some non-determinism is allowed, provided that the branching
converges after a while to a unique configuration), in a given time one of the answers yes/no is obtained, in the form of specific objects sent to the environment.
The family of systems should be constructed in a uniform mode (starting from
the size of instances) by a Turing machine, working a polynomial time.
This direction of research is very active at the present moment. More and
more problems are considered, the membrane computing complexity classes are
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refined, characterizations of the P6=NP conjecture were obtained in this framework, improvements are looked for. An important recent result concerns the fact
that PSPACE was shown to be included in PMCD , the family of problems
which can be solved in polynomial time by P systems with the possibility of
dividing both elementary and non-elementary membranes [7].

5

Concluding Remarks

This paper was intended as a quick and general introduction to Membrane Computing, an invitation to this recent branch of Natural Computing.
The starting motivation of the area was to learn from the cell biology new
ideas, models, paradigms useful for informatics – and we have informally presented a series of details of this type. The mathematical development was quite
rapid, mainly with two types of results as the purpose: computational universality and computational efficiency. Recently, the domain started to be used as a
framework for modelling processes from biology (but also from linguistics, management, computer graphics, etc), and this is rather important in view of the
fact that P systems are (reductionistic, but flexible, easily scallable, algorithmic,
intuitive) models of the whole cell; modelling the whole cell was often mentioned
as an important challenge for the bio-computing in the near future – see, e.g., [8].
We have recalled only a few classes of P systems and only a few (types of)
results. A detailed presentation of the domain is not only beyond the scope of this
text, but also beyond the dimensions of a monograph; furthermore, the domain
is fastly emerging, so that, the reader interested in any research direction, a more
theoretical or a more practical one, is advised to follow the developments, for
instance, through the web page mentioned in Section 2.
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P Systems: Some Recent Results and Research Problems ?
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Abstract. We consider the following definition (different from the standard definition in the literature) of
“maximal parallelism” in the application of evolution rules in a P system G: Let R
r1  :::rk
be the
set of distinct rules in the system. G operates in maximal parallel mode if at each step of the computation,
a maximal subset of R is applied, and at most one instance of any rule is used at every step (thus at most
k rules are applicable at any step). We refer to this system as a maximally parallel system. We look at the
computing power of P systems under three semantics of parallelism. For a positive integer n k, define:

=f

g



n-Max-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select a maximal subset of at most n rules in R to
apply (this implies that no larger subset is applicable).
n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of at most n rules in R to apply.
n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of exactly n rules in R to apply.



In all three cases, if any rule in the subset selected is not applicable, then the whole subset is not applicable.
When n
, the three semantics reduce to the Sequential mode.

=1

We look at two models of P systems that have been studied in the literature: catalytic systems and communicating P systems. We show that for these systems, n-Max-Parallel mode is strictly more powerful than
any of the following three modes: Sequential, n-Parallel, or n-Parallel. For example, it follows from a
result in [6] that a -Max Parallel communicating P system is universal. However, under the three limited
modes of parallelism, the system is equivalent to a vector addition system, which is known to only define a
recursive set. This shows that “maximal parallelism” is key for the model to be universal.

3



We also briefly summarize other recent results concerning membrane hierarchy and computational complexity of P systems. Finally, we propose some problems for future research.
No proofs are given in this extended abstract. Some results presented here were obtained in collaboration
with Zhe Dang and Hsu-Chun Yen.

Keywords: P system, catalytic Psystem, communicating P system, maximally parallel system, sequential system, limited parallelism, vector addition system, semilinear set, membrane hierarchy, computational complexity.

1

Introduction

There has been a flurry of research activities in the area of membrane computing (a branch of molecular
computing) initiated five years ago by Gheorghe Paun [15]. Membrane computing identifies an unconventional
computing model, namely a P system, from natural phenomena of cell evolutions and chemical reactions.
Due to the built-in nature of maximal parallelism inherent in the model, P systems have a great potential
for implementing massively concurrent systems in an efficient way that would allow us to solve currently
intractable problems (in much the same way as the promise of quantum and DNA computing) once future
bio-technology (or silicon-technology) gives way to a practical bio-realization (or chip-realization).
? This research was supported in part by NSF Grants IIS-0101134 and CCR02-08595.
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The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) has recently selected membrane computing as a fast “Emerging Research Front” in Computer Science (see http://esi-topics.com/erf/october2003.html). A P system is a
computing model, which abstracts from the way the living cells process chemical compounds in their compartmental structure. Thus, regions defined by a membrane structure contain objects that evolve according to given
rules. The objects can be described by symbols or by strings of symbols, in such a way that multisets of objects
are placed in regions of the membrane structure. The membranes themselves are organized as a Venn diagram
or a tree structure where one membrane may contain other membranes. By using the rules in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel manner, transitions between the system configurations can be obtained. A sequence
of transitions shows how the system is evolving. Various ways of controlling the transfer of objects from a
region to another and applying the rules, as well as possibilities to dissolve, divide or create membranes have
been studied. P systems were introduced with the goal to abstract a new computing model from the structure
and the functioning of the living cell (as a branch of the general effort of Natural Computing – to explore
new models, ideas, paradigms from the way nature computes). Membrane computing has been quite successful: many models have been introduced, most of them Turing complete and/or able to solve computationally
intractable problems (NP-complete, PSPACE-complete) in a feasible time (polynomial), by trading space for
time. (See the P system website at http://psystems.disco.unimb/it for a large collection of papers in the area,
and in particular the monograph [16].)
In the standard semantics of P systems [15, 16, 18], each evolution step of a system G is a result of applying
all the rules in G in a maximally parallel manner. More precisely, starting from the initial configuration, w,
the system goes through a sequence of configurations, where each configuration is derived from the directly
preceding configuration in one step by the application of a multi-set of rules, which are chosen nondeterministically. For example, a catalytic rule Ca
Cv in membrane q is applicable if there is a catalyst C and an object
(symbol) a in the preceding configuration in membrane q . The result of applying this rule is the evolution of
v from a. If there is another occurrence of C and another occurrence of a, then the same rule or another rule
with Ca on the left hand side can be applied. Thus, in general, the number of times a particular rule is applied
at anyone step can be unbounded. We require that the application of the rules is maximal: all objects, from all
membranes, which can be the subject of local evolution rules have to evolve simultaneously. Configuration z
is reachable (from the starting configuration) if it appears in some execution sequence; z is halting if no rule is
applicable on z .
In this paper, we study a different definition of maximal parallelism. Let G be a P system and R =
r1  ::: rk be the set of distinct rules in all the membranes. (Note that ri uniquely specifies the membrane
the rule belongs to.) We say that G operates in maximal parallel mode if at each step of the computation, a
maximal subset of R is applied, and at most one instance of any rule is used at every step (thus at most k rules
are applicable at any step). For example, if r i is a catalytic rule Ca
Cv in membrane q and the current
configuration has two C 's and three a's in membrane q , then only one a can evolve into v . Of course, if there is
another rule rj , Ca
Cv0 , in membrane q, then the other a also evolves into v 0 . Throughout the paper, we
will use this definition of maximal parallelism.

!
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Catalytic System (CS)

We recall the definition of a multi-membrane catalytic system (CS) as defined in [15]. The membranes (regions)
are organized in a hierarchical (tree) structure and are labeled 1, 2, .., m for some m, with the outermost
membrane (the skin membrane) labeled 1. At the start of the computation, there is a distribution of catalysts
and noncatalysts in the membranes (the distribution represents the initial configuration of the system). Each
membrane may contain a finite set of catalytic rules of the form Ca
Cv, where C is a catalyst, a is a
noncatalyst, and v is a (possibly null) string of noncatalysts. When this rule is applied, the catalyst remains in
the membrane the rule is in, symbol a is deleted from the membrane, and the symbols comprising v (if nonnull)
are transported to other membranes in the following manner. Each symbol b in v has a designation or target,
i.e., it is written bx , where x can be here, out, or inj . The designation here means that the object b remains in

!
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the membrane containing it (we usually omit this target, when it is understood). The designation out means that
the object is transported to the membrane directly enclosing the membrane that contains the object; however,
we do not allow any object to be transported out of the skin membrane. The designation in j means that the
object is moved into a membrane, labeled j , that is directly enclosed by the membrane that contains the object.
It is important to note that our definition of catalytic system is different from what is usually called catalytic
system in the literature. Here, we do not allow rules without catalysts, i.e., rules of the form a
v. Thus our
systems use only purely catalytic rules.
Suppose S is a CS with m membranes. Let a1  ::: an be the set of noncatalyst symbols (objects) that
can occur in the configurations of S . Let w = (w 1  ::: wm ) be the initial configuration, where wi represents
the catalysts and noncatalysts in membrane i. (Note that wi can be null.) Each reachable configuration of S
is an nm-tuple (v1  ::: vm ), where vi is an n-tuple representing the multiplicities of the symbols a1  ::: an
in membrane i. Note that we do not include the catalysts in considering the configuration as they are not
changed (i.e., they remain in the membranes containing them, and their numbers remain the same during the
computation). Hence the set of all reachable configurations of S , denoted by R(S ) is a subset of mn . The set
of all halting reachable configurations is denoted by R h (S ).
n that can be accepted by a Turing machine, we can construct a 1It is known that for any set Q
membrane CS G with only purely catalytic rules such that Rh (G) = Q [19, 20, 5]. In fact, [5] shows that three
distinct catalysts (where each catalyst appears exactly once in the initial configuration) are already sufficient
for universality. Thus, in general, a 3-Max-Parallel 1-membrane CS can define a nonrecursive reachability set.
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2.1 Sequential CS (Zero Parallelism)
In a sequential CS, each step of the computation consists of an application of a single nondeterministically
chosen rule, i.e., the membrane and rule within the membrane to apply are chosen nondeterministically. Thus,
the computation of the CS has no parallelism at all. It turns out that sequential CS's are much weaker. They
define exactly the semilinear sets.
We need the definition of a vector addition system. An n-dimensional vector addition system (VAS) is a
n is called the start point (or start vector) and W is a finite set of vectors in n ,
pair G = x W , where x
where is the set of all integers (positive, negative, zero). The reachability set of the VAS x W is the set
R(G) = z for some j , z = x + v1 + ::: + vj  where for all 1 i j , each vi W and x + v1 + ::: + vi 0 .
The halting reachability set Rh (G) = z z R(G) z + v 0 for every v in W .
A VAS G = x W , where each vector in W is in n (i.e., has nonnegative components) generates a
linear set. Any finite union of linear sets is called a semilinear set.
An n-dimensional vector addition system with states (VASS) is a VAS x W together with a finite set T of
transitions of the form p
(q v), where q and p are states and v is in W . The meaning is that such a transition
can be applied at point y in state p and yields the point y + v in state q , provided that y + v
0. The VASS
is specified by G = x T p0 , where p0 is the starting state. The reachability set is R(G) = z for some j ,
z = x + v1 + ::: + vj  where for all 1 i j , pi;1 (pi  vi ) T , and x + v1 + ::: + vi 0 . The reachability
problem for a VASS (respectively, VAS) G is to determine, given a vector y , whether y is in R(G). The
equivalence problem is to determine given two VASS (respectively, VAS) G and G0 , whether R(G) = R(G0 ).
Similarly, one can define the reachability problem and equivalence problem for halting configurations.
The following summarizes the known results concerning VAS and VASS [22, 7, 1, 8, 13]:
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Theorem 1. 1. Let G be an n-dimensional VASS. We can effectively construct an (n + 3)-dimensional VAS
G0 that simulates G.
2. If G is a 2-dimensional VASS G, then R(G) is an effectively computable semilinear set.
3. There is a 3-dimensional VASS G such that R(G) is not semilinear.
4. If G is a 5-dimensional VAS G, then R(G) is an effectively computable semilinear set.
5. There is a 6-dimensional VAS G such that R(G) is not semilinear.
6. The reachability problem for VASS (and hence also for VAS) is decidable.
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7. The equivalence problem for VAS (and hence also for VASS) is undecidable.
Clearly, it follows from part 6 of the theorem above that the halting reachability problem for VASS (respectively, VAS) is decidable.
A communication-free VAS is a VAS where in every transition, at most one component is negative, and
if negative, its value is -1. They are equivalent to communication-free Petri nets, which are also equivalent
to commutative context-free grammars [3, 9]. It is known that they have effectively computable semilinear
reachability sets [3].
Our first result shows that a sequential CS is weaker than a maximally parallel CS.
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent: communication-free VAS, sequential multi-membrane CS, sequential 1-membrane CS.
Corollary 1. 1. If S is a sequential multi-membrane CS, then R(S ) and R h (S ) are effectively computable
semilinear sets.
2. The reachability problem (whether a given configuration is reachable) for sequential multi-membrane CS
is NP-complete.

2.2 CS Under Limited Parallelism
Here we look at the computing power of the CS under three semantics of parallelism. Let R
be the set of rules of the CS. For a positive integer n k , define:



1. n-Max-Parallel: At each step, nonderministically select a maximal subset of at most
apply (this implies that no larger subset is applicable).
2.

= fR 1  ::: Rk g
n rules in R to

 n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of at most n rules in R to apply.

3. n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of exactly n rules in R to apply.

In all three cases above, if any rule in the set selected is not applicable, then the whole set is not applicable.
Note that when n = 1, the three semantics reduce to the Sequential mode.
Theorem 3. For n = 3, a 1-membrane CS operating under the n-Max-Parallel mode can define a recursively
enumerable set. For any n, a multi-membrane CS operating under n-Parallel mode or n-Parallel mode can
be simulated by a VASS (= VAS).



2.3 Simple Cooperative 1-Membrane System
Now consider the case when the 1-membrane CS has only one catalyst C with initial configuration C k x for
some k and string x of noncatalysts. Thus, there are k copies of the same catalyst in the initial configuration.
The rules allowed are of the form Ca
v or of the form Caa Cv, i.e., C catalyzes two copies of an object.
This system is equivalent to a special form of cooperative P system [15, 16]. A simple cooperative system
(SCS) is a P system where the rules allowed are of the form a
v or of the form aa v. Moreover, there is
some fixed integer k such that the system operates in maximally parallel mode, but uses no more that k rules
in any step. Clearly, the two systems are equivalent.

!

!
!

!

Theorem 4. A 1-membrane SCS operating in k -maximally parallel mode can simulate a Turing machine when
k is at least 9.
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3

Communicating P Sytem (CPS)

A communication P System (CPS) has rules of the form form (see [19]):

a ! ax
ab ! ax by
ab ! ax by ccome
where x y can be here, out, or inj . As before, here means that the object remains in the membrane containing
it, out means that the object is transported to the membrane directly enclosing the membrane that contains
the object (or to the environment if the object is in the skin membrane), and come can only occur within the
1.
2.
3.

outermost region (i.e., skin membrane), and it means import the object from the environment. The designation
inj means that the object is moved into a membrane, labeled j , that is directly enclosed by the membrane that
contains the object.
3.1 Sequential 1-Membrane CPS
First we consider the case when there is only one membrane (the skin membrane). The computation is sequential in that at each step there is only one application of a rule (to one instance). So, e.g., if nondeterministically
a rule like ab
ahere bout ccome is chosen, then there must be at least one a and one b in the membrane. After
the step, a remains in the membrane, b is thrown out of the membrane, and c comes into the membrane. There
may be several a's and b's, but only one application of the rule is applied. Thus, there is no parallelism involved.
The computation halts when there is no applicable rule. Again, we are only interested in the multiplicities of
the objects when the system halts.
We shall see below that a 1-membrane CPS can be simulated by a VASS (= VAS). However, the converse
is not true:

!

Theorem 5. The set of (halting) reachable configurations of a sequential 1-membrane CPS is a semilinear set.
3.2 Sequential 1-Membrane Extended CPS (ECPS)
Interestingly, if we generalize the rules of a 1-membrane CPS slightly the extended system becomes equivalent
to a VASS. Define an extended CPS (ECPS) by allowing rules of the form:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a ! ax
ab ! ax by
ab ! ax by ccome
ab ! ax by ccome dcome

(i.e., by adding rules of type 4).
Theorem 6. Sequential 1-membrane ECPS and VASS are equivalent.
We can generalize rules of an ECPS further as follows:

ai1 :::aih ! ai1 x1 :::aih xh
ai1 :::aih ! ai1 x1 :::aih xh cj1come :::cjlcome
where h l 1, and xm 2 fhere outg for 1
1.
2.

 

m h, and the a's and c's are symbols. Call this system
ECPS+. ECPS+ is still equivalent to a VASS. Thus, we have:
Corollary 2. The following systems are equivalent: Sequential 1-membrane ECPS, sequential 1-membrane
ECPS+, and VASS.
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3.3 Sequential 2-Membrane CPS
In Section 3.1, we saw that a sequential 1-membrane CPS can only define a semilinear set. However, if the
system has two membranes, we can show:
Theorem 7. A sequential 2-membrane CPS is equivalent to a VASS.

3.4 Sequential Multi-Membrane ECPS
In Theorem 6, we saw that a sequential 1-membrane ECPS can be simulated by a VASS. This result generalizes
to:
Theorem 8. The following are equivalent: VASS, sequential 2-membrane CPS, sequential 1-membrane ECPS,
sequential multi-membrane ECPS, and sequential multi-membrane ECPS+.
We can also prove:
Theorem 9. For any n, a multi-membrane ECPS+ operating under
equivalent to a VASS.

4

 n-Parallel mode or n-Parallel mode is

Membrane Hierarchy

The question of whether there exists a model of P systems where the number of membranes induces an infinite
hierarchy in its computational power had been open since the beginning of membrane computing five years
ago. Our recent paper [10] provided a positive answer to this open problem.
Consider a restricted model of a communicating P system, called RCPS, whose environment does not
contain any object initially. The system can expel objects into the environment but only expelled objects can
be retrieved from the environment. Such a system is initially given an input a i11 :::ainn (with each ij representing
the multiplicity of distinguished object ai , 1
i n) and is used as an acceptor. We showed the following
results in [10]:

 

Theorem 10. 1. RCPS's are equivalent to two-way multihead finite automata over bounded languages (i.e.,
subsets of a1 :::an , for some distinct symbols a1  ::: an ).
2. For every r, there is an s > r and a unary language L accepted by an RCPS with s membranes that cannot
be accepted by an RCPS with r membranes.
We note that the proof of the infinite hierarchy above reduces the problem (in an intricate way) to the known
hierarchy of nondeterministic two-way multihead finite automata over a unary input alphabet. An interesting
problem for further investigation is whether the hierarchy can be made tighter, i.e., whether the result holds for
s = r + 1.
We also considered in [10] variants/generalizations of RCPS's, e.g, acceptors of languages; models that
allow a “polynomial bounded” supply of objects in the environment initially; models with tentacles, etc. We
showed that they also form an infinite hierarchy with respect to the number of membranes (or tentacles). The
proof techniques can be used to obtain similar results for other restricted models of P systems, like symport/antiport systems.
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5

Computational Complexity of P Systems

In [11], we showed how techniques in machine-based complexity can be used to analyze the complexity of
membrane computing systems. The focus was on catalytic systems, communicating P systems, and systems
with only symport/antiport rules, but the techniques are applicable to other P systems that are universal. We defined space and time complexity measures and showed hierarchies of complexity classes similar to well known
results concerning Turing machines and counter machines. We also showed that the deterministic communicating P system simulating a deterministic counter machine in [19, 21] can be constructed to have a fixed number
of membranes, answering positively an open question in [19, 21]. We proved that reachability of extended configurations for symport/antiport systems (as well as for catalytic systems and communicating P systems) can
be decided in nondeterministic log n space and, hence, in deterministic log 2 n space or in polynomial time,
improving the main result in [17]. We also proposed two equivalent systems that define languages (instead
of multisets of objects): the first is a catalytic system language generator and the other is a communicating P
system acceptor (or a symport/antiport system acceptor). These devices are universal and therefore can also be
analyzed with respect to space and time complexity. Finally, we gave a characterization of semilinear languages
in terms of a restricted form of catalytic system language generator.

6

Some Problems for Future Research

Limited parallelism in other P systems: We believe the results in Sections 2 and 3 can be shown to hold for
other more general P systems (including those where membranes can be dissolved), provided the rules are not
prioritized. For example, the results should apply to systems with symport/antiport rules. We plan to look at
this problem.
Characterizations: We propose to investigate various classes of nonuniversal P systems and characterize their
computing power in terms of well-known models of sequential and parallel computation. We plan to investigate
language-theoretic properties of families of languages defined by P systems that are not universal (e.g., closure
and decidable properties), find P system models that correspond to the Chomsky hierarchy, and in particular,
characterize the “parallel” computing power of P systems in terms of well-known models like alternating Turing
machines, circuit models, cellular automata, parallel random access machines. We will also study models of
P systems that are not universal for which we can develop useful and efficient algorithms for their decision
problems.
Reachability problem in cell simulation: Another important research area that has great potential applications
in biology is the use of P systems for the modeling and simulation of cells. While previous work on modeling
and simulation use continuous mathematics (differential equations), P systems will allow us to use discrete
mathematics and algorithms. As a P system models the computation that occurs in a living cell, an important
problem is to develop tools for determining reachability between configurations, i.e., how the system evolves
over time. Specifically, given a P system and two configurations  and  (a configuration is the number and
distribution of the different types of objects in the various membranes in the system), is  reachable from ?
Unfortunately, unrestricted P systems are universal (i.e., can simulate a Turing machine), hence all nontrivial
decision problems (including reachability) are undecidable. Therefore, it is important to identify special P
systems that are decidable for reachability.

7

Conclusion

We showed in this paper that P systems that operate under limited parallelism are strictly weaker than systems
that operate in “maximal parallelism” for two classes of systems: multi-membrane catalytic systems and multimembrane communicating P systems. Our results on multi-membrane communicating P systems should also
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hold for an equivalent model with symport/antiport rules [12, 14]. We also briefly summarized our recent results concerning membrane hierarchy and computational complexity of P systems. Finally, we proposed some
problems for future research.
There has been some related work on P systems operating in sequential mode. For example, sequential
variants of P systems have been studied, in a different framework, in [4]. There, generalized P systems (GPsystems) were considered and were shown to be able to simulate graph controlled grammars. A comparison
between parallel and sequential modes of computation in a restricted model of a P automaton was also recently
investigated in [2], where it was shown that the parallel version is equivalent to a linear space-bounded nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM) and the sequential version is equivalent to a simple type of a one-way log n
space-bounded NTM.
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Extended Abstract
1 From Quantum Physics to Quantum Computing, ...
Information is physical: the laws which govern its encoding, processing and
communication are bound by those of its unavoidably physical incarnation. In today’s
informatics, information obeys the laws of classical Newtonian physics: this statement
holds all the way from commercial computers down to (up to?) Turing machines and
lambda-calculus. Today’s computation is classical.
The driving force of research in quantum computation is that of looking for the
consequences of having information encoding, processing and communication based
upon the laws of another kind of physics, namely quantum physics, i.e. the ultimate
knowledge that we have, today, of the foreign world of elementary particles, as
described by quantum mechanics.
Quantum mechanics, which is the mathematical formulation of the laws of
quantum physics, relies on four postulates: (i) the state of a quantum system (i.e. a
particle, or a collection of particles) is a unit element of a Hilbert space, that is a
vector of length 1 in a d-dimensional complex vector space; (ii) the evolution of the
state of a closed quantum system (i.e. not interacting with its -classical- environment)
is deterministic, linear, reversible and characterized by a unitary operator, that is by a
dxd rotation matrix applied to the state vector; (iii) the measurement of a quantum
system (i.e. the observation of a quantum system by its -classical- environment)
irreversibly modifies the state of the system by performing a projection of the state
vector onto a probabilistically chosen subspace of the Hilbert space, with
renormalization of the resulting vector, and returns a value (e.g. an integer) to the
classical world, which just tells which subspace was chosen; and (iv) the state space of
a quantum system composed of several quantum subsystems is the tensor product of
the state spaces of its components (given two vector spaces P and Q of dimensions p
and q respectively, their tensor product is a vector space of dimension pxq).
The question is then: how to take advantage of these postulates to the benefits of
computation?
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The most widely developed approach to quantum computation exploits all four
postulates in a rather straightforward manner. The elementary physical carrier of
information is a qubit (quantum bit), i.e. a quantum system (electron, photon, ion, ...)
with a 2-dimensional state space (postulate i); the state of a n-qubit register lives in a
2n-dimensional Hilbert space, the tensor product of n 2-dimensional Hilbert spaces
(postulate iv). Then, by imitating in the quantum world the most traditional
organization of classical computation, quantum computations are considered as
comprising three steps in sequence: first, preparation of the initial state of a quantum
register (postulate iii can be used for that, possibly with postulate ii); second,
computation, by means of deterministic unitary transformations of the register state
(postulate ii); and third, output of a result by probabilistic measurement of all or part
of the register (postulate iii).
More concretely, from a computational point of view, these postulates provide the
elementary quantum ingredients which are at the basis of quantum algorithm design:
Superposition: at any given moment, the state of quantum register of n qubits is a
vector in a 2n-dimensional vector space, i.e. a vector with at most 2n non zero
components, one for each of the 2n different values on n bits: the basis of this vector
space comprises the 2n vectors |i>, for i in {0,1}n (|i> is Dirac’s notation for vectors
denoting quantum states). This fact is exploited computationally by considering that
this register can actually contain (a superposition of) all the 2n different values on n
bits, whereas a classical register of n bits may contain only one of these values at any
given moment.
Quantum parallelism and deterministic computation: let f be a function from {0,1}n
to {0,1}n and x be a quantum register of n qubits initialized in a superposition of all
values in {0,1}n (this initialization can be done in one very simple step). Then,
computing f(x) is achieved by a deterministic, linear and unitary operation on the state
of x: because of linearity, a single application of this operation produces all 2n values
of f in one computation step. Performing this operation for any, possibly non linear f
while obeying the linearity and unitarity laws of the quantum world, requires a register
of 2n qubits formed of the register x, augmented with a register y of n qubits
initialized in the basis state |0>: before the computation of f, this larger register
contains a superposition of all pairs |i,0> for i in {0,1}n and, after the computation of f,
it contains a superposition of all pairs |i,f(i)> for i in {0,1}n.
Probabilistic measurement and output of a result: after f has been computed, all its
values f(i), for i in {0,1}n, are superposed in the y part of the register of 2n qubits, each
of these values facing (in the pair |i,f(i)>) their corresponding i still stored within the
unchanged superposition contained in the x part of that register. Observing the
contents of y will return only one value, j, among the possible values of f. This value is
chosen with a probability which depends on f since, e.g. if f(i)=j for several distinct
values of i, the probability of obtaining j as a result will be higher than that of
obtaining k if f(i)=k for only one value of i. This measurement also causes the
superposition in y to be projected onto the 1-dimensional subspace corresponding to
the basis state |j>, i.e. the state of the y part collapses to |j>, which implies that all
other values of f which were previously in y are irreversibly lost.
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Interference: the results of the 2n parallel computations of f over its domain of
definition can be made to interfere with each other. Substractive interference will
lower the probability of observing some of these value in y, whereas additive
interference will increase the probability of observing other values and bring it closer
to 1.
Entangled states: measuring y after the computation of f is in fact measuring only n
qubits (the y part) among the 2n qubits of a register. The state of this larger register is
a superposition of all pairs |i,f(i)> for i in {0,1}n (e.g., in this superposition, there is no
pair like |2,f(3)>): this superposition is not a free cross-product of the domain {0,1}n
of f by its image in {0,1}n, i.e. there is a strong correlation between the contents of the
x and y parts of the register. As a consequence, if measuring the y part returns a value
j, with the state of that part collapsing to the basis state |j>, the state of the larger
register will itself collapse to a superposition of all remaining pairs |i,j> such that
f(i)=j. This means that, in addition to producing a value j, the measurement of the y
part also causes the state of the x part to collapse to a superposition of all elements of
the f -1(j) subset of the domain of f. This correlation is called entanglement: in quantum
physics, the state of a system composed of n sub-systems is not, in general, simply
reducible to an n-tuple of the states of the components of that system. Entanglement
has no equivalent in classical physics and it constitutes the most powerful resource for
quantum information processing.
No cloning: a direct consequence of the linearity of all operations that can be
applied to quantum states (a two line trivial proof shows it) is that the state of a qubit a
(this state is in general an arbitrary superposition, i.e. a vector made of a linear
combination of the two basis state vectors |0> and |1>), cannot be duplicated and made
the state of another qubit b, unless the state of a is simply either |0> or |1> (i.e. not an
arbitrary superposition). This is true of the state of all quantum systems, including of
course registers of n qubits used by quantum computations.
With these basic ingredients and their peculiarities at hand for building
computations, what are then the assembling tools and the rules of the game of
quantum algorithmics and their consequences for programming?
2 ... to Quantum Algorithms, ...
Richard Feynman launched in 1982 the idea that computation based upon quantum
physics would be exponentially more efficient than based upon classical physics.
Then, after the pioneering insight of David Deutsch in the mid eighties, who showed,
by means of a quantum Turing machine, that quantum computing could indeed not, in
general, be simulated in polynomial time by classical computing, it was ten years
before the potential power of quantum computing was demonstrated on actual
computational problems.
The first major breakthrough was by Peter Shor: in 1994, he published a quantum
algorithm operating in polynomial time (O(log3N)) for factoring an integer N, whereas
the best classical algorithm is exponential. Two years later, Lov Grover published a
quantum algorithm for searching an unordered database of size N, which realizes a
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quadratic acceleration (it operates in O(N 1/2)) when compared with classical
algorithms for the same problem (in O(N)). Shor’s algorithm relies on a known
reduction of the problem of factoring to that of finding the order of a group, or the
period of a function: then, since order finding can be achieved by a Fourier Transform,
the key is a Quantum Fourier Transform designed by Shor, which is indeed
exponentially more efficient than FFT, thanks to quantum parallelism, entanglement
and tensor product. Grover’s algorithm relies upon a very subtle use of interference,
now known as amplitude amplification, which performs a stepwise increase of the
probability of measuring a relevant item in the database, and which brings this
probability very close to one after N1/2 steps.
Another major result, by Charles Bennet and others in 1993, was the design of
theoretical principles leading to a quantum teleportation protocol, which takes
advantage of entanglement and of probabilistic measurement: the state of a quantum
system a (e.g. a qubit) localized at A’s place can be assigned, after having been
measured, thus destroyed, to another quantum system b (e.g. another qubit), localized
at B’s place, without the state of a being known neither by A nor by B, and without
neither a, b nor any other quantum system being moved along a trajectory between A
and B. It is important to notice that this is not in contradiction with no cloning: there is
still only one instance of the teleported state, whereas cloning would mean that there
coexist one original and one copy.
Since then, these results have been generalized and extended to related classes of
problems. Shor’s algorithm solves an instance of the hidden subgroup problem for
abelian groups and a few extensions to non-abelian cases have been designed. In
addition to Fourier Transform, order finding and amplitude amplification, other
candidates to the status of higher level building blocks for quantum algorithmics have
emerged, such as quantum random walks on graphs. Principles for distributed
quantum computing have also been studied and successfully applied to a few classes
of problems, etc. Very recently, on the basis of amplitude amplification, quadratic and
other quantum speedups have been found for several problems on graphs, such as
connectivity, minimum spanning tree and single source shortest paths.
Teleportation also has been generalized. The measurement used in its original
formulation was such that the state eventually obtained for b was the same as the state
initially held by a (up to a correcting operation which still had to be applied,
depending on the probabilistic outcome of that measurement). By changing the way
the measurement is done (in fact, by appropriately rotating the basis upon which the
measurement of a will project the state of a), it has been found that the state teleported
to b could be not the state initially held by a, but that state to which a rotation, i.e. a
unitary operation has been applied. In other words, entanglement and measurement,
i.e. the resources needed by teleportation, can be used to simulate computations by
unitary tranformations. This has given rise to a whole new direction of research in
quantum computation, namely measurement-based quantum computation.
There is an obvious and ever present invariant in all these different ways of
organizing quantum computations and quantum algorithms. Quantum computations
operate in the quantum world, which is a foreign and unknowable world. No one in
the classical world will ever know what the superposition state of an arbitrary qubit is,
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the only information one can get is 0 or 1, through measurement, i.e. the classical
outcome of a probabilistic projection of the qubit state vector onto |0> or |1>: if one
gets |0>, the only actual information which is provided about the state before
measurement is that it was not |1>, because |0> and |1> are orthogonal vectors. Then,
for the results of quantum computations to be useful in any way, there is an intrinsic
necessity of cooperation and communication controlled by the classical world. All
quantum algorithms, either based upon unitary transformations or upon
measurements, if they are of any relevance, eventually end up in a final quantum state
which hides, among its superposed basic states, a desired result. Such a result is asked
for upon request by the classical world, which decides at that point to perform a
measurement on part or all of the quantum register used by the computation. But
measurement is probabilistic: its outcome may be a desired result, but it may well be
something else. For example, Grover’s algorithm ends up in a state where desired
results have a probability close to 1 to be obtained, but other, unwanted results may
also come out from the final measurement, although with a much lower probability.
The whole game of quantum algorithmics is thus to massage the state of the
quantum register so that, in the end, desired results have a high probability to be
obtained, while doing that at the minimum possible cost, i.e. minimal number of
operations applied (time) and of qubits used (space). This is achieved through
interferences (by means of appropriate unitary operations), through the establishment
of entangled states and through measurements in appropriate bases. But this is not the
end: once a measurement outcome is obtained by the classical world, it must be
checked, by the classical world, for its validity. If the result satisfies the required
conditions to be correct, termination is decided by the classical world. If it does not,
the classical world decides to start the quantum part of the computation all over. For
example, in the case of Grover’s algorithm, if the element of the database produced by
the measurement is not correct, the whole quantum search by amplitude amplification
is started again by the classical world.
In general, algorithms will not contain one, but several quantum parts embedded
within classical control structures like conditions, iterations, recursions. Measurement
is not the only channel through which the classical and quantum worlds interact, there
is also the initialization of quantum registers to a state chosen by the classical world
(notice that such initializations can only be to one among the basis states, since they
are the only quantum states which correspond, one to one, to values expressible by the
classical world). A quantum part of an algorithm may also, under the control of the
classical world, send one of its qubits to another quantum part (but not the state of that
qubits, because of no cloning): this quantum to quantum communication is especially
useful for quantum secure communication protocols, which are a family of distributed
quantum algorithms of very high practical relevance, in a not too far future, among the
foreseeable applications of quantum information processing.
This means that not only the peculiarities of the basic quantum ingredients for
computing have to be taken into account in the design of languages for the formal
description of quantum algorithms (and quantum protocols), but also the necessity of
embedding quantum computations within classical computations, of having both
worlds communicate and cooperate, of having classical and quantum parts be
arbitrarily intermixed, under the control of the classical side, within the same program.
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3 ... and to Quantum Programming.
Quantum computing is still in its infancy, but quantum programming is even much
younger. Quantum computing is on its way to becoming an established discipline
within computer science, much like, in a symmetric and very promising manner,
quantum information theory is becoming a part of quantum physics. Since the not so
old birth of quantum computing, the most important efforts have been invested in the
search for new quantum algorithms that would show evidence of significant drops in
complexity compared with classical algorithms. Obtaining new and convincing results
in this area is clearly a crucial issue for making progress in quantum computing. This
research has been, as could be expected, largely focusing on complexity related
questions, and relying on approaches and techniques provided by complexity theory.
However, the much longer experience from classical computer science tells that the
study of complexity issues is not the only source of inspiration toward the creation,
design and analysis of new algorithms. There are other roads, which run across the
lands of language design and semantics. A few projects in this area have recently
started, following these roads. Three quantum programming language styles are under
study: imperative, parallel and distributed, and functional. There are also a number of
very specific issues in the domain of semantic frameworks for quantum programming
languages.
The sequential and imperative programming paradigm, upon which all major
quantum algorithmic breakthroughs have relied, is still widely accepted as “the” way
in which quantum + classical computations are organized and should be designed.
However, before any language following that style was designed, and even today, the
quantum parts of algorithms are described by drawing quantum gate arrays, which are
to quantum computing what logical gate circuits are to classical computing. This is of
course very cumbersome and far from useful for proving properties of programs. This
is why some imperative languages for quantum + classical programming have been
design first.
The most representative quantum imperative programming language is QCL
(Quantum Computing Language), a C flavoured language designed by B. Ömer at the
University of Vienna. Another one, qGCL (Quantum Guarded Command Language)
was due to P. Zuliani at Oxford University, with the interesting design guideline of
allowing the construction by refinement of proved correct programs.
Functional programming offers a higher level of abstraction than most other
classical programming paradigms, especially than the imperative paradigm.
Furthermore, it is certainly one of the most fruitful means of expression for inventing
and studying algorithms, which is of prime importance in the case of quantum
computing. A natural way to try and understand precisely how this programming style
can be transposed to quantum computing is to study a quantum version of lambdacalculus.
This what is being done by A. Van Tonder at Brown University. His approach puts
forward the fact that there is a need for new semantic bases in order to accommodate
disturbing peculiarities of the quantum world. A striking example are the
consequences of no cloning. In quantum programs, there are quantum variables, i.e.
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variables storing quantum states. However, since it is impossible to duplicate the state
of a qubit, it is impossible to copy the value of a quantum variable into another
quantum variable. This has far reaching consequences, e.g., in lambda-calculus, an
impossibility to stay with classical beta-reduction. Van Tonder and J.Y. Girard are
suggesting that linear logic may be the way out of this specifically quantum issue.
On the functional side, there is also QPL (a Quantum Programming Language),
designed by P. Selinger at the University of Ottawa. QPL is a simple quantum
programming language with high-level features such as loops, recursive procedures,
and structured data types. The language is functional in nature, statically typed, free of
run-time errors, and it has an interesting denotational semantics in terms of complete
partial orders of superoperators (superoperators are a generalization of quantum
operations).
Process calculi are an abstraction of communicating and cooperating computations
which take place during the execution of parallel and distributed programs. They form
a natural basis for rigorous and high level expression of several key aspects of
quantum information processing: cooperation between quantum and classical parts of
a computation, multi-party quantum computation, description and use of teleportation
and of its generalization, description and analysis of quantum communication and
cryptographic protocols.
CQP (Communicating Quantum Processes) is being designed by R. Nagarayan at
the University of Warwick. It combines the communication primitives of the picalculus with primitives for measurement and transformation of quantum states. A
strong point of CQP is its static type system which classifies channels, distinguishes
between quantum and classical data, and controls the use of quantum states: this type
system guarantees that each qubit is owned by a unique process within a system.
QPAlg (Quantum Process Algebra) is being designed by M. Lalire and Ph. Jorrand
at the University of Grenoble. It does not have yet any elaborate typing system like
that of CQP. But, in addition to modelling systems which combine quantum and
classical communication and computation, the distinctive features of QPAlg are the
explicit representation of qubit initialization through classical to quantum
communication, and of measurement through quantum to classical communication,
which are systematic and faithful abstractions of physical reality. Similarly, quantum
to quantum communication actually models the sending of qubits (not of qubit states)
and guarantees that the no cloning law is enforced.
Both CQP and QPAlg have formally defined operational semantics, in the Plotkin’s
inference rules style, which include a treatment of probabilistic transitions due to the
measurement postulate of quantum mechanics.
All these language designs are still at the stage of promising work in progress. The
core issues clearly remain at the semantics level, because of the many non-classical
properties of the quantum world. No-cloning, entanglement, probabilistic
measurement, mixed states (a more abstract view of quantum states, for representing
probabilistic distributions over pure states), together with the necessary presence of
both worlds, classical and quantum, within a same program, call for further in depth
studies toward new bases for adequate semantic frameworks.
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Operational semantics (i.e. a formal description of how a quantum + classical
program operates) is the easiest part, although probabilities, no-cloning and
entanglement already require a form of quantumized treatment. For example, leaving
the scope of a quantum variable is not as easy as leaving the scope of a classical
variable, since the state of the former may be entangled with the state of more global
variables.
Axiomatic semantics (what does a program do? How to reason about it? How to
analyse its properties, its behaviour?) is a very tricky part. Defining quantum versions
of Hoare’s logic or Dijkstra’s weakest precondition would indeed provide logical
means for reasoning on quantum + classical programs and constitute formal bases for
developing such programs. Some attempts toward a dynamic quantum logic, based on
the logical study of quantum mechanics initiated in the thirties by Birkhoff and von
Neumann have already been made, for example by Brunet and Jorrand, but such
approaches rely upon the use of orthomodular logic, which is extremely uneasy to
manipulate. Of much relevance here is the recent work of D’Hondt and Panangaden
on quantum weakest preconditions, which establishes a semantic universe where
programs written in QPL can be interpreted in a very elegant manner.
A long-term goal is the definition of a compositional denotational semantics
which would accommodate quantum as well as classical data and operations and
provide an answer to the question: what is a quantum + classical program, which
mathematical object does it stand for? Working toward this objective has been rather
successfully attempted by P. Selinger with QPL. Recent results on categorical
semantics for quantum information processing by Abramsky and Coecke, and other
different approaches like the work of van Tonder and the interesting manuscript of J.
Y. Girard on the relations between quantum computing and linear logic, are also
worth considering for further research in those directions.
In fact, there are still a great number of wide open issues in the domain of
languages for quantum programming and of their semantics. Two seemingly
elementary examples show that there still is a lot to accomplish. First example:
classical variables take classical values, quantum variables take quantum states. What
would a type system look like for languages allowing both, and which quantum
specific properties can be taken care of by such a type system? Second example: it
would be very useful to know in advance whether the states of quantum variables will
or will not be entangled during execution. Abstract interpretation would the natural
approach to answer such a question, but is there an adequate abstraction of quantum
states for representing entanglement structures? At the current stage of research in
quantum information processing and communication, these and many other similarly
interesting questions remain to be solved.
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Abstractions for Directing Self-organising
Patterns
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Abstract. We present an abstraction for pattern formation, called pattern networks, which are suitable for constructing complex patterns from
simpler ones in the amorphous computing environment. This work builds
upon previous efforts that focused on creating suitable system-level abstractions for engineering the emergence of agent-level interactions. Our
pattern networks are built up from combinations of these system-level
abstractions, and may be combined to form bigger pattern networks. We
demonstrate the power of this abstraction by illustrating how a few complex patterns could be generated by a combination of appropriately defined pattern networks. We conclude with a discussion of the challenges
involved in parameterising these abstractions, and in defining higherorder versions of them.

1

Introduction

An amorphous computing system is a collection of irregularly placed, locally
interacting, identically-programmed, asynchronous computing elements[1]. We
assume that these elements (agents) communicate within a fixed radius, which
is large relative to the size of an element, but small relative to the diameter of the
system. We also assume that most agents do not initially have any information
to distinguish themselves from other agents; this includes information such as
position, identity and connectivity. The challenge of amorphous computing is to
systematically produce a program that when executed by each agent (in parallel)
produces some pre-specified system-wide behaviour.
The model is motivated by advances in microfabrication and in cellular engineering [7, 3] – technologies that will enable us to build systems with more
parts than we currently can. In fact, we envision these technologies allowing for
systems containing myriads (think hundreds of thousands) of elements to be
built cheaply. The technology for precisely controlling such systems is still in its
infancy, yet we can observe natural systems with similar complexity operating
with apparently high efficiency. Compelling examples include: cells in an embryo
specialising to give rise to the form and function of the various parts of an organism; ants, bees and other social insects cooperating in various ways to find
food for the colony; and birds flocking to reduce drag during flight.
The amorphous computing model is not explicit about the assumed capabilities of a single agent – only that it has limited memory to work with because
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of its size. It has become commonplace to assume that each agent, operating in
isolation, can:
– maintain and update state (read and write to memory)
– access a timer (a piece of state that changes uniformly with time, but not
necessarily at the same rate as happens on other agents)
– access a source of random bits
– perform simple arithmetic and logic operations.
So far, one of the most important results of Amorphous Computing is that
despite the constraints of the computing model, in which so little positional information is available, it is still possible to engineer the emergence of certain
types of globally defined patterns [6, 9, 4, 8, 2]. In each of these works, the principal mechanism used to control emergence was to define a system-level language
that could describe an interesting class of patterns, but that could also be systematically transformed to agent-level computations.
1.1

A Unifying Pattern Description Language

Recently, we proposed a unifying language[5] that is capable of describing the
same patterns as those produced by the programming languages defined in [6,
9, 4, 8]. In this language, the system is regarded as a collection of points. Each
point has a neighbourhood which is the set of points that lie within some fixed
distance of the original point. Points can be named and some operations may
yield points as results, which may be used in any context in which a point is
expected. We can execute blocks of commands at any point. Computations that
are specified to occur at multiple points are performed in parallel, but generally
computations specified at a single point are carried out sequentially (although
threaded computations are permitted at a point).
All computations are either entirely internal to an agent or may be derived
from local communication between neighbouring agents. All primitive operations, whether they can be computed by an agent in isolation or only through
neighbourhoods, have a mechanism for indicating to the originating point when
the computation is considered completed. This means that any operations performed at a point may be sequenced together, even if the operation involves
computations at many points.

2

Pattern Networks

The recently proposed pattern description language[5] is not rich in abstractions. It provides primitives that abstract over the agent-level interactions, but
it does not provide any abstractions over the patterns that may be described.
For example, it is possible to describe four lines that form a square, but it is not
possible to name that pattern of four lines and invoke it whenever we need a
square. Instead we must describe the four constituent lines, each time a square
is desired.
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We propose a plausible abstraction for patterns, called a pattern network,
that is compatible with this language. This abstraction is similar to the network
abstractions for GPL described in[6]. The implementation of this abstraction in
our pattern description language is in progress, so any sample outputs illustrating
the idea have been taken from the GPL version of the abstraction.
Pattern networks describe patterns in terms of a set of given points in the
domain (the input points). Special points that arise from the generation of these
patterns (the output points) may be named and used as inputs to other pattern
networks. The network construct defines a pattern network. Its syntax is:
network h name i [h inputs i] [h outputs i] {
h pattern-defn i
}

2.1

An Example

As an illustration of how this abstraction can be used, let us reuse the code,
presented in [5], that draws a line segment between two given points. We present
below, the original code surrounded by a box to highlight the minimal syntax of
the pattern network abstraction.
network segment[A, B] [] {
Diffusable B-stuff
PointSet ABLine
at B: diffuse (B-stuff, linear-unbounded)
at A:do SearchForB {
addTo(ABLine)
nbrConcs := filter(queryNbhd(B-stuff),
lt(B-stuff))
at select(nbrConcs, min):
do SearchForB
}
}

In this example, the network is called segment and has two input points (A,
B) and zero output points. Whenever the segment network is invoked, a logical
substance named B-stuff is diffused from the point supplied as B. Simultaneously
from A, a process is started that locally seeks the source of the B-stuff diffusion,
and propagates from point to point until it is found. This process labels each
visited point with the ABLine label to identify the line segment that would have
formed from A to B after the process is completed. In this example, both the
logical substance B-stuff and the set label ABLine are local to the network, so
they are actually renamed on each invocation of the network so that the actual
labels exchanged at the agent level are actually unique to the invocation of the
network. This avoids unwanted interference between separate invocations of the
same network. Now, for example, to define a triangle between three points, we
might define the following network:
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network triangle [A, B, C] [] {
segment[A,B]
segment[B,C]
segment[C,A]
}

2.2

Combining Patterns

Pattern networks can be defined in terms of combinations of smaller pattern
networks. We have already seen an example of this in the triangle network
defined above, however that was simply the simultaneous invocation of three
instances of the segment network. We can go further by using the output of
one network to feed into another. A special operation has to be introduced for
associating output points of one network with inputs of another. We introduced
the cascade operation to conveniently implement the simple chaining of networks
together. Its syntax is:
cascade(h points i, h net1 i, ..., h netn i, [points])

up

right

down

Fig. 1. Three networks, each having one input and one output have been defined, and
named up, right and down. Each one draws a short line in the indicated direction relative
to a reference line (produced by some other pattern). In each case, a dot indicates the
location of the input point and an ‘x’ indicates the output point

To illustrate the operation of cascade, let us assume that we already have
three pattern networks, each with one input and one output, named up, right
and down. Each one draws a short line relative to some reference line (constructed
by some other pattern) in the indicated direction. The termination point of each
line is the output point of its network. These networks are illustrated in Figure 1.
We could now define a new network, called rising with one input and one output
that is the result of cascading up with right. A similar network, called falling,
could be composed from cascading down with right. To get one period of a square
wave, we could cascade rising and falling together. The effect of the cascade
operation in these definitions is illustrated in Figure 2.
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network rising [A][B] {
cascade([A], up, right, [B])
}

network falling [A][B] {
cascade([A], down, right, [B])
}

network sq-period [A][B] {
cascade([A], rising, falling, [B])
}
Fig. 2. The composition of networks with the cascade operation. Pattern networks
can be composed and abstracted to build compound patterns that would otherwise be
tedious to construct.

We could now further build upon this network by constructing a square wave
of several periods, by cascading many instances of sq-period together. It should
be clear that the cascade operation has provided considerable expressive power
by enabling the composition of a large pattern from sub-patterns.
When there are multiple inputs and outputs, the cascade operation associates
outputs with inputs according to the order in which they appear. In some instances, the user may want the association between outputs of one network and
inputs of another to be some permutation other than the identity permutation.
This re-ordering of points can be achieved with the use of a binding construct
that permits intermediate points to be named and used in any context in which
a point expression may legally appear. The let-points construct facilitates this;
its syntax is defined as:
let-points [h id1 i, ..., h idn i]
{h point-defns i}
in {h pattern-defn i}

The point-defns expression may be any expression that is capable of yielding
points as outputs. These points are bound to the names id1 , id2 for use in
evaluating the pattern-defn expression, which itself is also any expression that
may have legally appeared in the body of a pattern network. The let-points
construct allows outputs to be permuted when cascaded with other networks.
For example, suppose that net1 and net2 are two pattern networks each with
two inputs and two outputs. Now, suppose we want to cascade the outputs of
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net1 to the inputs of net2 but with the orderings exchanged (i.e. first output to

second input and vice-versa). In addition, we shall make the connected structure
a new pattern network. The following network definition uses the let-points
construct to accomplish this.
network crossed [A, B][C, D] {
let-points[out1, out2]
{cascade([A, B], net1, [out1, out2])}
in {cascade([out2, out1], net2, [C, D])}
}

The let-points command not only provides a generic means for supporting
arbitrary permutations of output points, but it also provides a means for connecting the outputs of two pattern networks to the inputs of a single network.
The following example shows how the outputs from the right and up networks
(previously mentioned) to the inputs of net1. It creates a pattern network that
has two inputs and two outputs. Each input point acts as the input to the singleinput networks, their outputs are connected to the inputs of net1 and its outputs
are the outputs of the overall network.
network two-to-one [A, B][C, D] {
let-points[out1, out2]
{
cascade([A], right, [out1])
cascade([B], up, [out2])
}
in {cascade([out1, out2], net1, [C, D])}
}

3

Examples

Pattern networks provide a convenient high-level abstraction for describing patterns in a system-level language. In this section, we illustrate their versatility by
showing how they were used in GPL to describe self-organising text and CMOS
circuit layouts.
3.1

Text

As an example, let us use pattern networks to define patterns of self-organising
text. The idea is that each letter of the alphabet is defined as a pattern network.
Each letter is defined relative to a line, which will be generated along with
the characters themselves. Each network has two input points and two output
points. One input point defines the starting point for the letter, and the other the
starting point for the segment of the reference line, upon which the letter sits.
The letters are drawn from left to right, so the outputs represent the locations
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that a letter placed to the right of the current one would use as its inputs.
In this way, a word can be defined as a cascade of pattern networks each of
which produces a single letter. Furthermore, each word is also now a network
with exactly two inputs and two outputs that can be cascaded with other words
and letters to form bigger networks. Figure 3 illustrates the result of using this
technique in GPL with three letters, each separately defined as a network and
then cascaded together.

Fig. 3. The result of cascading the pattern networks for the letters ‘M’, ‘I’ and ‘T’
together. Observe that the reference line is subject to the variability in the distribution
of the agents. A badly drawn reference line can often cause the desired letters to fail
to form in a recognizable way

3.2

CMOS Circuits

Another fruitful family of patterns to which pattern networks could be applied
with great effect is that of circuit diagrams. Indeed, input and output points for
a circuit’s pattern network often directly correspond to the input and output
terminals of the circuit. For example, the pattern representing the CMOS layout
of an AND gate can be described as the cascade of the layouts of a NAND gate,
a via (a connector across layers in the CMOS process) and an inverter. In GPL,
this network is expressed as follows:
(define-network (and+rails
(vdd-in vss-in a b)
(vdd-out vss-out output))
(cascade (vdd-in vss-in a b)
nand+rails
via+rails
inverter+rails
(vdd-out vss-out output)))
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Figure 4 illustrates how the various constituent networks of the AND circuit
are combined.

Fig. 4. The NAND+rails network has 4 inputs and 3 outputs, and both of via+rails
and Inverter+rails have 3 inputs and 3 outputs. The arrows depict the connections
between the outputs and inputs of the three networks. Each bordering rectangle depicts
a network. Observe that the result of the cascade of the three networks is itself another
network with 4 inputs (the number of inputs of the first network in the cascade) and
3 outputs (the number of outputs of the last network in the cascade)

4

Challenges for Extensions

Since the input points involved in the definition of a pattern network, are not
necessarily local to each other, the invocation of a network’s computation is actually the parallel invocation of all computations specified at the input points.
In particular, the output points that result from this parallel execution may also
be non-local to each other. This poses some problems for attempting to create
parameterised or higher-order abstractions of networks. For example, if pattern
networks could accept parameters, their values would have to be available to
all points participating in the invocation of these networks. This could probably be accomplished by passing around an environment specific to the pattern
network, but represents a significant departure from the current macro-style
implementation of pattern networks. Supporting higher-order pattern networks
requires allowing the invocation of networks passed as parameters or the creation
of networks on the fly. Both of these requirements require signficant changes to
the current implementation of pattern networks in GPL though, so the idea of
higher-level pattern networks has not yet been explored fully.
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5

Conclusions

Pattern networks provide a powerful means of expressing patterns that can be
self-organised. They can capture simple patterns that are directly expressed in
terms of local interactions, and they can be combined to form more complex
pattern networks. In addition, the expression of these combinations are quite
natural, yet they remain transformable to collections of local interactions that,
under the appropriate conditions, cause the desired patterns to emerge. Pattern
networks are currently not generalisable to higher order patterns nor can they
even accept parameters to allow more general specifications. However, these
limitations are currently self-imposed as a simplification exercise, and we expect
some of them, at least, will be overcome in the near future.
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Abstractions for code reuse in ecoli
Dean D. Holness
The University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, Jamaica

Abstract. Many programming paradigms have ways of permitting reuse
of code.For example in the object oriented paradigm, code reuse can be
achieved through the use of inheritance, methods and instances. This
paper describes three abstractions that facilitate code reuse in an amorphous programming language. These abstractions have significantly reduced the size and complexity of amorphous programs and facilitate the
design of efficient and robust algorithms. We also present an implementation of these abstractions in the amorphous programming language,
ecoli. The ecoli programming language has many similarities to the
object-oriented paradigm, so do the abstractions put forward by this
paper. Several examples are also presented to show the effectiveness of
these abstractions. We argue that they are necessary for any amorphous
programming language to realistically solve non-trivial problems.

1

Introduction

The re-use of code is one of the many ways in which software developers reduce
the amount of time needed to implement a given solution. Many programming
paradigms have recognized this and have introduced language constructs, to facilitate the design and implementation of reusable software components. This
concept is also very applicable to the Amorphous paradigm [?] since in many
cases the code produced in solving problems will usually have fragments in common. It is from these commonalities between programs, that we have developed
a series of abstractions in order to better incorporate the code reuse process
in Amorphous programming languages. We have further implemented these abstractions as constructs in our own Amorphous programming language ecoli
(Extensible Calculus of Local Interactions) and have seen where it has had significant benefits in the design and implementation of our algorithms. The central
problem with code reuse in an Amorphous setting is capturing the repeating portion and expressing it. This paper puts forward three abstractions for code reuse,
Instances, Inheritance and Remote procedure calls. These abstractions were inspired by analogies from the Object Oriented paradigm, and for good reason.
The Amorphous programming paradigm has various similarities with Object
Oriented design. In object oriented design, objects are exclusive entity with
communication only occurring through messages passed between them. So is it
too with the Amorphous paradigm, each agent in the system is an exclusive
entities with communication only occurring through some local interaction.
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2

ECOLI (Extensible Calculus of Local Interactions)

The ecoli programming language was first described by Daniel Coore in his
PhD Thesis [?]. ecoli is meant to be a language for programming the computational element of an Amorphous Computer. ecoli assumes that the particles are
irregularly placed and the communication between the particles is asynchronous
and occurs concurrently with their computation. It also assumes that communication between agents occur via messages and the delivery time of each message
is proportional to its length and at most one message can be received in one
message delay time interval. This imposes a serial nature on the agent’s ability
to process messages. In keeping with the Amorphous model of computational
[?], every agent executes the same program.
2.1

Structure of ecoli

An ecoli program consists of components called Behaviors, Dictionaries and
Handlers. In essence an ecoli program is a collection of possible responses to
messages. These responses are what we call Handlers. Handlers can be grouped
to form Dictionaries, so that each dictionary defines the set of messages to which
the agent can respond while it is active. The ability of an agent to differentiate
its behavior over time comes from the fact that the current dictionary can be
programmatically changed. The meaning of a message is therefore, dependent
on the agent’s current dictionary and could then differ from agent to agent. A
useful analogy would be to a finite state machine where the destinations of the
transitions are determined during execution. In this sense a behaviour defines
a the state machine. A dictionary would represent a state, each transition from
the state is represented by a handler and the input to the state machine is a
message. Messages sent from one agent’s behavior, will be received by the same
behavior on the neighboring agents. A behavior defines a specific high level task
in an Amorphous environment, whether it is to draw a line between two points
or to find the distances from a point. Here is an example of a behavior.
ecoli Behaviour code fragment
(define-behavior
(ACTIVATE
find-dist
()
((current-dist 10000))
(set current-dist 0)
(define-dict default
(send DIST 1)
(DIST
)
(n)
)
(guard (< n current-dist))
)
(set current-dist n)
(trap current-dist)
(send DIST (+ n 1))
)
In the preceding example, the behavior find-dist is designed to find the distances of agents from a given point. It contains one dictionary, default and two
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handlers, DIST and ACTIVATE. The program starts by assigning a specified
agent the role of being the center, from which all other measurements will be
taken. The starting processor is sent an ACTIVATE message, which in turn
sends a DIST message with 1 as its argument. The neighbors of the starting
processor will receive the DIST message and invoke their own DIST handler,
which will add one to the argument and resend the message to their neighbors.
The special keyword, guard is used to determine if the agent should respond to
the message. In this case, the guarding condition is that the agent’s value for the
variable current-dist is greater than the argument of the message. At the end of
the program, all agents in reach will have a value for the current-dist variable
which represents the minimum number of communication hops between it and
the starting agent.

3

ecoli Abstractions

This section puts forward our abstraction for code reuse in ecoli, along with
examples of actual programs that have benefited from these abstractions.

3.1

Dictionary Inheritance

In ecoli, each dictionary defines a handler for each message to which the agent
can potentially respond while the dictionary is active. If the agent wants to respond to one message differently but keep all the handlers for the other messages
the same, it must define a new dictionary. Since a dictionary must define handlers, for all possible messages, the programmer would then be forced to define,
not only the changed handler but also the unchanged ones. Therefore, the code
for the two dictionaries would be exactly the same, except the changed handler.
We have defined an abstraction that eliminates the need for this handler duplication. It allows the programmer to re-use the previous dictionary’s handler
definitions and redefine only the ones that are different. Dictionary inheritance
is similar to inheritance in the object oriented paradigm, where a class inherits
all the behaviors of its parent class and redefines a behavior only if it changes.
An ecoli programmer can now specify that a dictionary /em extends a previous
dictionary, and with that, the new dictionary will automatically gain access to
all the parent dictionary’s handler definitions. This significantly reduces the size
of ecoli programs, since it has been empirically found that dictionaries share a
number of handlers in common. The following examples illustrate the use of dictionary inheritance. The first code segment describes an implementation without
the use of inheritance and the second, with dictionary inheritance.
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Inheritance - code fragment 1
(define-behavior
(define-dict derived
original-dict
(HANDLER1
()
(src)
(define-dict original
(trap src)
(HANDLER1
(send HANDLER1 (+ src 10))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(HANDLER2
(send HANDLER1 (+ src 10))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(HANDLER2
(send HANDLER2 (* src 20))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(HANDLER3
(send HANDLER2 (* src 20))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(HANDLER3
(send HANDLER3 (+ src (/ src 50)))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(ACTIVATE
(send HANDLER3 (/ src 50))
()
)
(set current-dist 0)
(ACTIVATE
(trap current-dist)
()
(send DIST my-id 1)
(set current-dist 0)
)
(trap current-dist)
)
(send DIST my-id 1)
)
)
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Inheritance - code fragment 2
(define-behavior
(define-dict derived (extend original-dict
extenddict
(HANDLER3
()
(src)
(define-dict original-dict
(trap src)
(HANDLER1
(send HANDLER3 (+ src (/ src 50)))))
(src)
)
(trap src)
(send HANDLER1 (+ src 10))
)
(HANDLER2
(src)
(trap src)
(send HANDLER2 (* src 20))
)
(HANDLER3
(src)
(trap src)
(send HANDLER3 (/ src 50))
)
(ACTIVATE
()
(set current-dist 0)
(trap current-dist)
(send DIST my-id 1)
)
)

3.2

Remote Procedure Calls

Behaviors define specific tasks in an ecoli program. It would be useful if one
behavior could be called from another behavior as a subroutine in an aid to solve
a smaller problem on which the calling behavior can build. There are numerous things to consider when trying to achieve this. First, there is no easy way
to suspend the execution of a behavior to facilitate the running of the subroutine. Second, the mechanisms for detecting when a behavior is completed and
informing the calling behavior are tedious and unreliable. We have introduced
a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) like construct, that allows a behavior to call
another behavior as a subroutine, allow the subroutine to perform its task and
return to a specified handler in the calling behavior. It is similar to remote procedure calls in that the calling behavior essentially invokes the desire behavior
on its neighbors. A typical example is a solution for drawing a square given a behavior that defines a line-segment. ideally we would like to call the line-drawing
behavior as a subroutine to the square-drawing behavior. The following code
fragment illustrates the use of the call and return construct.
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Remote Procedure Calls - code fragment
(define-behavior
run-prog
(define-dict
(ACTIVATE
()
(if b-point?
(begin
(set B-material true)
(call RETURNHERE find-dist ACTIVATE)))
)
(RETURNHERE
()
(send RETURNER)
)
)
The code illustrates how a call to a handler in the behavior can be implemented
as a subroutine. In the above case, the run-prog behavior calls the find-dist behavior as a subroutine. The called behavior will execute and when finished, will
pass control back to the run-prog behavior, more specifically to the RETURNHERE handler.
3.3

Instances of Behaviors

Each behavior usually represents a solution to a specific task in ecoli, and is
analogous to an object in the object oriented paradigm. The behavior’s state
is represented by its state variables and its current dictionary. Recall that all
agents in the amorphous environment execute the same program. Therefore, if
one agent starts a behavior to solve a particular problem for its own use, and
another agent starts the same behavior for a completely different problem. The
behaviors, though logically trying to achieve different versions of the same task,
still have the same name and since messages sent from an agent are delivered to
the handler of the behavior with the same name on its neighbors, there is no way
to stop the two executions of the behavior from interfering. Observe the following:
An ecoli programmer has defined a behavior that models the secretion process
of a particular chemical A. The behavior contains the concentration of Chemical
A as its state variable, and the process of secreting is modeled by the behavior’s
dictionaries and handlers. The programmer now decides to implement a process
that models the secretion of a new chemical B. Even though the process for
secreting Chemical A and B is identical, to stop the behaviors from interfering,
the programmer would have to implement an exact duplicate of the behavior
to secrete Chemical A with the only difference being the behavior’s name. We
have borrowed from the Object Oriented paradigm again in a bid to stem this
behavior duplication issue. In object oriented design, the implementation of a
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solution is done only once, in a class, and all further uses of that implementation
simply creates an instance of the class. We can do the same thing here. If we
abstract away the elements of a behavior that makes it specific, and focus on
the commonalities between them, then we can then define instances of that
behavior to accomplish specific tasks. Since these instances are unique then they
will be able to execute concurrently on the amorphous media without the risk
of interference from each other. In the example above, the programmer would
simple make an instance of the secrete behavior for chemical A, and another
instance for chemical B. From the agents perspective, these instances are treated
as behaviors with separate names. Hence messages sent from these instances will
be delivered to the appropriate instances in the neighboring agent. Here is an
example of the use of instances, and how the concept was implemented in ecoli
before its introduction. The first code fragment demonstrates why instances are
important. It illustrates how the programmer would need to explicitly create a
different behavior for every specific execution of a secretion task. Whereas in the
second code fragment, the programmer simply defines the secrete behavior once,
and makes as many instances as necessary from it.
Instances - code fragment 1
(define-behavior
(define-behavior
secrete-A-pheromone
secrete-B-pheromone
...
(define-dict default
(UPDATE
....
(val)
(UPDATE
(guard (and (> val value)))
(val)
(set B-pheromone instance)
(guard (and (> val value)))
(set value val)
(set B-pheromone instance)
(send UPDATE (- value 1))
(set value val)
)
(send UPDATE (- value 1))
(POLL
)
()
(POLL
(send SENDVALUES my-id)
()
)
(send SENDVALUES my-id)
)
)
)
)
)
(define-behavior
run-prog
(define-dict
(ACTIVATE
()
(if b-point?
(begin
(set B-material true)
(call AFTERA secrete-B-pheromone ACTIVATE)))
(if a-point?
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(begin
(set A-material true)
(call AFTERB secrete-A-pheromone ACTIVATE)))
)
)
)
Instances - code fragment 2
(define-behavior
(define-behavior
secrete
run-prog
...
(define-dict
(UPDATE
(ACTIVATE
(val)
()
(guard (and (> val value)))
(if b-point?
(set B-pheromone instance)
(begin
(set value val)
(set B-pheromone (new secrete))
(send UPDATE (- value 1))
(call AFTERB B-pheromone ACTIVATE)))
)
(if a-point?
(POLL
(begin
()
(set A-pheromone (new secrete))
(send SENDVALUES my-id)
(call AFTERA A-pheromone ACTIVATE)))
)
)
)
)
)
)
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1

The Analytical Engine weaves algebraic
patterns just as the Jacquard loom weaves
flowers and leaves.
Ada Lovelace

Goals and Motivations

The emergence of terms like natural computing, mimetic computing, parallel problem solving from nature,
bio-inspired computing, neurocomputing, evolutionary computing, etc., shows the never ending interest of the
computer scientists for the use of “natural phenomena” as “problem solving devices” or more generally, as
a fruitful source of inspiration to develop new programming paradigms. It is the latter topic which interests
us here. The idea of numerical experiment can be reversed and, instead of using computers to simulate a
fragment of the real world, the idea is to use (a digital simulation of) the real world to compute. In this
perspective, the processes that take place in the real world are the objects of a new calculus:
description of the world’s laws
state of the world
parameters of the description
simulation

=
=
=
=

program
data of the program
inputs of the program
the computation

This approach can be summarized by the following slogan: “programming in the language of nature” and
was present since the very beginning of computer science with names like W. Pitts and W. S. McCulloch
(formal neurons, 1943), S. C. Kleene (inspired by the previous for the notion of finite state automata, 1951),
J. H. Holland (connectionist model, 1956), J. Von Neumann (cellular automata, 1958), F. Rosenblatt (the
perceptron, 1958), etc.
This approach offers many advantages from the teaching, heuristic and technical points of view: it is
easier to explain concepts referring to real world processes that are actual examples; the analogy with
the nature acts as a powerful source of inspirations; and the studies of natural phenomena by the various
scientific disciplines (physics, biology, chemistry...) have elaborated a large body of concepts and tools that
can be used to study computations (some concrete examples of this cross fertilization relying on the concept
of dynamical system are given in references [6, 5, 32, 11]).
There is a possible fallacy in this perspective: the description of the nature is not unique and diverse
concurent approaches have been developed to account for the same objects. Therefore, there is not a
unique “language of nature” prescribing a unique and definitive programming paradigm. However, there is
a common concern shared by the various descriptions of nature provided by the scientific disciplines: natural
phenomena take place in time and space.
In this paper, we propose the use of spatial notions as structuring relationships in a programming
language. Considering space in a computation is hardly new: the use of spatial (and temporal) notions
is at the basis of computational complexity of a program; spatial and temporal relationships are also
used in the implementation of parallel languages (if two computations occur at the same time, then the
two computations must be located at two different places, which is the basic constraint that drives the
scheduling and the data distribution problems in parallel programming); the methods for building domains
in denotational semantics have also clearly topological roots, but they involve the topology of the set of
∗ LaMI umr 8042 CNRS – Université d’Évry, Tour Évry-2, 523 place des terrasses de l’agora, 91000 Évry, France.
Emails: [michel, giavitto, jcohen, aspicher]@lami.univ-evry.fr
This paper is a short version of a LaMI technical report.
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values, not the topology of a value. In summary, spatial notions have been so far mainly used to describe
the running of a program and not as means to develop new programs.
We want to stress this last point of view: we are not concerned by the organization of the resources used
by a program run. What we want is to develop a spatial point of view on the entities built by the programmer
when he designs his programs. From this perspective, a program must be seen as a space where computation
occurs and a computation can be structured by spatial relationships. We hope to provide some evidences in
the rest of this paper that the concept of space can be as fertile as mathematical logic for the development
of programming languages. More specifically, we advocate that the concepts and tools developed for the
algebraic construction and characterization of shapes1 provide interesting teaching, heuristic and technical
alternatives to develop new data structures and new control structures for programming.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and section 3 provide an informal discussion to
convince the reader of the interest of introducing a topological point of view in programming. This approach
is illustrated through the experimental programming language MGS used as a vehicle to investigate and
validate the topological approach.
Section 2 introduces the idea of seeing a data structure as a space where the computation and the values
move. Section 3 follows the spatial metaphor and presents control structures as path specifications. The
previous ideas underlie MGS. Section 4 sketches this language. The presentation is restricted to the notions
needed to follow the examples in the next section. Section 5 gives some examples and introduces the (DS)2
class of dynamical systems which exhibit a dynamical structure. Such kind of systems are hard to model
and simulate because the state space must be computed jointly with the running state of the system. To
conclude in section 6 we indicate some of the related work and we mention briefly some perspectives on the
use of spatial notions.

2

Data Structures as Spaces2

The relative accessibility from one element to another is a key point considered in a data structure definition:
• In a simply linked list, the elements are accessed linearly (the second after the first, the third after
the second, etc.).
• In a circular buffer, or in a double-linked list, the computation goes from one element to the following
or to the previous one.
• From a node in a tree, we can access the sons.
• The neighbors of a vertex V in a graph are visited after V when traveling through the graph.
• In a record, the various fields are locally related and this localization can be named by an identifier.
• Neighborhood relationships between array elements are left implicit in the array data-structure. Implementing neighborhood on arrays relies on an index algebra: index computations are used to code
the access to a neighbor. The standard example of index algebra is integer tuples with linear mappings
λx.x ± 1 along each dimension (called “Von Neumann” or “Moore” neighborhoods).
This accessibility relation defines a logical neighborhood. The concept of logical neighborhood in a data
structure is not only an abstraction perceived by the programmer and vanishing at the execution, but it does
have an actual meaning for the computation. Very often the computation indeed complies with the logical
neighborhood of the data elements and it is folk’s knowledge that most of the algorithms are structured
either following the structure of the input data or the structure of the output data. Let us give some
examples.
1 G. Gaston-Granger in [22] considers three avenues in the formalization of the concept of space: shape (the algebraic
construction and the transformation of space and spatial configurations), texture (the continuum) and measure (the process
of counting and coordinatization [37]). In this work, we rely on elementary concepts developed in the field of combinatorial
algebraic topology for the construction of spaces [23].
2 The ideas exposed in this section are developed in [18, 13].
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The recursive definition of the fold function on lists propagates an action to be performed along the
traversal of a list. More generally, recursive computations on data structures respect so often the logical
neighborhood, that standard high-order functions (e.g. primitive recursion) can be automatically defined
from the data structure organization (think about catamorphisms and other polytypic functions on inductive
types [27, 24]).
The list of examples can be continued to convince ourselves that a notion of logical neighborhood is
fundamental in the definition of a data structure. So to define a data organization, we adopt a topological
point of view: a data structure can be seen as a space, the set of positions between which the computation
moves. Each position possibly holds a value3 . The set of positions is called the container and the values
labeling the positions constitute the content.
This topological approach is constructive: one can define a data type by the set of moves allowed in the
data structure. An example is given by the notion of “Group Based Fields” or GBF in short [20, 15]. In a
uniform data structure, i.e. in a data structure where any elementary move can be used against any position,
the set of moves possesses the structure of a mathematical group G. The neighborhood relationship of the
container corresponds to the Cayley graph of G. In this paper, we will use only two very simple groups
G corresponding to the moves |north> and |east> allowed in the usual two-dimensional grid and to the
moves allowed in the hexagonal lattice figured at the right of Fig. 3.

3

Control Structures as Paths

In the previous section, we suggested looking at data structure as spaces in which computation moves.
Then, when the computation proceeds, a path in the data structure is traversed. This path is driven by the
control structures of the program. So, a control structure can be seen as a path specification in the space
of a data structure. We elaborate on this idea into two directions: concurrent processes and multi-agent
systems.

3.1

Homotopy of a Program Run

Consider two sequential processes A and B that share a semaphore s. The current state of the parallel
execution P = A || B can be figured as a point in the plane A × B where A (resp. B) is the sequence of
instructions of A (resp. B). Thus, the running of P corresponds to a path in the plane A × B. However, there
are two constraints on paths that represent the execution of P. Such a path must be “increasing” because
we suppose that at least one of the two subprocesses A or B must progress. The second constraint is that the
two subprocesses cannot be simultaneously in the region protected by the semaphore s. This constraint has
a clear geometrical interpretation: the increasing paths must avoid an “obstruction region”, see Fig. 1. Such
representation is known at least from the 1970’s as “progress graph” [7] and is used to study the possible
deadlocks of a set of concurrent processes.

B

B

V(s)

V(s)

V(r)
P(r)

P(s)

P(s)

P(s)

V(s)

A

 
  





   

β

α

P(r)

P(s) V(s)

A
V(r)

Figure 1: Left: The possible path taken by the process A || B is constrained by the obstruction resulting
of a semaphore shared between the processes A and B. Right: The sharing of two semaphores between two
processes may lead to deadlock (corresponding to the domain α) or to the existence of a “garden of Eden”
(the domain β that cannot be accessed outside from β and it can only be leaved.)
3A

point in space is a placeholder awaiting for an argument, L. Wittgenstein, (Tractatus Logico Philosophicus, 2.0131).
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Homotopy (the continuous deformation of a path) can be adapted to take into account the constraint
of increasing paths and provides effective tools to detect deadlocks or to classify the behavior of a parallel
program (for instance in the previous example, there are two classes of paths corresponding to executions
where the process A or B enters the semaphore first). Refer to [21] for an introduction to this domain.

3.2

The Topological Structure of Interactions4

In a multi-agent system (or an object based or an actor system), the control structures are less explicit and
the emphasis is put on the local interaction between two (sometimes more) agents. In this section, we want
to show that the interactions between the elements of a system exhibit a natural topology.
The starting point is the decomposition of a system into subsystems defined by the requirement that the
elements into the subsystems interact together and are truly independent from all other subsystems parallel
evolution.
In this view, the decomposition of a system S into subsystems S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn is functional : state si (t + 1)
of the subsystem Si depends solely of the previous state si (t). However, the decomposition of S into the Si
can depend on the time steps. So we write S1t , S2t , . . . , Snt t for the decomposition of the system S at time t
and we have: si (t + 1) = hti (si (t)) where the hti are the “local” evolution functions of the Sit . The “global”
state s(t) of the system S can be recovered from the “local” states of the subsystems: there is a function
ϕt such that s(t) = ϕt (s1 (t), . . . , snt (t)) which induces a relation between the “global” evolution function h
and the local evolution functions: s(t + 1) = h(s(t)) = ϕt (ht1 (s1 (t)), . . . , htnt (snt (t))).
The successive decomposition S1t , S2t , . . . , Snt t can be used to capture the elementary parts and the interaction structure between these elementary parts of S. Cf. Figure 2. Two subsystems S 0 and S 00 of S
interact if there are some Sjt such that S 0 , S 00 ∈ Sjt . Two subsystems S 0 and S 00 are separable if there are
some Sjt such that S 0 ∈ Sjt and S 00 6∈ Sjt or vice-versa. This leads to consider the set S, called the interaction
structure of S, defined by the smaller set closed by intersection that contains the Sjt .
Set S has a topological structure: S corresponds to an abstract simplicial complex. An abstract simplicial
complex [23] is a collection S of finite non-empty set such that if A is an element of S, so is every nonempty
subset of A. The element A of S is called a simplex of S; its dimension is one less that the number of its
elements. The dimension of S is the largest dimension of one of its simplices. Each nonempty subset of A
is called a face and the vertex set V (S), defined by the union of the one point elements of S, corresponds
to the elementary functional parts of the system S. The abstract simplicial complex notion generalizes the
idea of graph: a simplex of dimension 1 is an edge that links two vertices, a simplex f of dimension 2 can
be thought of as a surface whose boundaries are the simplices of dimension 1 included in f , etc.

s(0)

s(1)

s(t)

Si1

...
S

S10

S11

S 0 ∈ V (S)

Figure 2: The interaction structure of a system S resulting from the subsystems of elements in interaction
at a given time step.

4

MGS Principles

The two previous sections give several examples to convince the reader that a topological approach of the
data and control structures of a program present some interesting perspectives for language design: a data
structure can be defined as a space (and there are many ways to build spaces) and a control structure is a
path specification (and there are many ways to specify a path).
4 This

section is adapted from [34].
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Such a topological approach is at the core of the MGS project. Starting from the analysis of the interaction
structure in the previous section, our idea is to define directly the set S with its topological structure and
to specify the evolution function h by specifying the set Sit and the functions hti :
• the interaction structure S is defined as a new kind of data structures called topological collections;
• a set of functions hti together with the specification of the Sit for a given t are called a transformation.
We will show that this abstract approach enables an homogeneous and uniform handling of several computational models including cellular automata (CA), lattice gas automata, abstract chemistry, Lindenmayer
systems, Paun systems and several other abstract reduction systems.
These ideas are validated by the development of a language also called MGS. This language embeds a
complete, strict, impure, dynamically or statically typed functional language.

4.1

Topological Collections

The distinctive feature of the MGS language is its handling of entities structured by abstract topologies using
transformations [19]. A set of entities organized by an abstract topology is called a topological collection.
Here, topological means that each collection type defines a neighborhood relation inducing a notion of
subcollection. A subcollection S 0 of a collection S is a subset of connected elements of S and inheriting
its organization from S. Beware that by “neighborhood relation” we simply mean a relationship that
specify if two elements are neighbors. From this relation, a cellular complex can be built and the classical
“neighborhood structure” in terms of open and closed sets can be recovered [33].
Collection Types. Different predefined and user-defined collection types are available in MGS, including
sets, bags (or multisets), sequences, Cayley graphs of Abelian groups (which include several unbounded,
circular and twisted grids), Delaunay triangulations, arbitrary graphs, quasi-manifolds [34] and some other
arbitrary topologies specified by the programmer.
Building Topological Collections. For any collection type T, the corresponding empty collection is
written ():T. The join of two collections C1 and C2 (written by a comma: C1 ,C2 ) is the main operation on
collections. The comma operator is overloaded in MGS and can be used to build any collection (the type
of the arguments disambiguates the collection built). So, the expression 1, 1+2, 2+1, ():set builds the set
with the two elements 1 and 3, while the expression 1, 1+2, 2+1, ():bag computes a bag (a set that allows
multiple occurrences of the same value) with the three elements 1, 3 and 3. A set or a bag is provided with
the following topology: in a set or a bag, any two elements are neighbors. To spare the notations, the empty
sequence can be omitted in the definition of a sequence: 1, 2, 3 is equivalent to 1, 2, 3,():seq.

4.2

Transformations

The MGS experimental programming language implements the idea of transformations of topological collections into the framework of a functional language: collections are just new kinds of values and transformations are functions acting on collections and defined by a specific syntax using rules. Transformations (like
functions) are first-class values and can be passed as arguments or returned as the result of an application.
The global transformation of a topological collection s consists in the parallel application of a set of
local transformations. A local transformation is specified by a rule r that specifies the replacement of a
subcollection by another one. The application of a rewriting rule σ ⇒ f (σ, ...) to a collection s:
1. selects a subcollection si of s whose elements match the pattern σ,
2. computes a new collection s0i as a function f of si and its neighbors,
3. and specifies the insertion of s0i in place of si into s.
One should pay attention to the fact that, due to the parallel application strategy of rules, all distinct
instances si of the subcollections matched by the σ pattern are “simultaneously replaced” by the f (si ).
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Path Pattern. A pattern σ in the left hand side of a rule specifies a subcollection where an interaction
occurs. A subcollection of interacting elements can have an arbitrary shape, making it very difficult to
specify. Thus, it is more convenient (and not so restrictive) to enumerate sequentially the elements of the
subcollection. Such enumeration will be called a path.
A path pattern Pat is a sequence or a repetition Rep of basic filters. A basic filter BF matches one
element. The following (fragment of the) grammar of path patterns reflects this decomposition:
Pat ::= Rep | Rep , Pat

Rep ::= BF | BF /exp

BF ::= cte | id | <undef>

where cte is a literal value, id ranges over the pattern variables and exp is a boolean expression. The
following explanations give a systematic interpretation for these patterns:
literal: a literal value cte matches an element with the same value.
empty element the symbol <undef> matches an element whose position does not have an associated value.
variable: a pattern variable a matches exactly one element with a well defined value. The variable a can
then occur elsewhere in the rest of pattern or in the r.h.s. of the rule and denotes the value of the
matched element.
neighbor: b, p is a pattern that matches a path which begins by an element matched by b and continues
by a path matched by p, the first element of p being a neighbor of b.
guard: p/exp matches a path matched by p when the boolean expression exp evaluates to true.
Elements matched by basic filters in a rule are distinct. So a matched path is without self-intersection. The
identifier of a pattern variable can be used only once as a basic filter. That is, the path pattern x,x is
forbidden. However, this pattern can be rewritten for instance as: x,y / y = x.
Right Hand Side of a Rule. The right hand side of a rule specifies a collection that replaces the
subcollection matched by the pattern in the left hand side. There is an alternative point of view: because
the pattern defines a sequence of elements, the right hand side may be an expression that evaluates to a
sequence of elements. Then, the substitution is done element-wise: element i in the matched path is replaced
by the element i in the r.h.s. This point of view enables a very concise writing of the rules.

5
5.1

Examples
The modeling of Dynamical Systems

In this section, we show through one example the ability of MGS to concisely and easily express the state
of a dynamical system and its evolution function. More examples can be found on the MGS web page
and include: cellular automata-like examples (game of life, snowflake formation, lattice gas automata...),
various resolutions of partial differential equations (like the diffusion-reaction à la Turing), Lindenmayer
systems (e.g. the modeling of the heterocysts differentiation during Anabaena growth), the modeling of a
spatially distributed signaling pathway, the flocking of birds, the modeling of a tumor growth, the growth
of a meristeme, the simulation of colonies of ants foraging for food, etc.
The example given below is an example of a discrete “classical dynamical system”. We term it “classical”
because it exhibits a static structure: the state of the system is statically described and does not change
with the time. This situation is simple and arises often in elementary physics. For example, a falling stone
is statically described by a position and a velocity and this set of variables does not change (even if the
value of the position and the value of the velocity change in the course of time). However, in some systems,
it is not only the values of state variables, but also the set of state variables and/or the evolution function,
that changes over time. We call these systems dynamical systems with a dynamic structure following [16],
or (DS)2 in short. As pointed out by [14], many biological systems are of this kind. The rationale and the
use of MGS in the simulation of (DS)2 is presented in [13, 14].
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Figure 3: From left to right: the final state of a DLA process on a torus, a chess pawn, a Klein’s bottle and an
hexagonal meshes. The chess pawn is homeomorphic to a sphere and the Klein’s bottle does not admit a concretization
in Euclidean space. These two topological collections are values of the quasi-manifold type. Such collection are build
using G-map, a data-structure widely used in geometric modeling [25]. The torus and the hexagonal mesh are GBFs.

Diffusion Limited Aggreation (DLA). DLA, is a fractal growth model studied by T.A. Witten and
L.M. Sander, in the eighties. The principle of the model is simple: a set of particles diffuses randomly on a
given spatial domain. Initially one particle, the seed, is fixed. When a mobile particle collides a fixed one,
they stick together and stay fixed. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that they stick together forever
and that there is no aggregate formation between two mobile particles. This process leads to a simple CA
with an asynchronous update function or a lattice gas automata with a slightly more elaborate rule set.
This section shows that the MGS approach enables the specification of a simple generic transformation that
can act on arbitrary complex topologies.
The transformation describing the DLA behavior is really simple. We use two symbolic values ‘free and
‘fixed to represent respectively a mobile and a fixed particle. There are two rules in the transformation:
1. the first rule specifies that if a diffusing particle is the neighbor of a fixed seed, then it becomes fixed
(at the current position);
2. the second one specifies the random diffusion process: if a mobile particle is neighbor of an empty
place (position), then it may leave its current position to occupy the empty neighbor (and its current
position is made empty).
Note that the order of the rules is important because the first has priority over the second one. Thus, we
have :
trans dla = {
‘free, ‘fixed
=> ‘fixed, ‘fixed
‘free, <undef> => <undef>, ‘free
}
This transformation is polytypic and can be applied to any kind of collection, see Fig. 3 for a few results.

5.2

Programming in the Small: Algorithmic Examples

The previous section advocates the adequation of the MGS programming style to model and simulate
various dynamical systems. However, it appears that the MGS programming style is also well fitted for the
implementation of algorithmic tasks. In this section, we show some examples that support this assertion.
More examples can be found on the MGS web page and include: the analysis of the Needham-Schroeder
public-key protocol [28], the Eratosthene’s sieve, the normalization of boolean formulas, the computation
of various algorithms on graphs like the computation of the shortest distance between two nodes or the
maximal flow, etc.
5.2.1

Gamma and the Chemical Computing Metaphor

In MGS, the topology of a multiset is the topology of a complete connected graph: each element is the
neighbor of any other element. With this topology, transformations can be used to easily emulate a Gamma
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transformations [2, 3]. The Gamma transformation on the left is simply translated into the MGS transformation on the right:
M = do
trans M = {
rp x1 , . . . , xn
x1 , . . . , xn
=⇒
if P (x1 , . . . , xn )
/ P (x1 , . . . , xn )
by f1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , fm (x1 , . . . , xn )
=> f1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , fm (x1 , . . . , xn ) }
and the application M(b) of a Gamma transformation M to a multiset b is replaced in MGS by the computation
of the fixpoint iteration M[iter=‘fixpoint](b). The optional parameter iter is a system parameter that
allows the programmer to choose amongst several predefined application strategies: f [iter=‘fixpoint](x0 )
computes x1 = f (x0 ), x2 = f (x1 ), ..., xn = f (xn−1 ) and returns xn such that xn = xn−1 .
As a consequence, the concise and elegant programming style of Gamma is enabled in MGS: refer to
the Gamma literature for numerous examples of algorithms, from knapsack to the maximal convex hull of
a set of points, through the computation of prime numbers. See also the numerous applications of multiset
rewriting developped in the projects Elan [36] and Maude [35].
One can see MGS as “Gamma with more structure”. However, one can note that the topology of a
multiset is “universal” in the following sense: it embeds any other neighborhood relationship. So, it is
always possible to code (at the price of explicit coding the topological relation into some value inspected at
run-time) any specific topology on top of the multiset topology. We interpret the development of “structured
Gamma” [10] in this perspective.
5.2.2

Two Sorting Algorithms

A kind of bubble-sort is straightforward in MGS; it is sufficient to specify the exchange of two non-ordered
adjacent elements in a sequence, see Fig. 4. The corresponding transformation is defined as:
trans BubbleSort = {

x,y / x > y ⇒ y,x

}

The transformation BubbleSort must be iterated until a fixpoint is reached. This is not a real a bubble sort
algorithm because swapping of elements happen at arbitrary places; hence an out-of-order element does not
necessarily bubble to the top in the characteristic way.
Bead sort is a new sorting algorithm [1]. The idea is to represent positive integers by a set of beads,
like those used in an abacus. Beads are attached to vertical rods and appear to be suspended in the air
just before sliding down (a number is read horizontally, as a row). After their falls, the rows of numbers
have been rearranged such as the smaller numbers appears on top of greater numbers, see Fig. 4. The
corresponding one-line MGS program is given by the transformation:
trans BeadSort = {

’empty |north> ’bead ⇒ ’bead, ’empty

}

This transformation is applied on the usual grid. The constant ’empty is used to give a value to an empty
place and the constant ’bead is used to represent an occupied cell. The l.h.s. of the only rule of the
transformation BeadSort selects the paths of length two, composed by an occupied cell at north of an empty
cell. Such a path is replaced by a path computed in the r.h.s. of the rule. The r.h.s. in this example
computes a path of length two with the occupied and the empty cell swapped.
x,y / x>y
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Figure 4: Left: Bubble sort. Right: Bead sort [1].
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5.2.3

Hamiltonian Path.

A graph is a MGS topological collection. It is very easy to list all the Hamiltonian paths in a graph using
the transformation:
trans H = {
x* / size(x) = size(self) / Print(x) / false => assert(false)
}
This transformation uses an iterated pattern x* that matches a path (a sequence of elements neighbor two
by two). The keyword self refers to the collection on which the transformation is applied, that is, the all
graph. The size of a graph returns the number of its vertices. So, if the length of the path x is the same
as the number of vertices in the graph, then the path x is an Hamiltonian path because matched paths are
simple (no repetition of an element). The second guard prints the Hamiltonian path as a side effect and
returns its argument which is not a false value. Then the third guard is checked and returns false, thus, the
r.h.s. of the rule is never triggered. The matching strategy ensures a maximal rule application. In other
words, if a rule is not triggered, then there is no instance of a possible path that fulfills the pattern. This
property implies that the previous rule must be checked on all possible Hamiltonian paths and H(g) prints
all the Hamiltonian path in g before returning g unchanged.

6

Current Status and Related Work

The topological approach we have sketched here is part of a long term research effort [20] developed for
instance in [12] where the focus is on the substructure, or in [15] where a general tool for uniform neighborhood definition is developed. Within this long term research project, MGS is an experimental language used
to investigate the idea of associating computations to paths through rules. The application of such rules
can be seen as a kind of rewriting process on a collection of objects organized by a topological relationship
(the neighborhood). A privileged application domain for MGS is the modeling and simulation of dynamical
systems that exhibit a dynamic structure.
Multiset transformation is reminiscent of multiset-rewriting (or rewriting of terms modulo AC). This
is the main computational device of Gamma [2], a language based on a chemical metaphor; the data are
considered as a multiset M of molecules and the computation is a succession of chemical reactions according
to a particular rule. The CHemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) extends these ideas with a focus on the
expression of semantic of non deterministic processes [4]. The CHAM introduces a mechanism to isolate some
parts of the chemical solution. This idea has been seriously taken into account in the notion of P systems. P
systems [29] are a recent distributed parallel computing model based on the notion of a membrane structure.
A membrane structure is a nesting of cells represented, e.g, by a Venn diagram without intersection and
with a unique superset: the skin. Objects are placed in the regions defined by the membranes and evolve
following various transformations: an object can evolve into another object, can pass trough a membrane
or dissolve its enclosing membrane. As for Gamma, the computation is finished when no object can further
evolve. By using nested multisets, MGS is able to emulate more or less the notion of P systems. In addition,
patterns like the iteration + go beyond what is possible to specify in the l.h.s. of a Gamma rule.
Lindenmayer systems [26] have long been used in the modeling of (DS)2 (especially in the modeling of
plant growing). They loosely correspond to transformations on sequences or string rewriting (they also
correspond to tree rewriting, because some standard features make particularly simple to code arbitrary
trees, Cf. the work of P. Prusinkiewicz [30]). Obviously, L systems are dedicated to the handling of linear
and tree-like structures.
There are strong links between GBF and cellular automata (CA), especially considering the work of Z.
Róka which has studied CA on Cayley graphs [31]. However, our own work focuses on the construction of
Cayley graphs as the shape of a data structure and we develop an operator algebra and rewriting notions
on this new data type. This is not in the line of Z. Róka which focuses on synchronization problems and
establishes complexity results in the framework of CA.
A unifying theoretical framework can be developed [17, 19], based on the notion of chain complex
developed in algebraic combinatorial topology. However, we do not claim that we have achieved a useful
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theoretical framework encompassing the previous paradigm. We advocate that few topological notions and
a single syntax can be consistently used to allow the merging of these formalisms for programming purposes.
The current MGS interpreter is freely available at the MGS home page: http://mgs.lami.univ-evry.
fr. A compiler is under development where a static type discipline can be enforced [8, 9]) to enforce a
static type discipline [8, 9]. There are two versions of the type inference systems for MGS: the first one is a
classical extension of the Hindley-Milner type inference system that handles homogeneous collections. The
second one is a soft type system able to handle heterogeneous collection (e.g. a sequence containing both
integers and booleans is heterogeneous).
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Abstract. In reaction (RD) processors, both the data and the results
of the computation are encoded as concentration proﬁles of the reagents.
The computation is performed via the spreading and interaction of wave
fronts. Most prototypes of RD computers are specialized to solve certain
problems, they can not be, in general, re-programmed. In the paper, we
try to show possible means of overcoming this drawback. We envisage
architecture and interface of programmable RD media capable of solving
a wide range of problems.

1

Reaction-diffusion computers

Reaction-diﬀusion (RD) chemical systems are well known for their unique ability
to eﬃciently solve combinatorial problems with natural parallelism [2]. In liquidphase parallel processors, both the data and the results of the computation are
encoded as concentration proﬁles of the reagents. The computation per se is performed via the spreading and interaction of wave fronts. The RD computers are
parallel because the chemical medium’s micro-volumes update their states simultaneously, and molecules diﬀuse and react in parallel (see overviews in [1, 2, 8]).
RD information processing in chemical media became a hot topic of not simply
theoretical but also experimental investigations since implementation of basic
operations of image processing using the light-sensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction [28]. During the last decade a wide range of experimental and simulated prototypes of RD computing devices have been fabricated and applied to
solve various problems of computer science, including image processing [35, 3],
path planning [43, 12, 34, 6], robot navigation [7, 10], computational geometry [5],
logical gates [45, 39, 4], counting [24], memory units [30]. Despite promising preliminary results in RD computing, the ﬁeld still remains art rather then science,
most RD processors are produced on an ad hoc basis without structured topdown approaches, mathematical veriﬁcation, rigorous methodology, relevance to
other domains of advanced computing. There is a need to develop a coherent
theoretical foundation of RD computing in chemical media. Particular attention
should be paid to issues of programmability, because by making RD processors
programmable we will transform them from marginal outcasts and curious freaks
to enabled competitors of conventional architectures and devices.
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2

How to program reaction-diffusion computers?

Controllability is inherent constituent of programmability. How do real chemical
media respond to changes in physical conditions? Are they controllable? If yes
then what properties of the media can be used most eﬀectively to program these
chemical systems? Despite the fact that the problem of controlling RD media
did not receive proper attention until recently some preliminary although rather
mosaic results have become accessible in the last decade. There is no coherent
view on the subject and this will be a major future task to build a theoretical and
experimental framework of chemical medium controllability. Below we provide
an overview of the ﬁndings related to the external control of chemical media.
They demonstrate viability of our ideas and show that the present state-of-theart laboratory methods allow for the precise tuning of these chemical systems,
and thus oﬀer an opportunity to program RD processors.
The majority of the literature, related to theoretical and experimental studies
concerning the controllability of RD medium, deals with application of an electric
ﬁeld. In a thin-layer BZ reactor stimulated by an electric ﬁeld the following
phenomena are observed: (a) the velocity of excitation waves is increased by a
negative and decreased by a positive electric ﬁeld; (b) a wave is split into two
waves that move in opposite directions if a very high electric ﬁeld is applied
across the evolving medium [40]; (c) crescent waves are formed not commonly
observed in the ﬁeld absent evolution of the BZ reaction [23]; (d) stabilisation
and destabilisation of wave fronts [26]; (e) an alternating electric ﬁeld generates
a spiral wave core that travels within the medium; the trajectory of the core
depends on the ﬁeld frequency and amplitude [38]. Computer simulations with
the BZ medium conﬁrm that (a) waves do not exist in a ﬁeld-free medium
but emerge when a negative ﬁeld is applied [33]; (b) an electric ﬁeld causes
the formation of waves that change their sign with a change in concentration,
and applied constant ﬁeld induces drift of vortices [32]; (c) externally applied
currents cause the drift of spiral excitation patterns [42]. It is also demonstrated
that by applying stationary two-dimensional ﬁelds to a RD system one can
obtain induced heterogeneity in a RD system and thus increase the morphological
diversity of the generated patterns (see e.g. [18]). These ﬁndings seem to be
universal and valid for all RD systems: (a) applying a negative ﬁeld accelerates
wave fronts; (b) increasing the applied positive ﬁeld causes wave deceleration,
wave front retardation, and eventually wave front annihilation; (c) recurrent
application of an electric ﬁeld leads to formation of complex spatial patterns [41].
A system of methylene blue, sulﬁde, sulﬁte and oxygen in a polyacrylamide gel
matrix gives us a brilliant example of electric-ﬁeld controlled medium. Typically
hexagon and strip patterns are observed in the medium. Application of an electric
ﬁeld makes striped patterns dominate in the medium, even orientation of the
stripes is determined by the intensity of the electric ﬁeld [31].
Temperature is a key factor in the parameterisation of the space-time dynamics of RD media. It is shown that temperature is a bifurcation parameter
in a closed non-stirred BZ reactor [29]. By increasing the temperature of the
reactor one can drive the space-time dynamic of the reactor from periodic oscil-
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lations (0 − 3o C) to quasi-periodic oscillations (4 − 6o C) to chaotic oscillations
(7 − 8o C). Similar ﬁndings are reported in simulation experiments on discrete
media [2], where a lattice node’s sensitivity can be considered as an analogue of
temperature.
Modiﬁcations of reagent concentrations and structure of physical substrate
may indeed contribute to shaping space-time dynamics of RD media. Thus, by
varying the concentration of malonic acid in a BZ medium one can achieve (a) the
formation of target waves; (b) the annihilation of wave fronts; and, (c) the generation of stable propagating reduction fronts [26]. By changing substrate we can
achieve transitions between various types of patterns formed, see e.g. [22] on transitions between hexagons and stripes. This however could not be accomplished
‘on-line’, during the execution of a computational process, or even between two
tasks, the whole computing device should be ‘re-fabricated’, so we do not consider this option prospective. Convection is yet another useful factor governing
space-time dynamics of RD media. Thus, e.g., convection 2nd order waves, generated in collisions of excitation waves in BZ medium, may travel across the
medium and aﬀect, e.g. annihilate, existing sources of the wave generation [36].
Light was the ﬁrst [27] and still remains the best, see overview in [35], way of
controlling spatio-temporal dynamics of RD media (this clearly applies mostly
to light-sensitive species as BZ reaction). Thus, applying light of varying intensity we can control medium’s excitability [19] and excitation dynamic in
BZ-medium [17, 25], wave velocity [37], and patter formation [46]. Of particular
interest to implementation of programmable logical circuits are experimental evidences of light-induced back propagating waves, wave-front splitting and phase
shifting [47].

3

Three examples of programming RD processors

In this section we brieﬂy demonstrate a concept of control-based programmability in models of RD processors. Firstly, we show how to adjust reaction rates in
RD medium to make it perform computation of Voronoi diagram over a set of
given points. Secondly, we provide a toy model of tunable three-valued logical
gates, and show how to re-program a simple excitable gate to implement several
logical operations by simply changing excitability of the medium’s sites. Thirdly,
we indicate how to implement logical circuits in architecture-less RD excitable
medium.
Consider a cellular automaton model of an abstract RD excitable medium.
Let a cell x of two-dimensional lattice takes four states: resting ◦, excited (+),
refractory and precipitated ⋆, and update their states in discrete time t depending on a number σ t (x) of excited neighbors in its eight-cell neighborhood as
follows. Resting cell x becomes excited if 0 < σ t (x) ≤ θ2 and precipitated if
θ2 < σ t (x). Excited cell ‘precipitates’ if θ1 < σ t (x) and becomes refractory otherwise. Refractory cell recovers to resting state unconditionally, and precipitate
cell does not change its state. Initially we perturb medium, excite it in several
sites, thus inputting data. Waves of excitation are generated, they grow, collide
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with each other and annihilate in result of the collision. They may form a stationary inactive concentration proﬁle of a precipitate, which represents result of
the computation. Thus, we can only be concerned with reactions of precipitation:
+ →k1 ⋆ and ◦ ⊞ + →k2 ⋆, where k1 and k2 are inversely proportional to θ1 and
θ2 , respectively. Varying θ1 and θ2 from 1 to 8, and thus changing precipitation
rates from maximum possible to a minimum one, we obtain various kinds of
precipitate patterns, as shown in Fig. 1. Precipitate patterns developed for relθ2 =1

θ2 =2

θ2 =3

θ2 =4

θ2 =5

θ2 =6

θ2 =7

θ1 =1

θ1 =2

θ1 =3

θ1 =4

θ1 =5

θ1 =6

θ1 =7

θ1 =8

Fig. 1. Final conﬁgurations of RD medium for 1 ≤ θ1 ≤ θ2 ≤ 2. Resting sites are black,
precipitate is white.

atively high ranges of reactions rates: 3 ≤ θ1 , θ2 ≤ 4 represent discrete Voronoi
diagrams (given ‘planar’ set, represented by sites of initial excitation, is visible
in pattern θ1 = θ2 = 3 as white dots inside Voronoi cells) derived from the set

θ2 =8
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of initially excited sites. This example demonstrates that externally controlling
precipitation rates we can force RD medium to compute Voronoi diagram.
Consider a T-shaped excitable RD medium built of three one-dimensional
cellular arrays joined at one point (details are explained in [11]); two channels
are considered as inputs, and third channel as an output. Every cell of this
structure has two neighbors apart of end cells, which have one neighbor each, and
a junction cell, which has three neighbors. Each cell takes three states: resting (◦),
excited (+) and refractory (−). A cell switches from excited state to refractory
state, and from refractory to resting unconditionally. If resting cell excites when
certain amount of its neighbors is excited then waves of excitation, in the form
+−, travel along the channels of the gate. Waves generated in input channels,
meet at a junction, and may pass or not pass to the output channel. We represent
logical values as follows: no waves is False, one wave +− is Nonsense and two
waves + − · + − represent Truth. Assume that sites of the excitable gate are
highly excitable: every cell excites if at least one neighbor is excited. One or two
waves generated at one of the inputs pass onto output channel; two single waves
are merged in one single wave when collide at the junction; and, a single wave is
‘absorbed’ by train of two waves. Therefore, the gate with highly excitable sites
implements Lukasiewicz disjunction (Fig. 2a). Let us decrease sites sensitivity
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Fig. 2. Operations of Lukasiewics three-valued logic implemented in models of Tshaped excitable gate: (a) disjunction, (b) conjunction, (c) NOT-Equivalence gate.

and make it depend on number k of cell neighbors: a cell excites if at least ⌈ k2 ⌉
neighbors are excited. Then junction site can excite only when exactly two of its
neighbors are excited, therefore, excitation spreads to output channels only when
two waves meet at the junction. Therefore, when a single wave collide to a train
of two waves the only single wave passes onto output channel. In such conditions
of low excitability the gate implements Lukasiewicz conjunction (Fig. 2b). By
further narrowing excitation interval: a cell is excited if exactly one neighbor
is excited, we achieve situation when two colliding wave fronts annihilate, and
thus output channel is excited only if either of input channels is excited, or if the
input channels got diﬀerent number of waves. Thus, we implement combination
of Lukasiewicz NOT and Equivalence gates (Fig. 2c).
Logical circuits can be also fabricated in uniform, architecture-less, where
not wires or channels are physically implemented, excitable RD medium, (e.g.
sub-excitable BZ medium as numerically demonstrated in [9]) by generation,
reﬂection and collision of traveling wave fragments. To study the medium we
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integrate two-variable Oregonator equation, adapted to a light-sensitive BZ reaction with applied illumination [17]
∂u
1
u−q
= (u − u2 − (f v + φ)
) + Du ∇2 u
∂t
ǫ
u+q
∂v
=u−v
∂t
where variables u and v represent local concentrations of bromous acid and oxidized catalyst ruthenium, ǫ is a ratio of time scale of variables u and v, q is a
scaling parameter depending on reaction rates, f is a stoichiometric coeﬃcient, φ
is a light-induced bromide production rate proportional to intensity of illumination. The system supports propagation of sustained wave fragments, which may
be used as representations of logical variables (e.g. absence is False, presence
is Truth). To program the medium we should design initial conﬁguration of
perturbations, that will cause excitation waves, and conﬁgurations of deﬂectors
and prisms, to route these quasi-particle wave-fragments. While implementation
of Boolean operations per se is relatively straightforward [9], control of signal
propagation, routing and multimplication of signals is of most importance when
considering circuits not simply singe gates. To multiply a signal or to change
wave-fragment trajectory we can temporarily apply illumination impurities to
change local properties of the medium on a way the wave. Thus we can cause
the wave-fragment to split (Fig. 3ab) or deﬂect (Fig. 3cd). A control impurity
(Fig. 3bd), or deﬂector, consists of a few segments of sites which illumination
level is slightly above or below overall illumination level of the medium. Combining these excitatory and inhibitory segments we can precisely control wave’s
trajectory, e.g. realize U-turn of a signal (Fig. 3cd).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Operating wave fragments. Overlay of images taken every 0.5 time units. Exciting domains of impurities are shown in black, inhibiting domains are gray. (a) Signal
branching with impurity: wave fragment traveling west is split by impurity (b) into two
waves traveling north-west and south-west. (d) Signal routing (U-turn) with impurities:
wave fragment traveling east is routed north and then west by two impurities (e).
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4

Discussion

Sluggishness, narrow range of computational tasks solved, and seeming unsusceptibility to a control are usually seen as main disadvantages of existing prototypes of RD computers. In the paper we brieﬂy outlined several ways of external
controlling, tuning, and ultimately programming, of spatially extended chemical
devices. We have also indicated how to ‘switch’ a RD computer, with ﬁxed set of
reactions but variable reaction rates, between several domains of problems, and
thus make it more ‘omnivorous’. Thus we made grounds for partial dismissal
of specialization and uncontrollability statements. As to the speed, real-life RD
processors are slow indeed, due to limitations on speed of diﬀusion and phase
waves traveling in a liquid layer or a gel. We can argue, however, that future
applications of the chemical processors lie in the ﬁeld of micro-scale computing
devices and soft robotic architectures, e.g. gel-made robots, where RD medium
forms an integral part of robot body [44]. A silicon fabrication is another way,
however possibly a step back from material implementation point of view, to improve speed of RD computers. This route seems to be well developed, particularly
in designing RD media in non-linear circuits and cellular neural networks [20,
21, 10]. CMOS design and analog emulation of RD systems, BZ medium in particular, have already demonstrated feasibility of mapping chemical dynamics
onto silicon architectures [13–16]. Semiconductor devices based on minor carrier
transport [16], like arrays of p-n-p-n diod based reaction devices, give us a hope
for forthcoming designs of nano-scale RD processors.
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Abstract. Achieving real-time response to complex, ambiguous, highbandwidth data is impractical with conventional programming. Only
the narrow class of compressible input-output maps can be specified
with feasibly sized programs. Efficient physical realizations are embarrassed by the need to implement the rigidly specified instructions requisite for programmable systems. The conventional paradigm of erecting
stern constraints and potential barriers that narrowly prescribe structure and precisely control system state needs to be complemented with
a new approach that relinquishes detailed control and reckons with autonomous building blocks. Brittle prescriptive control will need to be
replaced with resilient self-organisation to approach the robustness and
efficency afforded by natural systems.
Self-organising processes ranging from self-assembly to growth and development will play a central role in mimicking the high integration density of nature’s information processing architectures in artificial devices.
Structure-function self-consistency will be key to the spontaneous generation of functional architectures that can harness novel molecular and
nano materials in an effective way for increased computational power.

1

Commanding the Quasi-universal Machine

The common conventional computer is an approximation of a hypothetical universal machine [1] limited by memory and speed constraints. Universal machines
are generally believed to be in principle able to compute any effectively computable function [2]. Correspondingly it is assumed that if processing speed and
memory space of computers would indefinitely continue to increase, any computable information processing problem would eventually come within reach of
practical devices. Accordingly time and space complexity of computation has
been studied in detail [3] and technological advances have focused on memory
capacity and switching speed [4]. But along with this there is another factor
that limits realizable computing devices: the length of the program required to
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Fig. 1. Communicating a desired input-output map to a machine. The input-output
map can in principle be thought of as a potentially very large lookup table that associates an output response with every input that can be discerned by the machine (A).
For n bit input patterns I and a m bit output (O) response the, number of possible maps
n
is 2m2 . To implement an arbitrary one of these maps on a quasi-universal machine,
the mapping f has to be specified by the program p with respect of machine architecture a (B). Selecting an arbitrary
£ n ¤ map from the set of possible maps may require
a specification of length: log2 2m2 = m2n . Even for moderate pattern recognition
problems (e.g., classifying low resolution images) the program length required for most
mappings is impractical [6].

communicate a desired behaviour to the device [5]. The length of this program
is limited by the state space of the device and the capacity of the programmers.
Both limits can be exhausted rather quickly (cf. figure 1). As a consequence
conventional computing architectures are in practice restricted to the implementation of highly compressible input-output maps [7]. The set of compressible
maps is a small subset of the potential input-output functions—most behaviours
cannot be programmed. Whether the incompressible and thus inaccessible mappings are useful is an open question. In the light of the ability of organisms to
cope with complex ambiguous pattern recognition problems it appears likely that
input-output mappings of limited compressibility can be valuable in practice.
The picture painted so far is too optimistic. It assumes that the machine
architecture is not degenerate, i.e., no two different programmes implement the
same input-output map. In practice, however, the mapping of input into output is achieved by decomposing the transformation into a series of sequential
elementary information processing operations. Information processing is essentially selective dissipation of information and each operation entails a, possibly
delayed, loss of information [8, 9]. Now if the transformation of input signal patterns is decomposed into a large number of operations, all information pertaining
to the input may be dissipated in the processing sequence. And so it may happen
that the output response will be independent of the input and thus constant [10,
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11]. This further reduces the number of input-output maps accessible through
programs.
For a machine to be programmable, additional restrictions come into play.
Programming is here equated with an engineering approach in which mental
conception precedes physical creation (cf. [12]). It necessitates the possibility
for the programmer to anticipate the actions of the available elementary operations. Only if the function of the elementary operations can be foreseen by the
programmer a desired input-output map can be implemented by incrementally
composing a program. Accordingly, the machine’s architecture has to adhere to
a fixed, finite user manual to facilitate programming. To achieve this, numerous
potential interactions among the components of the machine need to be suppressed [13]. Programmability is achieved by using relatively large networks of
components with fixed behaviour. This however does not allow for the efficiency
afforded by networks of context sensitive components [14].
As outlined above, conventional programming is not always the most suitable
form of implementing an input-output map. Some maps cannot be compressed
into programs of practical length, and the need for programmability precludes
hardware designs that elicit functionality from a minimum of material.

2

Learning, Adaptation, Self-organisation

Programmability is not a prerequisite for the realization of information processing systems as is exemplified by the enviable computing capabilities of cells and
organisms. Artificial neural networks provide a technological example of nonprogrammed information processing [15]. They trade an effective loss of programmability for parallel operation. Freeing the computing architecture from
the need for predictable function of elementary components opens up new design degrees of freedom. Firstly, the fan-in for an elementary component could be
increased by orders of magnitude. It may be interesting to note that neurons in
the cortex of the mouse have on average 8000 input lines [16]. Secondly, there is
no need for all components to operate according to identical specifications. This
opens a path to broadening the material basis of computation by allowing for
computational substrates the structure of which cannot be controlled in detail.
And likewise, thirdly, the operation of the elementary components can be depended on their context in the architecture, thus greatly increasing the number
of interactions among the components that can be recruited for signal fusion.
Utilising these degrees of freedom will abrogate present training algorithms
for artificial neural networks. At the same time however, the increased dimensionality enhances the evolvability of such networks. The evolutionary paradigm
of using the performance of an existing system as an estimate for the expected
performance of an arbitrarily modified version of the system can cope with the
complexity and inhomogeneity of architectures based on context sensitive components. In fact it is particularly effective in this domain [17].
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3

Orchestrating Informed Matter

Techniques for producing biomaterials and manufacturing nano-materials are
rapidly developing. In the very near future we will see materials with unprecedented characteristics arriving at an increasing rate. But there is nothing to
indicate that we are on a path to harnessing these new materials for increased
computational power. Drilling the materials to act as logic gates is unlikely to
be fruitful. Present computing concepts enforce formalisms that are arbitrary
from the perspective of the physics underlying their implementation.
Nature’s gadgets process information in starkly different ways than conventionally programmed machines do [18]. They exploit the physics of the materials
directly and arrive at problem solutions driven by free energy minimisation while
current computer systems are coerced by high potential barriers to follow a narrowly prescribed, contrived course of computation. The practical implementation
of an input-output map can adhere in varying degrees to different paradigms as
illustrated in figure 2. Selecting functional structures from a pool of randomly
created structures is particularly suitable for nano-materials where detailed control is not feasible or not economical. If the process of structure formation is
repeatable then the selection from random variation can be iterated for evolutionary progress. In general, however, evolving highly complex input-output
maps from scratch may be impractical. It is here where the concept of informed
matter [19], i.e., molecules deliberately designed to carry information that enables them to interact individually, autonomously with other molecules, comes
into play. Combining the abstract concepts of artifical chemistry [20] with the
physics of supramolecular chemistry [21, 22] conceivably will enable the orchestration of self-organisation to arrive in practical time scales at physics driven
architectures.
orchestrated
self−organisation

detailed
prescriptive
control

✘

selection
from random
variation

Fig. 2. Implementation paradigms for a computational device. Present conventional
computer technology is indicated near the lower left corner. Random variation enters unintentionally in the production process. With increasing miniaturisation control
will become increasingly more difficult (dashed arrow). Resilient architectures that can
cope with wide component variation and the deliberate use of self-organisation processes provide the most likely path to complexification of computing architectures (bent
arrow).
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4

Perspectives

A likely early application niche for the principles outlined in the previous section
is the area of autonomous micro robotic devices. With the quest for robots at
a scale of a cubic millimetre and below molecular controllers become increasingly attractive [23, 24], and initial steps towards implementation are underway [25]. Coherent perception-action under real-time constraints with severely
limited computational resources does not allow for the inefficiency of a virtual
machine that abstracts physics away. For satisfactory performance the robot’s
control needs to adapt directly to the reality of its own body [26]. In fact the
body structure can be an integral part of the computational infrastructure [27,
28].
About 18 million organic compounds are known today—a negligible number if compared to the space of possible organic molecules, estimated to 10 63
substances [29]. Nature offers a glimpse at what is available in this space of
possibilities with organised, adaptive, living, thinking matter. Following Lehn’s
trail-blazing call to “ultimately acquire the ability to create new forms of complex matter” [19] will require information processing paradigms tailored to the
microphysics of the underlying computational substrate.
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1 Introduction
Rule-based programming is one of the traditionally acknowledged paradigms of programming [2], but its application was in most cases restricted to logical inference or
to spaces with restricted forms of topology: Grids in the case of cellular automata
[12], locally 1-dimensional branched structures in the case of classical L-systems [8].
Recently, there is growing interest in rule-based simulation of dynamical systems
with a dynamical structure, using diverse types of data structures and topologies,
motivated by biological and chemical applications [4].
In this paper we propose a rewriting formalism, "relational growth grammars"
(RGG), acting on relational structures, i.e., graphs with attributed edges, which
generalizes L-systems and allows the specification of dynamical processes on
changing structures in a wide field of applications. By associating the nodes of the
graphs with classes in the sense of the object-oriented paradigm, we gain further
flexibility. Here we will explain the fundamental concepts and show simple examples
to demonstrate the essential ideas and possibilities of this approach.
Our work was motivated by the demand for a uniform modelling framework capable to represent genomes and macroscopic structures of higher organisms (plants) in
the same language [6]. In the context of a "virtual crops" project, we thus created the
language XL, an extension of Java allowing a direct specification of RGGs, and the
software GroIMP (Growth-Grammar related Interactive Modelling Platform)
enabling interpretation of XL code and easy user interaction during the simulations
[5].—This research was funded by the DFG under grant Ku847/5-1 and additionally
supported by IPK. All support is gratefully acknowledged.
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2 Relational growth grammars
An RGG rule is a quintuple (L, C, E, R, P) with L ∪ C ≠ ∅. L, the left-hand side
proper of the rule, is a set of graphs with node labels and edge labels. A derivation
step of an RGG involves the removal of a copy ("match") of one rule's L from a
(usually) larger graph and the insertion of the corresponding R, the right-hand side
proper of the rule, which is also a set of graphs (with the underlying node sets not
necessarily disjunct from those of L). C is again a set of labelled graphs (with the
node set possibly but not necessarily overlapping with that of L) and is called the
context of the rule. For a rule, in order to be applicable the set C must match with a
set of subgraphs of the given graph in a way which is consistent with the match of L,
but in the derivation step the context is not removed (except for the parts that are also
in L). This notion of context generalizes the "left" and "right contexts" of contextsensitive L-systems [8] and enables a flexible control of subgraph replacement by
specifying a local situation which must be given before a rule can be applied. E is a
set of logical expressions in some syntax which we are not going to define in detail
here. These expressions usually contain some parameters referring to node labels
from L ∪ C and are interpreted as conditions which must be met before the rule can
be applied. Conditions may also contain some function calls evoking a random
number generator—if this is the case the rule is called stochastic. Finally, P is a
(possibly empty) list of commands which are also not specified syntactically here,
possibly involving parameters referring to node labels from L ∪ C ∪ R and
parameters from E. P specifies a procedural piece of code which is executed after rule
application.—We write RGG rules in the form
(* C *), L, (E) ==> R { P };
the arrangement of the C, L and E parts not being fixed.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple example of an RGG rule with C = E = P = ∅ (upper
part) and its application to a graph (lower part). A possible text notation for this rule
in our XL syntax would be i –b–> j, j –a–> k, k –a–> i ==> j .

Fig. 1. An RGG rule in graphical notation (upper part) and its application to a given graph
(lower part). The shaded nodes are matched by the left-hand side of the rule. (From [6].)
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In our applications, we found it useful to have a short notation for rules with L = R =
∅. In this case, only parameters from the context C (and possibly from E) appear in
the procedural part, and we write
C ,(E) ::> P .
A RGG is a set of RGG rules. In the language XL, RGG rules can be put together in
blocks, thus enabling an additional hierarchy of rules and an explicit control of their
order of application, like in table L-systems [9]. An RGG-based derivation is a
sequence of discrete, successive derivation steps, starting from a given initial graph
(axiom). In each step, one or all matching rules are applied, depending on the chosen
mode of rule application (see below).
RGGs were partly inspired by the PROGRES graph grammar system [11]. Furthermore, features from parametric L-systems were incorporated into the RGG
formalism. Particularly, commands of turtle geometry (cf. [8]) are allowed as nodes
and can serve to interpret the derived graphs geometrically.
Pure rule-based programming does not in all situations allow an intuitive access.
The notion of "programmed graph replacement systems" [10] was introduced to overcome this limitation: Additional programming structures, following a different paradigm, are supported. In the RGG approach, the inclusion of P in our definition allows
the execution of code from a conventional object-oriented language. Additionally, in
XL such a language (Java) serves as a framework for the whole RGG and allows the
user to define constants, variables, classes and methods. Furthermore, graph nodes in
XL are Java objects and can carry arbitrary additional information and functionalities,
e.g., concerning geometry, visual appearance or animated behaviour.

3 Key features of RGGs
Two issues require special consideration in graph grammars: The mode of rule
application and the embedding of the right-hand side into the graph immediately after
rule application. Sequential and parallel mode of application are well known from
Chomsky grammars and L-systems, respectively. In most physical, chemical and
biological applications, the parallel mode turns out to be more appropriate. However,
the parallel application of rules requires the specification of a conflict resolution
strategy for overlapping matches of left-hand sides. Future extensions of the RGG
formalism will contain explicit support for the most common conflict resolution
schemes. Until now, we have considered only a special case: the multiple matching of
L with one and the same copy of L in the graph. This occurs always when L allows
some automorphism and when C and E do not enforce a selection between the
matches. The standard mode of rule application realized in XL, which is basically the
single-pushout approach (also known as the algebraic or Berliner approach) [1], tries
to apply the rule to every match. In many applications it is more meaningful to apply
a rule only once to an underlying node set of a match. (The selection among the isomorphic matches has then to be done either nondeterministically or following a
specified strategy.) This option will be implemented in a later XL version; currently it
must be emulated by additional conditions in part E of the rule.
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Our standard mechanism of embedding simply transfers incoming (outgoing) edges
of the textually leftmost (rightmost) nodes of L to the textually leftmost (rightmost)
nodes of R. Future versions of XL will allow other embedding strategies.
We have shown in another paper [6] that it is straightforward to represent typical
standard data structures like sets, multisets, lists or multiple-scaled trees as labelled
graphs. The RGG formalism provides standard types of edges (i.e., special edge
labels) to represent common relations occurring in these data structures, like the
successor relation in lists or the membership relation in sets. Because the successor
relation is used so often, it is denoted by a blank in our notation, i.e., a b is equivalent to a –successor–> b. Additionally, the user can define new relations,
using e.g. algebraic operators like the transitive hull, which can be used in RGG rules
in the same way as edges.

4 Example 1: Spreading of a signal in a network
We assume that a signal jumps in each time step from a cell to all adjacent cells of a
network and changes the state of the reached cells from "inactive" (0) to "active" (1).
In our implementation in XL we make use of the possibility to use objects as nodes
which can carry arbitrary additional data, in this case the state of the cell. "Cell" is a
predefined class which contains a variable called "state", but such a class could also
be defined by the user. The signal propagation requires only one RGG rule:
(* c1: Cell *) c2: Cell, (c1.state == 1) ==> c2(1).
Here, the blank between *) and c2 denotes the successor relation in the network
where the rule is to be applied. "Cell" is the node type (class), "c1" and "c2" are
labels of nodes serving to distinguish them and to refer to them on the right-hand
side, and "state" is a variable of "Cell" which can likewise be seen as a parameter
of the nodes and which is forced to 1 at the node c2 on the right-hand side. The way
in which the context is specified in this rule is a short notation for the definition-conforming rule
(* c1: Cell c2: Cell *), c2, (c1.state == 1) ==> c2(1).
The result of two steps of rule application is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Application of the signal propagation rule to a network. Dark nodes have state 1, lightgrey nodes 0.
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This example simulates the dynamics of some state variable, but there is no
dynamical structure; the topology of the network remains unchanged. Hence this is a
simple case, but using the same basic rule structure it is possible to simulate the
dynamics of complex metabolic networks and gene regulation networks, using realvalued concentrations and Michaelis-Menten kinetics in the state-changing rules (see
[6] for an example).

5 Example 2: "Game of Life"
Cellular automata (CA) can easily be expressed as RGGs. This is demonstrated at the
example of the "Game of Life", a well-known 2-dimensional CA with nontrivial
longterm behaviour [3]. We use again the class "Cell", with state value 1 for "living"
and 0 for "dead". In the following piece of XL code, we have omitted only the
initialization of the grid, which can be done by a trivial rule creating cells at predefined positions.
boolean neighbour(Cell c1, Cell c2)
{ return (c1 != c2) && (c1.distanceLinf(c2) < 1.1); }
public void run()
[
x:Cell(1),
(!(sum( (* x -neighbour-> #Cell *).state) in {2..3}))
==> x(0);
x:Cell(0),
( sum( (* x -neighbour-> #Cell *).state) == 3)
==> x(1);
]

The first declaration defines the Moore neighbourhood as a new edge type between
"Cell" nodes, based upon a geometric relation (chessboard distance lower than 1.1).
The block "run" contains the transition function of the CA in the form of two RGG
rules. These rules cover only the cases where the state switches from 0 to 1 or vice
versa; no rule is necessary to force a cell not to change its state. The conditions in
both rules make use of an arithmetical-structural operator, sum, which was first
introduced in the context of L-systems [7]. Its argument is iteratively evaluated for all
nodes matching with the node marked by # in the context specification (* ... *) and
added up.—Figure 3 demonstrates the possibility of user interaction during RGG
execution, which is provided by the GroIMP software. (a) and (b) show successive
steps in the undisturbed development of a "Game of Life" configuration (living cells
are black and enlarged). After every step, the user can stop the RGG derivation process and interfere manually; e.g., he may change the state of a cell. In (c), a cell was
even removed from its position and placed at an irregular location on the grid. Rule
application can nevertheless be resumed, leading to a "disturbed" dynamics (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. A symmetric configuration in the Game of Life (a) and its successor configuration (b).
In (c), one "living" cell of (b) was translated by the user. The disturbed configuration develops
asymmetrically, shown in (d) after several steps.

In this example, structural change can only be obtained by an intervention of the user.
The next example shows the growth of a geometrical structure.

6 Example 3: A distance-sensitive plant
The following rules simulate the growth of a plant which consists of a main axis,
ending in an apical meristem m, and short lateral branches (emanating from invisible
nodes of type "s") with the capacity of flowering. The apical bud of such a branch is
transformed into a visible flower only if there is no other bud or flower closer to the
bud than a given threshold distance. The corresponding RGG is similar to a classical
L-system, but the global character of the sensitivity involved in the distance criterion
excludes a realization as a "context-sensitive" L-system (with "context" interpreted
with respect to strings).—We omit again the initialization rule.
module m(int x) extends Sphere(3);
module s;
module inflor;
module bud extends inflor;
(...)
m(x) ==> F(12) if (x>0) ( RH(180) [s] m(x-1) );
s
==> RU(irandom(50, 70)) F(irandom(15, 18)) bud;
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b:bud ==> inflor
if (forall(distance(b,(* #x:inflor,(b!=x)*))
> 13)
( RL(70) [ F(4) RH(50)
for (1..5) ( RH(72)
[ RL(80) F(3) ]) ] );
The system uses the turtle commands F (creation of a cylinder) and RH, RL, RU
(spatial rotations), cf. [8, 7]. The second rule is stochastic and introduces some
randomness in the branching angles and branch lengths. The third rule makes again
use of arithmetical-structural operators (forall, distance) and iterative evaluation of a set defined by a context definition. Note that the class hierarchy specified in
the module declarations is used to count not only inflorescences, but also buds as
potentially flower-inhibiting objects (bud extends inflor). Furthermore, conditional and loop structures (if, for) are used to organize the right-hand side. The
"for" construction generalizes the repetition operator used in L-systems [7].—
Figure 4 shows two stages of a derivation which started with three "m" nodes
(meristems). Flowering turns out to be partially inhibited for the central plant, due to
a lack of free space.

Fig. 4. Growth of a "sensitive" plant with flowering restricted to conditions where a distance
threshold to the nearest competing object must be surpassed.

Our last example combines structural changes with dynamic, physically-based
simulation of state variables. It shows also the applicability of RGGs in the field of
chemistry.
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7 Example 4: A polymerization model with mass-spring kinetics
Spherical "monomers" are enclosed in a rectangular region and move in random
initial directions with constant velocity. The region boundaries are reflecting. Each
time two monomers have a close encounter, a chemical bond is formed between them
which is modelled in analogy to a spring. Impulse is conserved in the resulting dimer.
Reactions resulting in a binding can also happen between yet unsaturated ends of a
polymer. It is assumed that each monomer has only two binding sites. Thus the
resulting polymers have either a chain or a ring topology (see Fig. 5).
The RGG specifying this behaviour consists of not more than 2 module definitions
("Monomer" and "Spring") and 4 rules—one for initialization, one for constant movement with reflection at the walls, one for spring mechanics and one for chemical
binding. This RGG will be documented in detail in a forthcoming version of this
paper.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Development simulated by the polymerisation model. (a) initial situation, (b) after
several collisions, two chains and one ring (of three monomers, one of them being occluded in
the picture) have formed, (c) finally one large chain and the small ring remain.

8 Conclusions
Relational growth grammars permit the writing of short and comprehensible model
specifications for a wide field of scientific applications, ranging from physical and
chemical simulations (Example 4) to the growth of plants (Example 3), genetic
processes and metabolic networks [6]. They are essentially rule-based, but because
they operate on unordered sets of graphs, they share also some characteristics with
chemical computing. Furthermore, in the language XL they are implemented in a way
that enables straightforward combination with procedural and object-oriented
constructions as well. Hence we see an important potential for future applications of
this flexible approach.
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ÃGIÃÂmÃ,DF:458Ä¾Ä4Á4DF'
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GI5>74?N¿>É Ä¾J§Hd:C¿L¿fD ½¾7CÇ ½Æ7ªDX»IGFÁ4H»F½¾¿>74D1 ä D½uDÁ4DFÁ45>ÄÓCÂmÃÃÉiÌ4ÄÆ¿wJ~5ÊD Ã»,¿8;éC»I7CÃDID,H5>DFÃD½¾7
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]½¾Ç>Á4GFÃ #D :C¿wÂDa»I:CÃÃçNÃHÁN»F½¾¿>7~¿8;587~½Æ74?C½ÆÞL½u?NÁ458Ä.½Æ7~ÄÆ½¾7CÃ^58G,âã1 ä D Ã^ÒfÁCÃ74HÃÇ>Ã7Cà
Memory Order

Execution Order

R1=R2+R4

R1=R2+R4

next()

R7=R3*R1

start()

R7=R3*R1

next()

R2=R2/R6

R2=R2/R6

next()

R4=R0+R1
next()

linear
sequencer

R4=R0+R1

R1=R2−R4

R1=R2−R4

R3=R1−R1

R3=R1−R1

next()
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bIZTVTXQdoVRNZYLvUXZQ%SbFz ZUXzfQIT%x} TVTXZ%t/o cjYfvEceb%SUXQÝTXQFUX_ETXYfQdv¤nSke_fQdo Z[bdSkekeo UXZ~UXzEQÊoVQ%¨w_fQdYEbdQ
 QdYfQFT SUXZT%x

ÃGd5w»F¿EG/½uD/Á4DFÃ?i»I¿ ?NÃ»FÃGIÉ ½Æ74Ã»F:CÃD Ã^ÒfÁCÃ74HÃ¿8;½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D1  5EHd:i½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E7Ê½¾DaÃçNÃà
HÁN»IÃ?ÓÂ½Æ»F:iGFÃ^D ÁCÄÆ»F½¾7CÇ?C5w»d5,D »F¿>GIÃ?½Æ7 ½j»dD ?NÃD »F½¾745w»I½Æ¿E7GIÃÇ>½uD »FÃG^187,DFÁ458Ä¾ÄÆJEÓ»I:CÃD Ã^ÒfÁCÃ74HÃ
Ç>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EG]É ¿wÞEÃD.»F:CGI¿>ÁCÇE:»I:CÃ6ÌCGF¿EÇ>Gd58É2DFÃÒfÁCÃ7ªHÃm½Æ74D »FGIÁ4H»F½¾¿>7 ÀLJ½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E7s1wá6:LÁ4DÓ
»F:CÃÄ¾¿NH5w»I½Æ¿E7 ½¾7 É ÃÉ ¿>GIJD Ìª5>HÃ?NÃ»FÃGFÉ ½¾7CÃD»I:CÃÌ45>G »I½¾HÁCÄ¾5>G D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃm¿>;ª½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D1
@aÄ¾5EDFDF½¾H58Ä¾ÄÆJEÓf»F:C½uD½uDGFÃ^58Ä¾½Æ9Ã?¼ÀfJ¼»F:CÃÌ4GF¿EÇ>Gd58ÉåH¿EÁC7f»FÃG^1 9
:<; RNQIT SUXceZYfot/zfceb z TXQd¨8_EcpTXQaZYfkpqZ^YEQmoVZ^_>TXbdQmTXQ  ceo¦UXQIT/oVceWRfkpqc  YEZTXQmUXzEQaoVQdbIZ^YLvTXQ  cjo¦UXQFT%x
=?> \#Z^YfvEcpUXceZ^YLSAk @#B=_fWRfo/STXQSvEQIn>cjSUXcjZYi[¾TXZW UXzfceo/NQdzLS%n8ceZT%x
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#%ìLã¿E½Æ7f» ì   ]H5>7ÊÀªÃA?NÃDIHGI½ÆÀ«Ã?iÁ4DF½¾7CÇ»XÂm¿D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃÇ>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EGID1wá6:CÃé4GdD »
Ç>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EGa½uD5>H»F½¾7CÇ ¿>7§»F:CÃé4GdD »6Ìª58GIÃ7f»65>74?§GFÃ»FÁCGI74D6½¾74DX»IGFÁªH%»F½¾¿>7ªD5w»½j»dD6ÀªÃÇ>½¾7C7C½¾7CÇ41
á6:CÃDFÃ£½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74DÝ;È¿EGFÉ »I:CÃ¤é4GID »§Ìª58GF»§¿8;»I:CÃ¿8ÎD ÌCGI½¾7CÇ416á6:CÃ D Ã^H¿>7ª? D Ã^ÒfÁCÃ74HÃ
Ç>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EGÊ¿>Ì«ÃGd5w»IÃDÊ¿E7¬»F:CÃ¤¿8»F:4ÃG¼Ìª58GIÃ7f»1/0Ã£½¾Ç>74¿>GIÃ»F:CÃ£é4GID »¼½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74DÊ»I:C½¾D
Ç>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EGaGIÃ»IÁCGI74D >14á6:CÃ¿8»I:CÃGdDm;È¿>GIÉå»I:CÃ»I5>½ÆÄs¿>;.»I:CÃ¿8ÎD Ì4GF½¾7CÇED6½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E7§Ä¾½uDX»^1
ÁN»I58»F½¾¿>7èHd:45>7CÇ>Ã^DDF½Æ7CÇEÄÆÃ¼½Æ74D »FGIÁ4H»F½¾¿>74D ÀfJ Hd:45>7CÇ>½¾7CÇÃ½Æ»F:4ÃG ¿EÌªÃGI58»F½¾¿>7sÓ.¿>G ?NÃ^DXà
»F½¾745w»I½Æ¿E7ÍGIÃÇE½¾D »FÃG ¿>G »F:4Ã£D ¿EÁCGdHÃ~GFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdDi5EHH¿>Gd?N½Æ74Ç¤»I¿5 ÌCGFÃ^DFHGF½¾À«Ã?ÐÌCGF¿EÀ458À4½ÆÄ¾½j»XJ
?N½¾D »FGI½¾ÀCÁN»F½¾¿>7.1


 *!&(. ) $8 . & ,(8  

$ 

.  

6á :CÃGIÃÝ½uD 5DF½ÆÉ ÌCÄ¾Ã¼Â65J»I¿£GIÃ5>ÄÆ½¾9ÃÝ5>7èHd:CÃÉ ½uDX»IGFJÀLJ5GIÃÇE½¾D »FÃGÉÊ5>Hd:C½¾7CÃE1]3mJDFÁCÀNà
DX»I½j»IÁN»F½¾7CÇ »F:4Ã£D JND »FÃÉ 58»F½uH~½Æ74HGFÃÉ Ã7f»I5>ÄDX»IÃÌCÌC½¾7CÇ¿>;A»I:CÃD Ã^ÒfÁCÃ74HÃÇ>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EG ÀfJÐ5
GI5>74?N¿>É D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃiÂmÃÝ58GIGI½ÆÞEÃi58»¿EÁCG DFJNDX»IÃÉ1sá6:45w»½uD»I¿DI5J>Óæ»I:CÃÝ½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D58GIÃ
?NGI5Â7~Gd5874?N¿EÉ ÄÆJ¼;ÈGF¿EÉ »F:4ÃD Ã»,¿8; 58Ä¾Äs½¾74DX»IGFÁªH%»F½¾¿>7ªD½Æ7»I:CÃÌCGI¿>ÇEGI5>É81f»F½¾Ä¾ÄÓªÂaÃ:45ÞEÃ
»F¿ÌCGI¿wÞf½u?NÃ »F:CÃÊ7LÁCÉ ÀªÃG¿8;mGFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdDÓD »I58GF»F½¾7CÇH¿E74?N½Æ»F½¾¿>74D5>74?¤?CÃ»FÃGFÉ ½¾7CÃÊ5§»I58GIÇ>Ã»
GFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGm;ÈGF¿EÉ Â:C½uHd:¿>ÁN»IÌCÁN»½uD6»F¿ À«Ã?NGI5Â7.1
ä DD :4¿wÂ7£½¾/
7 #½¾Ç>ÁCGIÃ Ý»F:4Ã Hd:4ÃÉ ½¾D »FGIJÂm¿>GIKLDAÀLJÃçNÃHÁN»F½¾7CÇ§»F:CÃ ½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D¿8;
587½Æ74?C½ÆÞL½u?NÁ458Äa58745>ÄÆ¿EÇ>¿>ÁªD»I¿~Â:ª5w»Âm¿>ÁCÄu?£:ª58ÌCÌ«Ã7 ½¾75~Ä¾½Æ7CÃ^58G âã ì LJND »FÃÉ í H%;X1 #^î%Ó
ÃçCHÃÌN»»F:458»»F:CÃDFÃÒfÁCÃ74HÃ¿EGI?NÃG6½¾D?N½ÆÎæÃGIÃ7f»1
Memory Order

Execution Order

R1=R2+R4

R1=R2−R4

next()

R7=R3*R1
next()
next()

next()

R2=R2/R6

R4=R0+R1
random
sequencer

R4=R0+R1
next()

R1=R2+R4
R1=R2+R4

start()

R1=R2−R4

R1=R2−R4

R3=R1−R1

R2=R2/R6

13254  4  ¢>Qdbd_>UXcjZYÝcjY UXzEQ,}a\èo¦q>o¦UXQdW x!zEQAoVQ%¨w_EQdYfbdQ  QdYfQIT SUXZT6TXQFUX_ETXYfoaST SYfvEZ^W ZT v>QIT
[¾ZTaQI¢>Qdbd_>UXcjZYªx

º¦»DF:C¿EÁCÄ¾?¼ÀªÃ7C¿>»FÃ^?Ý»I:45w»6»F:4ÃGIÃ5>GFÃGFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdD Â½Æ»F:?N½ÆÎ«ÃGFÃ7f»m;ÈÃ^5w»IÁCGFÃ^D "#L¿EÉ ÃAGIÃÇ>à
½¾D »FÃGID58GIÃ GIÃ5E?Là=¿E7CÄ¾J>1æá6:CÃJH587¿E7CÄÆJÀ«Ã Á4DFÃ?5EDDF¿>Á4GIHÃ GIÃÇ>½uD »FÃGdD1ªá6:CÃ^D ÃiGFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdD
H¿>7f»d58½¾7H¿>74D »I5>7E»Þw58Ä¾ÁCÃ^D5874? 5>GFÃ ½¾7C½j»I½¾5>ÄÆ½¾9Ã^?¤;È¿>GÃ5EHd:éC»F7CÃ^DFDH5>DFÃÝ5w»»F:4Ã¼DX»d58GF»¿8;
$ `>zEZ^_fkjvbITXZ^oVoVZnQFT  QdYEQIT SUXQmUtZAZ %CoVRETXceY  g8UXzfQacjYEo¦UVTX_fbIUXceZYfoYEZU/bdZRfceQ%vt/cjkek4NQm_EoVQ%v[¾ZT
SoVQdbdZYLviZ %CoVRETXceY  x
&(' ZTAUXQdb zfYfceb%SkTXQ%SoVZYfoceYEo¦UVTX_fbIUXceZ^YEoSTXQiZT v>QITXQ%vceYWQdWZTVq§oVRLSbdQ^gsf_>USbdbdQdoVoUXZ¼SY
ceYfo¦UVTX_fbFUXcjZY > SYfv oV_EfoVQ%¨w_fQIY8U/QF¢EQIbd_EUXceZ^!Y @STXQv>Z^YfQceY T SYLv>Z^W2ZT vEQIT%x
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ÌCGF¿EÇ>Gd58É ÃçNÃHÁN»F½¾¿>7s1 ä Ä¾Äæ¿8»I:CÃGaGFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdD H5>7ÊÀªÃGIÃ5>?i;ÈGI¿>Éå5>74?ÊÂGI½j»F»FÃ7¼½Æ7f»F¿ª1fá6:4ÃDFÃ
58GIÃ,»I:CÃH¿>747CÃH»F½¾¿>7~GFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃGdDa5>Éi¿E7CÇiÂ:C½¾Hd:§½Æ7C;È¿>GIÉ 58»F½¾¿>7§ê4¿wÂDm½Æ7§»F:4ÃH¿>ÁCGdDFÃA¿>;.»F:4Ã
H¿>É ÌCÁC»I5w»I½Æ¿E7s1NºV7C½Æ»F½u58Ä¾ÄÆJ¼»F:CÃJ§5>GFÃD Ã»»F¿Ê9ÃGI¿41
¿wÂ5ÌCGI¿>ÇEGI5>É ÀªÃ:45Þ>Ã^D.?NÁ4GF½¾7CÇÃçLÃ^HÁN»I½Æ¿E7Â½ÆÄ¾ÄL?N½jÎæÃG.;ÈGF¿EÉ ½Æ74D »I5>74HÃ/»F¿½¾74D »I587ªHÃ>1
á6:CÃGIÃ½¾D74¿ÊÇ>Á45>GI5>7E»IÃÃA»F:458»,587~½Æ7ªDX»IGFÁ4H»F½¾¿>7½uDÃçNÃHÁN»FÃ^?ÓC7C¿EG½¾D6½Æ»,ÇEÁ458Gd587f»FÃÃ?Ý»F:458»
»F:C½uDm:458ÌCÌ«Ã7ªDa½¾7§5 ?NÃéª7C½j»IÃA¿EGI?CÃG ¿EG ;ÈGIÃÒfÁCÃ74HJE1Lº¦;XÓf:4¿wÂaÃÞ>ÃG^Ó>5>7¼½¾74DX»IGFÁªH%»F½¾¿>7¼½¾DmÉ ¿>GIÃ
;ÈGFÃ^ÒEÁ4Ã7f»½Æ7»I:CÃÉ Á4Äj»I½jàVD Ã»Ó4»F:CÃ7½j»dDÃçNÃHÁN»F½¾¿>7Â½¾ÄÆÄ]ÀªÃ Éi¿EGFÃÌCGI¿>Àª58ÀCÄ¾Ã>1 N½ÆÉ ½¾Ä¾5>GFÄ¾J>ÓN½Æ;
½j» DF:C¿EÁCÄ¾?À«Ã¼5>?CÞ5>7f»I58ÇEÃ¿EÁ4DA»F¿KEÃÃÌ ½¾74?NÃÌªÃ74?NÃ7ªHÃÝÀ«Ã»XÂmÃÃ7 ?45w»I5Ìª5w»F:ªDÓ»I:CÃ¼H¿>GFà
GFÃ^D Ì«¿>74?C½Æ7CÇÊGIÃÇE½¾D »FÃGID,D :C¿EÁCÄu?§À«Ã ?C½jÎæÃGIÃ7f»,½¾7D ÁªHd:5ÊÂm5J¼»F:458»»F:4Ã½Æ7ªDX»IGFÁ4H»F½¾¿>74DA58GIÃ
7C¿8»H¿E7C7CÃ^H%»F½¾7CÇi»F¿ Ã^5>Hd:¼¿>»F:CÃG1C3m¿>»F:§;ÈÃ5w»IÁCGIÃDmÂa¿EÁCÄu?¼À«ÃÃçNÌ«ÃH%»IÃ?¼»F¿ À«ÃD ÁCÀ XÃH%»6»I¿
ÃÞ>¿EÄÆÁC»F½¾¿>745>GFJ ;È¿EGIHÃD1
 

(,  " ,( ,  &(,(*  $   .  

â Ã7CÃ»F½uHÌCGI¿>Ç>Gd58É É ½¾7CÇ ¿>;»F:C½uD,5>ÄÆÇE¿>GI½j»I:CÉ ½¾HHd:CÃÉi½uD »FGIJ¤í ä @6âãmî6½uDD ½¾É ½ÆÄu58G»F¿Ý¿>»F:CÃG
âãÞ5>GF½u587f»dD1á6:4Ã Á4D Ã ¿8;N5D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃ Ç>Ã74ÃGd5w»F¿EGsD :4¿>ÁCÄu?:CÃÄ¾ÌÁC74?NÃGID »I5>74?A»F:C½uD.DF½¾Éi½¾Äu58GFà
½j»XJE1w0¤Ã6:45ÞEÃmDFÃÃ7 58Ä¾GIÃ5>?CJ½¾7 LÃH»F½¾¿>7 *C1 :C¿wÂÐ587 ½¾74?N½¾ÞL½¾?CÁ458ÄN½¾7 ä @6âã½uD#ÃÞw58Ä¾Á45w»IÃ?1
   # %+ , 
 " + ,( ºV7C½Æ»F½u58Ä¾½Æ9^5w»F½¾¿>7~5874?§É ÁC»I5w»I½Æ¿E7§¿>;]587~½¾74?N½¾Þf½u?NÁ45>Äs58GIÃ
»F:CÃDI58É Ã;È¿>GÀ«¿8»I:§»I:CÃ ä @6âã¬5874?~Á4DFÁ45>ÄÄÆ½¾7CÃ5>G,âã1
ÁN»I58»F½¾¿>7 Â½¾ÄÆÄ«Hd:4587CÇEÃ6¿>Ì«ÃGd5w»F¿EG/5874? GIÃÇE½¾D »FÃG 7LÁCÉ À«ÃGdD/5>HH¿EGI?N½¾7CÇ»F¿5Ì4GF¿EÀ458ÀC½¾ÄÆà
½j»XJ ?N½uDX»IGF½¾ÀCÁN»I½Æ¿E7s1>ºV7i»F:4Ã,ÌCGIÃDFÃ7f»/½¾ÉiÌ4ÄÆÃÉiÃ7f»I5w»I½Æ¿E7 GFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃG/Þw58Ä¾ÁCÃ^D/58GIÃHd:45874Ç>Ã? Á4DF½Æ74Ç
5 â5>Á4DID ½u587~Â½j»I:ÉiÃ^5875w»ÌCGIÃDFÃ7f»Þw58Ä¾ÁCÃ5874?D »I5>74?C58Gd?¼?CÃÞL½¾58»F½¾¿>7/#>1

 *, . ., ( @aGF¿fDFDF¿wÞ>ÃGaÉÊ58KEÃD6Á4DFÃ¿8;»I:CÃGI5>74?N¿EÉi½¾9Ã^?D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃD6ÌCGI¿N?NÁ4HÃ^?ÀLJÝ»F:4Ã
D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃ~ÇEÃ7CÃGI58»F¿EG1 ä DÊDF:C¿wÂ7 ½¾7 #½ÆÇEÁCGFÃ5* 5GI5>74?N¿>É DFÃÒfÁCÃ74HÃ~¿8;½Æ7ªDX»IGFÁ4H»F½¾¿>74D
½¾D H¿>Ì4½ÆÃ^?;ÈGF¿EÉ »I:CÃÝÌ45>GFÃ7E»dD»F¿»F:CÃ§¿8ÎD ÌCGI½¾7CÇ41.á6:4¿>ÁCÇE: »F:CÃÝ½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D½¾7C:CÃGF½Æ»FÃ^?
Parent 1

Offspring

Parent 2

R1=R2+R4

R7=R3*R1

R3=R1*R4

R5=R1*R1

R7=R3*R1
start()

R0=R4−R2

R2=R2/R6

R6=R2+R3
random
sequencer

next()

next()

R0=R5*R1

next()

next()
next()

R0=R4−R2
next()

random
sequencer

R3=R1*R4

R2=R1+R7

R1=R2−R4

R5=R1*R1

R3=R1*R4

13254  C

R4=R0+R1
start()

\]TXZoVoVZnQITacjYiSYÊ}/TVUXcp¥LbdcjSk«\#zfQIWcjo¦UVTVqwx

R1=R2−R4

next()

R3=R1−R1

;ÈGF¿EÉ Ã^5>Hd:Ý¿>;»F:CÃÌ45>GFÃ7E»dD 5>GFÃAÄÆ¿NH58»FÃ^?Ê½Æ7§H¿>7f»I½ÆÇEÁC¿>Á4DaÉ ÃÉ ¿>GIJiÄÆ¿NH58»F½¾¿>74DÓE»F:CÃ5>H»FÁ45>Ä
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D Ã^ÒEÁ4Ã74HÃ¿8;»F:CÃ ÃçNÃHÁN»F½¾¿>7½uD7C¿>»A?NÃÌ«Ã7ª?NÃ7f»,¿E7»F:458»,¿>Gd?NÃG^1Cá6:CÃÌ4GF¿EÀ458ÀC½¾Ä¾½j»XJ¼»F:458»
5ÊÌ458GF»F½uHÁ4Ä¾5>G½Æ7ªDX»IGFÁ4H»F½¾¿>7½uDAH¿>ÌC½¾Ã?½¾7f»F¿¼5>7¿8ÎD Ì4GF½¾7CÇÝ?NÃÌªÃ74?CDA¿>7»F:4Ã;ÈGIÃÒfÁCÃ7ªHJ~¿8;
»F:458»a½¾74DX»IGFÁªH%»F½¾¿>7Ê½¾7Ê»I:CÃ,Ì45>GFÃ7f»18ºV7C:4ÃGI½j»d5874HÃ»F:CÃGFÃ;È¿>GIÃ½uD/½¾7C:CÃGI½Æ»I587ªHÃ¿>;;ÈGFÃ^ÒEÁ4Ã74H½ÆÃ^D
¿8;½Æ74D »FGIÁ4H»F½¾¿>74DÓNGI58»F:CÃGm»F:45>7~¿>;#Ìª58GF»F½uHÁCÄu58GDFÃÒfÁCÃ7ªHÃD6¿>;]½¾74D »FGIÁ4H%»I½Æ¿E74D1
@a¿>74D »I5>7E»/GIÃÇE½¾D »FÃG/Þw58Ä¾ÁCÃD Â½ÆÄ¾Ä«ÀªÃ,H¿>ÌC½¾Ã? Â½Æ»F:¼ÃÒfÁ458ÄªÌCGI¿>À45>ÀC½ÆÄ¾½Æ»XJ ;ÈGI¿>É Ã5EHd:iÌª58GFà
Ã7f»Ó45ED6½¾D?C¿>7CÃ;È¿EGHd:C¿>½uHÃ¿8;#»F:CÃGIÃDFÁCÄÆ»GFÃÇ>½uDX»IÃG^1
 0 L·X³

 ²,¶ ·³Xµ6µ

7,DF½Æ7CÇ ÃçN5>É ÌCÄÆÃ^Di;ÈGF¿EÉ GIÃÇ>GIÃDIDF½Æ¿E7 5874?ÍHÄu5>DIDF½jéªH5w»I½Æ¿E7 ÂmÃDF:C¿wÂå»I:45w»ÝÇE¿E5>Äjà¦¿>GI½ÆÃ7f»FÃ?
ÀªÃ:45ÞL½Æ¿EÁCG½¾DÌª¿fDFDF½ÆÀ4ÄÆÃÂ½Æ»F:5ÊDFÃÃÉi½¾7CÇEÄÆJ§ÁC74H¿L¿EGI?N½¾7458»FÃ?~D »FGIÁ4H%»IÁCGFÃ¿>;#Ì4GF¿EÇ>Gd58ÉåÃÄ¾Ãà
ÉiÃ7f»ID1
á6:CÃmDF½¾Éi½¾Äu58GI½j»XJ¿8;4»F:C½uD58ÌCÌCGI¿E5EHd:»F¿?C58»I5wêª¿wÂè58GdHd:C½j»IÃH»FÁCGIÃD  #$L½uD#¿>ÀLÞL½Æ¿EÁ4D1^á]GI5E?N½Æà
»F½¾¿>745>ÄEGIÃD »FGI½¾H»F½¾¿>74D]¿8;4»F:458»5>GIHd:C½Æ»FÃ^H%»IÁCGFÃEÓ:C¿wÂmÃÞEÃG^ÓH587À«ÃaÄ¾¿L¿EDFÃ7CÃ^?Â½Æ»F: »F:CÃmÌCGIÃDFÃ7f»
Éi¿N?NÃÄ6¿8;,7C¿E7NàV?NÃ»IÃGIÉi½¾7C½uDX»I½¾H~H¿EÉ ÌCÁN»I58»F½¾¿>7sÓ >ÌCGF¿EÇ>Gd58É É Ã? ÀLJÃÞ>¿>Ä¾ÁN»I½Æ¿E7s1 ÃHÃ7f»
Âa¿EGFK¤½Æ7»I:CÃ§?45w»I58ê4¿wÂåH¿EÉiÉ ÁC7C½Æ»XJ 6# #$aÉ ½¾Ç>:f» »I:CÃGIÃ;È¿EGFÃ é47ª? DFÁCÌCÌ«¿>GF» ½Æ7ÐD Á4Hd:è5>7
58ÌCÌCGI¿E5EHd:s1
á6:CÃ~D »FGIÃ74Ç8»F:Ð¿8;A»F:C½uDÊ58ÌCÌ4GF¿f5>Hd:èÂ½¾ÄÆÄ6¿E7CÄÆJÐ58ÌCÌ«Ã5>G ½Æ;?C½¾D »FGI½ÆÀ4ÁN»FÃ^?N7CÃDIDi½¾Di»d58KEÃ7
½Æ7f»F¿i5>HH¿>Á47E»^1Eá6:CÃGIÃ5>DF¿>74½Æ7CÇÂm¿>Á4Ä¾?ÊÀ«Ã»I:CÃA;È¿>Ä¾ÄÆ¿wÂ½¾7CÇ "LJNDX»IÃÉÊDa¿8;»F:4½¾DmKL½Æ7ª?ÝD :4¿>ÁCÄu?
H¿>7ªD ½uDX» ¿8;5Ä¾5>GFÇEÃ§7LÁCÉ ÀªÃGi¿>;AÌCGI¿NHÃ^DFDF½Æ74Ç¤ÃÄÆÃÉiÃ7f»ID Â:C½uHd:ÐÂm¿>Á4Ä¾?ÐD :45>GFÃ~ÌCGI¿>ÇEGI5>É
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Abstract. The chemical reaction metaphor describes computation in
terms of a chemical solution in which molecules interact freely according to reaction rules. Chemical solutions are represented by multisets of
elements and computation proceeds by consuming and producing new
elements according to reaction conditions and transformation rules. The
chemical programming style allows to write many programs in a very elegant way. We go one step further by extending the model so that rewrite
rules are themselves molecules. This higher-order extension leads to a
programming style where the implementation of new features amounts
to adding new active molecules in the solution representing the system.

1

Introduction

The chemical reaction metaphor has been discussed in various occasions in the
literature. This metaphor describes computation in terms of a chemical solution in which molecules (representing data) interact freely according to reaction
rules. Chemical solutions are represented by multisets. Computation proceeds by
rewritings of the multiset which consume and produce new elements according
to reaction conditions and transformation rules.
To the best of our knowledge, the Gamma formalism was the first “chemical
model of computation” proposed as early as in 1986 [1] and later extended
in [2]. A Gamma program is a collection of reaction rules acting on a multiset of
basic elements. A reaction rule is made of a condition and an action. Execution
proceeds by replacing elements satisfying the reaction condition by the elements
specified by the action. The result of a Gamma program is obtained when a stable
state is reached, that is to say, when no reaction can take place any more. Figure 1
gives three short examples illustrating the Gamma style of programming. The

max = replace x, y by x if x > y
primes = replace x, y by y if multiple(x, y)
maj = replace x, y by{} if x 6= y

Fig. 1. Examples of Gamma programs
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reaction max computes the maximum element of a non empty set. The reaction
replaces any couple of elements x and y such that x > y by x. This process
goes on till a stable state is reached, that is to say, when only the maximum
element remains. The reaction primes computes the prime numbers lower or
equal to a given number N when applied to the multiset of all numbers between
2 and N (multiple(x, y) is true if and only if x is multiple of y). The majority
element of a multiset is an element which occurs more than card(M )/2 times in
the multiset. Assuming that such an element exists, the reaction maj yields a
multiset which only contains instances of the majority element just by removing
pairs of distinct elements. Let us emphasize the conciseness and elegance of these
programs. Nothing had to be said about the order of evaluation of the reactions.
If several disjoint pairs of elements satisfy the condition, the reactions can be
performed in parallel.
Gamma makes it possible to express programs without artificial sequentiality.
By artificial, we mean sequentiality only imposed by the computation model and
unrelated to the logic of the program. This allows the programmer to describe
programs in a very abstract way. In some sense, one can say that Gamma programs express the very idea of an algorithm without any unnecessary linguistic
idiosyncrasies. The interested reader may find in [2] a long series of examples
(string processing problems, graph problems, geometry problems, . . . ) illustrating the Gamma style of programming and in [3] a review of contributions related
to the chemical reaction model.
This article presents a higher-order extension of the Gamma model where
all the computing units are considered as molecules reacting in a solution. In
particular, reaction rules are molecules which can react or be manipulated as
any other molecules. In Section 2, we exhibit a minimal higher-order chemical
calculus, called the γ-calculus, which expresses the very essence of chemical models. This calculus is then enriched with conditional reactions and the possibility
of rewriting atomically several molecules. This model suggests a programming
style where the implementation of new features amounts to adding new active molecules in the solution representing the system. Section 3 illustrates the
characteristics of the model through the example of an autonomic mail system.
Section 4 concludes and suggests several research directions.

2

A minimal chemical calculus

In this section, we introduce a higher-order calculus, the γ0 -calculus [4], that can
be seen as a formal and minimal basis for the chemical paradigm (in much the
same way as the λ-calculus is the formal basis of the functional paradigm).
2.1

Syntax and semantics

The fundamental data structure of the γ0 -calculus is the multiset. Computation
can be seen either intuitively, as chemical reactions of elements agitated by
Brownian motion, or formally, as higher-order associative and commutative (AC)
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rewritings of multisets. The syntax of γ0 -terms (also called molecules) is given in
Figure 2. A γ-abstraction is a reactive molecule which consumes a molecule (its

M ::=
|
|
|

x
γhxi.M
M1 , M2
hM i

;
;
;
;

variable
γ-abstraction
multiset
solution

Fig. 2. Syntax of γ0 -molecules

argument) and produces a new one (its body). Molecules are composed using the
AC multiset constructor “,”. A solution encapsulates molecules (e.g., multiset)
and keeps them separate. It serves to control and isolate reactions.
The γ0 -calculus bears clear similarities with the λ-calculus. They both rely
on the notions of (free and bound) variable, abstraction and application. A
λ-abstraction and a γ-abstraction both specify a higher-order rewrite rule. However, λ-terms are tree-like whereas the AC nature of the application operator “,”
makes γ0 -terms multiset-like. Associativity and commutativity formalizes Brownian motion and make the notion of solution necessary, if only to distinguish
between a function and its argument.
The conversion rules and the reduction rule of the γ0 -calculus are gathered
in Figure 3. Chemical reactions are represented by a single rewrite rule, the γ-

(γhxi.M ), hN i −→γ M [x := N ]
γhxi.M
M1 , M2
M1 , (M2 , M3 )

≡
≡
≡

if Inert (N ) ∨ Hidden(x, M ) ; γ-reduction

γhyi.M [x := y] with y fresh
M 2 , M1
(M1 , M2 ), M3

; α-conversion
; commutativity
; associativity

Fig. 3. Rules of the γ0 -calculus

reduction, which applies a γ-abstraction to a solution. A molecule (γhxi.M ), hN i
can be reduced only if:
Inert(N ): the content N of the solution argument is a closed term made exclusively of γ-abstractions or exclusively of solutions (which may be active),
or Hidden(x, M ): the variable x occurs in M only as hxi. Therefore hN i can be
active since no access is done to its contents.
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So, a molecule can be extracted from its enclosing solution only when it has
reached an inert state. This is an important restriction that permits the ordering of rewritings. Without this restriction, the contents of a solution could be
extracted in any state and the solution construct would lose its purpose. Reactions can occur in parallel as long as they apply to disjoint sub-terms. A molecule
is in normal form if all its molecules are inert.
Consider, for example, the following molecules:
w ≡ γhxi.x, hxi

Ω ≡ w, hwi

I ≡ γhxi.hxi

Clearly, Ω is an always active (non terminating) molecule and I an inert molecule
(the identity function in normal form). The molecule hΩi, hIi, γhxi.γhyi.x reduces as follows:
hΩi, hIi, γhxi.γhyi.x −→ hΩi, γhyi.I −→ I
The first reduction is the only one possible: the γ-abstraction extracts x from its
solution and hIi is the only inert molecule (Inert(I) ∧ ¬Hidden(x, γhyi.x)). The
second reduction is possible only because the active solution hΩi is not extracted
but removed (¬Inert(Ω) ∧ Hidden(y, I))
2.2

Two fundamental extensions

The γ0 -calculus is a quite expressive higher-order calculus. However, compared to
the original Gamma [2] and other chemical models [5,6], it lacks two fundamental
features:
– Reaction condition. In Gamma, reactions are guarded by a condition that
must be fulfilled in order to apply them. Compared to γ0 where inertia
and termination are described syntactically, conditional reactions give these
notions a semantic nature.
– Atomic capture. In Gamma, any fixed number of elements can take part in
a reaction. Compared to a γ0 -abstraction which reacts with one element at
a time, a n-ary reaction takes atomically n elements which cannot take part
in any other reaction at the same time.
These two extensions are orthogonal and enhance greatly the expressivity of
chemical calculi. So from now, we consider the γ-calculus extended with booleans,
integers, arithmetic and booleans operators, tuples (written x1 : . . . :xn ) and the
possibility of naming molecules (ident = M ). Furthermore, γ-abstractions (also
called active molecules) can react according to a condition and can extract elements using pattern-matching. The syntax of γ-abstractions is extended to:
γP bCc.M
where M is the action, C is the reaction condition and P a pattern extracting
the elements participating in the reaction. Patterns have the following syntax:
P ::= x | ω | ident = P | P, P | hP i
where
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variables (x) match basic elements (integers, booleans, tuples, ...),
ω is a named wild card that matches any molecule (even the empty one),
ident = P matches any molecule m named ident which matches P ,
P1 , P2 matches any molecule (m1 , m2 ) such that m1 matches P1 and m2
matches P2 ,
– hP i matches any solution hmi such that m matches P .

–
–
–
–

For example, the pattern Sol = hx, y, ωi matches any solution named Sol containing at least two basic elements named x and y. The rest of the solution (that
may be empty) is matched by ω.
γ-abstractions are one-shot: they are consumed by the reaction. However,
many programs are naturally expressed by applying the same reaction an arbitrary number of times. We introduce recursive (or n-shot) γ-abstractions which
are not consumed by the reaction. We denote them by the following syntax:
replace P by M if C
Such a molecule reacts exactly as γP bCc.M except than it remains after the
reaction and can be used as many times as necessary. If needed, they can be
removed by another molecule, thanks to the higher-order nature of the language.
If the condition C is true, we omit it in the definition of one-shot or n-shot
molecules.
A higher-order Gamma program is an unstable solution of molecules. The
execution of that program consists in performing the reactions (modulo A/C)
until a stable state is reached (no more reaction can occur).

3

Towards an autonomic mail system

In this section, we describe an autonomic mail system within the Gamma framework. This example illustrate the adequacy of the chemical paradigm to the
description of autonomic systems.
3.1

General description: self-organization.

The mail system consists in servers, each one dealing with a particular address domain, and clients sending their messages to their domain server. Servers
forward messages addressed to other domains to the network. They also get
messages addressed to their domain from the network and direct them to the
appropriate clients. The mail system (see Figure 4) is described using several
molecules:
– Messages exchanged between clients are represented by basic molecules whose
structure is left unspecified. We just assume that relevant information (such
as sender’s address, recipient’s address, etc.) can be extracted using appropriate functions (such as sender, recipient, senderDomain, etc.).
– Solutions named ToSenddi contain the messages to be sent by the client i of
domain d.
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– Solutions named Mboxdi contain the messages received by the client i of
domain d.
– Solutions named Poold contain the messages that the server of domain d
must take care of.
– The solution named Network represents the global network interconnecting
domains.
– A client i in domain d is represented by two active molecules senddi and
recvdi .
– A server of a domain d is represented by two active molecules put d and getd .

ToSendB1

ToSendA1
MboxA1

ToSendA2
MboxA2

send B1

sendA1

sendA2

recvB1

recvA1
PoolA

recvA2

putA

putB

Network

PoolB

sendB2

getA
get B

sendA3
ToSendA3

MboxB1

recvB2

ToSendB2

MboxB2

recvA3

MboxA3

Fig. 4. Mail system.

Clients send messages by adding them to the pool of messages of their domain.
They receive messages from the pool of their domain and store them in their
mailbox. The senddi molecule sends messages of the client i (i.e., messages in
the ToSenddi solution) to the client’s domain pool (i.e., the Poold solution).
The recvdi molecule places the messages addressed to client i (i.e., messages in
the Poold solution whose recipient is i) in the client’s mailbox (i.e., the Mboxdi
solution).
Servers forward messages from their pool to the network. They receive messages from the network and store them in their pool. The put d molecule forwards
only messages addressed to other domains than d. The molecule getd extracts
messages addressed to d from the network and places them in the pool of domain d. The system is a solution, named MailSystem, containing molecules representing clients, messages, pools, servers, mailboxes and the network. Figure 4
represents graphically the solution with five clients grouped into two domains A
and B and Figure 5 provides the definition of the molecules.
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senddi = replace ToSenddi = hmsg, ωt i, Poold = hωp i
by ToSenddi = hωt i, Poold = hmsg, ωp i
recvdi = replace Pool d = hmsg, ωp i, Mboxdi = hωb i
by Poold = hωp i, Mboxdi = hmsg, ωb i
if recipient(msg) = i
putd = replace Pool d = hmsg, ωp i, Network = hωn i
by Poold = hωp i, Network = hmsg, ωn i
if recipientDomain(msg) 6= d
getd = replace Network = hmsg, ωn i, Poold = hωp i
by Network = hωn i, Poold = hmsg, ωp i
if recipientDomain(msg) = d
MailSystem = h sendA1 , recvA1 , ToSendA1 = h. . .i, MboxA1 = h. . .i,
sendA2 , recvA2 , ToSendA2 = h. . .i, MboxA2 = h. . .i,
sendA3 , recvA3 , ToSendA3 = h. . .i, MboxA3 = h. . .i,
putA , getA , PoolA , Network, putB , getB , PoolB ,
sendB1 , recvB1 , ToSendB1 = h. . .i, MboxB1 = h. . .i,
sendB2 , recvB2 , ToSendB2 = h. . .i, MboxB2 = h. . .i
i

Fig. 5. Self-organization molecules.

3.2

Self-healing.

We now assume that a server may crash. To prevent the mail service from being
discontinued, we add an emergency server for each domain (see Figure 6). The

ToSendB1

ToSendA

1

MboxA1

ToSendA2
MboxA2

send B1

sendA1

sendA2

recvB1

recvA1
PoolA

recvA2

putA

Network
getA

PoolB

DownInB’
recvA3

UpA

PoolA’

sendB2

putB’

sendA3
ToSendA3

MboxB1

getB’

Pool B’

MboxA3
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crashServerd = replace putd , getd , Upd
by putd0 , getd0 , DownInd , DownOutd
if failure(d)
repairServerd = replace putd0 , getd0 , DownInd , DownOutd
by putd , getd , Upd
if recover(d)
DownOutd = replace Pool d = hmsg, ωp i, Poold0 = hωn i
by Poold = hωp i, Poold0 = hmsg, ωn i
if domain(msg) 6= d
DownInd = replace Pool d = hωp i, Poold0 = hmsg, ωn i
by Poold = hmsg, ωp i, Poold0 = hωn i
if domain(msg) = d
Upd = replace Pool d0 = hmsg, ωp i, Poold = hωn i
by Poold0 = hωp i, Poold = hmsg, ωn i
MailSystem = h. . . , UpA , UpB , Pool0A , Pool0B , crashServerA , repairServerA ,
crashServerB , repairServerB i

Fig. 7. Self-healing molecules.

emergency servers work with their own pool as usual but are active only when
the corresponding main server has crashed. The modeling of a server crash can be
done using the reactive molecules described in Figure 7. When a failure occurs,
the active molecules representing a main server are replaced by molecules representing the corresponding emergency server. The boolean failure denotes a (potentially complex) failure detection mechanism. The inverse reaction repairServer
represents the recovery of the server.
The two molecules Upd and (DownInd , DownOutd ) represent the state of
the main server d in the solution, but they are also active molecules in charge of
transferring pending messages from Poold to Poold0 ; then, they may be forwarded
by the emergency server.
The molecule DownOutd transfers all messages bound to another domain
than d from the main pool Poold to the emergency pool Poold0 . The molecule
DownInd transfers all messages bound to the domain d from the emergency pool
Poold0 to the main pool Poold .
After a transition from the Down state to the U p state, it may remain some
messages in the emergency pools. So, the molecule Up d brings back all the messages of the emergency pool Poold0 into the the main pool Poold to be then
treated by the repaired main server. In our example, self-healing can be implemented by two emergency servers A0 and B 0 and boils down to adding the
molecules of Figure 7 into the main solution.
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Other self-management features have been developed in [7]: self-optimization
(by enabling the emergency server and load-balancing messages between it and
the main server), self-protection (detect and suppress spams) and self-configuration
(managing mobile clients).
Our description should be regarded as a high-level parallel and modular specification. It allows to design and reason about autonomic systems at an appropriate level of abstraction. Let us emphasize the beauty of the resulting programs
which rely essentially on the higher-order and chemical nature of Gamma. A
direct implementation of this program is likely to be quite inefficient and further
refinements are needed; this is another exciting research direction, not tackled
here.

4

Conclusion

We have presented a higher-order multiset transformation language which can be
described using a chemical reaction metaphor. The higher-order property of our
model makes it much more powerful and expressive than the original Gamma [2]
or than the Linda language as described in [8]. In this article, we have shown the
fundamental features of the chemical programming paradigm. The γ0 -calculus
embodies the essential characteristics (AC multiset rewritings) in only four syntax rules. This minimal calculus has been shown to be expressive enough to
express the λ-calculus and a large class of non-deterministic programs [4]. However, in order to come close to a real chemical language, two extensions must be
considered: reaction conditions and atomic capture. With appropriate syntactic sugar (recursion, constants, operators, pattern-matching, etc.), the extended
calculus can easily express most of the existing chemical languages.
In this higher-order model, molecules representing reaction rules can be seen
as catalysts that perform computations and implements new features. This programming style has been illustrated by the example of an autonomic mail system
described as molecules and transformation rules. These rules may apply as soon
as a predefined condition holds without external intervention. In other words, the
system configures and manages itself to face predefined situations. Our chemical
mail system shows that our approach is well-suited to the high-level description
of autonomic systems. Reaction rules exhibit the essence of “autonomy” without
going into useless details too early in the development process.
An interesting research direction is to take advantage of these high-level
descriptions to carry out proofs of properties of autonomic systems (in the same
spirit as [9]). For example, “not losing any messages” would be an important
property to prove for our mail system. Another direction would be to extend our
language to prevent clumsy encodings (e.g., using advanced data structures and
others high-level facilities).
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Abstract. The increasing complexity, heterogeneity and dynamism of
networks, systems and applications have made our computational and
information infrastructure brittle, unmanageable and insecure. This has
necessitated the investigation of a new paradigm for system and application design, which is based on strategies used by biological systems
to deal with similar challenges of complexity, heterogeneity, and uncertainty, i.e. autonomic computing. This paper introduces Project AutoMate. The overall goal of Project AutoMate is to enable the development
and execution of self-managed autonomic Grid applications. It supports
the definition of autonomic elements, the development of autonomic applications as the dynamic and opportunistic composition of these autonomic elements, and the policy, content and context driven definition,
execution and management of these applications. In this paper we introduce the key components of AutoMate and describe their underlying
conceptual models and implementations.

1

Introduction

The emergence of pervasive wide-area distributed computing environments, such
as pervasive information systems and computational Grid, has enabled a new
generation of applications that are based on seamless access, aggregation and interaction. For example, it is possible to conceive a new generation of scientific and
engineering simulations of complex physical phenomena that symbiotically and
opportunistically combine computations, experiments, observations, and realtime data, and can provide important insights into complex systems such as
interacting black holes and neutron stars, formations of galaxies, and subsurface
flows in oil reservoirs and aquifers, etc. Other examples include pervasive applications that leverage the pervasive information Grid to continuously manage,
?
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adapt, and optimize our living context, crisis management applications that use
pervasive conventional and unconventional information for crisis prevention and
response, medical applications that use in-vivo and in-vitro sensors and actuators
for patient management, and business applications that use anytime-anywhere
information access to optimize profits.
However, the underlying computing environment is inherently large, complex, heterogeneous and dynamic, globally aggregating large numbers of independent computing and communication resources, data stores and sensor networks.
Furthermore, these emerging applications are similarly complex and highly dynamic in their behaviors and interactions. Together, these characteristics result
in application development, configuration and management complexities that
break current paradigms based on passive components and static compositions.
Clearly, there is a need for a fundamental change in how these applications are
developed and managed. This has led researchers to consider alternative programming paradigms and management techniques that are based on strategies
used by biological systems to deal with complexity, dynamism, heterogeneity
and uncertainty. The approach, referred to as autonomic computing, aims at
realizing computing systems and applications capable of managing themselves
with minimum human intervention.
The overall goal of Project AutoMate is to investigate conceptual models
and implementation architectures that can enable the development and execution of such self-managed autonomic applications. Specifically, it investigates
programming models and frameworks and middleware services that support the
definition of autonomic elements, the development of autonomic applications as
the dynamic and opportunistic composition of these autonomic elements, and
the policy, content and context driven definition, execution and management of
these applications.
A schematic overview of AutoMate [1] is presented in Figure 1. In this paper,
we introduce AutoMate and its key components, and describe their underlying
conceptual models and implementations. Specfically, we describe the Accord
programming framework, the Rudder decentralized coordination framework and
deductive engine, and the Meteor content-based middleware providing support
for content-based routing, discovery and associative messaging. Project AutoMate additionally includes the Sesame [6] context-based security infrastructure,
the DIAS self-protection service and the Discover/DIOS collaboratory services
[8], which are not discussed in this paper.

2

Accord, A Programming Framework for Autonomic
Applications

Accord programming framework [3] consists of four concepts: (1) an application context that defines a common semantic basis for components and the application, (2) definition of autonomic components as the basic building blocks
for an autonomic application, (3) definition of rules and mechanisms for the
management and dynamic composition of autonomic components, and (4) rule
enforcement to enable autonomic application behaviors.
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Fig. 1. AutoMate Architecture

Application Context: Autonomic components should agree on common
semantics for defining and describing application namespaces, and component
interfaces, sensors and actuators. Using such a common context allows definition
of rules for autonomic management of components and dynamic composition and
interactions between the components. In Accord, functional and non-functional
aspects of components are described using an XML-based language.
Autonomic Component: An autonomic component is the fundamental
building block for an autonomic application. It extends the traditional definition of components to define a self-contained modular software unit of composition with specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies. Additionally, an
autonomic component encapsulates rules, constraints and mechanisms for selfmanagement and dynamically interacts with other components and the system.
An autonomic component shown in Figure 2 is defined by 3 ports:
– A functional port that defines the functional behaviors provided and used
by the component;
– A control port that defines a set of sensors and actuators exported by the
component for external monitoring and control, and a constraint set that
defines the access to and operation of the sensors/actuators based on state,
context and/or high-level access policies;
– An operational port that defines the interfaces to formulate, inject and manage the rules which are used to manage the component runtime behaviors.
These aspects enhance component interfaces to export information and policies about their behaviors, resource requirements, performance, interactivity and
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adaptability to system and application dynamics. An embedded rule agent monitors the component’s state and controls the execution of rules. Rule agents cooperate across application compositions to fulfill overall application objectives.
Rule Definition: Rules incorporate high-level guidance and practical human knowledge in the form of an IF-THEN expression. The condition part of a
rule is a logical combination of component/environment sensors and events. The
action part of a rule consists of a sequence of component/system sensor/actuator
invocations. A rule fires when its condition expression evaluates to be true and
the corresponding actions are executed. Two class of rules are defined: (1) Behavioral rules that control the runtime functional behaviors of an autonomic
component and (2) Interaction rules that control the interactions among components, between components and their environment, and the coordination within
an autonomic application.
Rule Enforcement: Rules are injected into components at run time and
enable self-managing behavior for an autonomic application. Behavioral rules are
executed by a rule agent embedded within a single component without affecting
other components. Interaction rules define interactions among components. For
each interaction pattern, a set of interaction rules are defined and dynamically
injected into the interacting components. The coordinated execution of these
rules result in the realization of interaction and coordination behaviors between
the components.
The key concepts of Accord have been prototyped and evaluated in the context of distributed scientific/engineering simulations as the part of the DIOS++
project [2]. In this prototype, computational objects were enhanced with sensors,
actuators and behavior rules. The objects can be dynamically created, deleted
or migrated, and rules can span multiple objects across multiple processors.

3

Rudder, An Agent-based Coordination Middleware

Rudder [4] is an agent-based middleware infrastructure for autonomic Grid applications. The goal of Rudder is to provide the core capabilities for supporting
autonomic compositions, adaptations, and optimizations. Specifically, Rudder
employs context-aware software agents and a decentralized tuple space coordination model to enable context and self awareness, application monitoring and
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analysis, and policy definition and its distributed execution. Rudder effectively
supports the Accord programming framework and enables self-managing autonomic applications. The overall architecture builds on two concepts:
– Context-aware agents provide context information at different system and
application levels to trigger autonomic behaviors. Agents can control, compose and manage autonomic components, monitor and analyze system runtime state, sense changes in environment and application requirements, dynamically define and enforce rules to locally enable component self-managing
behaviors.
– A robust decentralized reactive tuple space can scalably and reliably support
distributed agent coordination. It provides mechanisms for deploying and
routing rules, decomposing and distributing them to relevant agents, and
enforcing the interactions between components that are required for global
system and application properties to emerge.
Agent framework: The Rudder agent framework consists of three types
of peer agents: Component Agent (CA), System Agent (SA), and Composition
Agent (CSA). CA and SA exist as system services, while composition agents
are transient and are generated to satisfy specific application requirements. CAs
manage the computations performed locally within components and define interaction rules to specify component interaction and communication behaviors and
mechanisms. They are integrated with component rule agents to provide components with uniform access to middleware services, control their functional and
interaction behaviors and manage their life cycles. SAs are embedded within Grid
resource units, exist at different levels of the system, and represent their collective
behaviors. CSAs enable dynamic composition of autonomic components by defining and executing workflow-selection and component-selection rules. Workflowselection rules are used to select appropriate composition plans to enact, which
are then inserted as reactive tuples into the tuple space. Component-selection
rules are used to semantically discover, and select registered components, allowing tasks to optimize the execution and tolerate some failure in components,
connections, and hosts. CSAs negotiate to decide interaction patterns for a specific application workflow and coordinate with the associated component agents
to execute the interaction rules at runtime. This enables autonomic applications
to dynamically change flows, components and component interactions to address
application and system dynamics and uncertainty.
Decentralized tuple space: The Rudder decentralized reactive tuple space
(DRTS) provides the coordination service for distributed agents, and mechanisms for rule definition, deployment and enforcement. Rudder extends the traditional tuple space with a distributed, guaranteed and flexible content-based
matching engine and reactive semantics to enable global coordination in dynamic and ad hoc agent communities. Runtime adaptive polices defined by
the context-aware agents can be inserted and executed using reactive tuples
to achieve coordinated application execution and optimized computational resource allocation and utilization. The DRTS builds on a resilient self-organizing
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peer-to-peer content-based overlay, and supports the definition and execution of
coordination policies through programmable reactive behaviors. These behaviors
are dynamically defined using stateful reactive tuples. A reactive tuple consists
of three parts: (1) Condition associates reactions to triggering events, (2) Reaction specifies the computation associated with the tuple’s reactive behavior, and
(3) Guard defines the execution semantics of the reactive behavior (e.g., immediately and once). Policies and constraints dynamically defined by administrators
or agents can be triggered and executed to satisfy specific application requirements (e.g., prevent undesired malicious operations to defend system integrity).
The current prototype of the DRTS builds on Meteor infrastructure decribed
below.

4

Meteor: A Content-based Middleware

Meteor [5] is a scalable content-based middleware infrastructure that provides
services for content routing, content discovery and associative interactions. A
schematic overview of the Meteor stack is presented in Figure 3. It consists of
3 key components: (1) a self-organizing overlay, (2) a content-based routing and
discovery infrastructure (Squid), and (3) the Associative Rendezvous Messaging
Substrate (ARMS). The Meteor overlay network is composed of Rendezvous

Associative Rendezvous Messaging
Content-based Routing (Squid)
Overlay network (e.g. Chord)

Meteor stack

Application

P2P substrate (JXTA)

Fig. 3. A schematic overview of the Meteor stack

Peer (RP) nodes, which may be access points or message forwarding nodes in
ad-hoc sensor networks and servers or end-user computers in wired networks. RP
nodes can join or leave the network at any time. The current Meteor overlay network uses Chord to provide a single operation: lookup(identifier) which requires
an exact identifier from the layers above. Given an identifier, this operation locates the node that is responsible for it (e.g., the node with an identifier that
is the closest identifier greater than or equal to the queried identifier). However,
note that the upper layers of Meteor can work with different overlay structures.
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Squid [7] is the Meteor content-based routing engine and decentralized information discovery service. It support flexible content-based routing and complex
queries containing partial keywords, wildcards, and ranges, and guarantees that
all existing data elements that match a query will be found with bounded costs
in terms of number of messages and number of nodes involved. The key innovation of Squid is the use of a locality preserving and dimension reducing indexing
scheme, based on the Hilbert Space Filling Curve (SFC), which effectively maps
the multidimensional information space to the peer identifier space. Squid effectively maps complex queries consisting of keyword tuples (multiple keywords,
partial keywords, wildcards, and ranges) onto clusters of identifiers, and guarantees that all peers responsible for identifiers in these clusters will be found with
bounded costs in terms of number of messages and the number of intermediate
RP nodes involved. Keywords can be common words or values of globally defined
attributes, depending on the nature of the application that uses Squid, and are
based on common ontologies and taxonomies.
The ARMS layer implements the Associative Rendezvous (AR) interaction
paradigm. AR is a paradigm for content-based decoupled interactions with programmable reactive behaviors. Rendezvous-based interactions provide a mechanism for decoupling senders and receivers. Senders send messages to a rendezvous point without knowledge of which or where the receivers are. Similarly,
receivers receive messages from a rendezvous point without knowledge of which
or where the senders are. Note that senders and receivers may be decoupled in
both space and time. Such decoupled asynchronous interactions are naturally
suited for large, distributed, and highly dynamic systems such as pervasive Grid
environments.
AR extends the conventional name/identifier-based rendezvous in two ways.
First, it uses flexible combinations of keywords (i.e, keyword, partial keyword,
wildcards, ranges) from a semantic information space, instead of opaque identifiers (names, addresses) that have to be globally known. Interactions are based
on content described by keywords, such as the type of data a sensor produces
(temperature or humidity) and/or its location, the type of functionality a service provides and/or its QoS guarantees, and the capability and/or the cost of
a resource. Second, it enables the reactive behaviors at the rendezvous points
to be encapsulated within messages increasing flexibility and expressibility, and
enabling multiple interaction semantics (e.g. broadcast, multicast, notification,
publisher/subscriber, mobility, etc.).
At each Meteor RP, ARMS consists of two components: the profile manager
and the matching engine. Meteor messaging layer receives the application specific
profiles embedded as a header in the message. All communication from applications of information provider and consumer is carried out by executing the
post primitive, which includes in the outgoing message a sender-specified profile
in the header. It will also be encapsulated with data dependent on the application to the messaging system; when the matched message is available from the
messaging system, it will be sent to the application for further processing. For
example, at the Associative Rendezvous Point, action(notify) will be executed
when information becomes available.
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The current implementation of Meteor builds on Project JXTA and has been
deployed on a distributed testbed with about 100 nodes. Initial evaluations of
Meteor using simulations and the testbed demonstrate its scalability and effectiveness as a paradigm for pervasive Grid environments.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced Project AutoMate and described its key components. The overarching goal of AutoMate is to enable the development, deployment and management of autonomic self-managing applications in widely distributed and highly dynamic Grid computing environments. Specifically, AutoMate provides conceptual and implementation models for the definition of autonomic elements, the development of autonomic applications as the dynamic and
opportunistic composition of these autonomic elements, and the policy, content
and context driven definition, execution and management of these applications.
The core components of AutoMate have been prototyped and are being currently used to enable self-managing applications in science and engineering (e.g.
autonomic oil reservoir optimizations, autonomic runtime management of adaptive simulations, etc.) and to enable sensor-based pervasive applications. Further information about AutoMate and its components can be obtained from
http://automate.rutgers.edu/.
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Abstract. Traditionally, autonomic computing is envisioned as replacing the human factor in the deployment, administration and maintenance of computer systems that are ever more complex. Partly to ensure a smooth transition, the design philosophy of autonomic computing systems remains essentially the same as
traditional ones, only autonomic components are added to implement functions
such as monitoring, error detection, repair, etc. In this position paper we outline an alternative approach which we call “grassroots self-management”. While
this approach is by no means a solution to all problems, we argue that recent results from fields such as agent-based computing, the theory of complex systems
and complex networks can be efficiently applied to achieve important autonomic
computing goals, especially in very large and dynamic environments. Unlike in
traditional compositional design, the desired properties like self-healing and selfoptimization are not programmed explicitly but rather “emerge” from the local
interactions among the system components. Such solutions are potentially more
robust to failures, are more scalable and are extremely simple to implement. We
discuss the practicality of grassroots autonomic computing through the examples
of data aggregation, topology management and load balancing in large dynamic
networks.

1 Introduction
The desire to build fault tolerant computer systems with an intuitive and efficient user
interface has always been part of the research agenda of computer science. Still, the
current scale and heterogeneity of computer systems is becoming alarming, especially
because our everyday life has come to depend on such systems to an increasing degree. There is a general feeling in the research community that to cope with this new
situation—which emerged as a result of Moore’s Law, the widespread adoption of
the Internet and computing becoming pervasive in general—needs radically new approaches to achieve seamless and efficient functioning of computer systems.
Accordingly, more and more effort is devoted to tackle the problem of self-management. One of the most influential and widely publicized approach is IBM’s autonomic
computing initiative, launched in 2001 [8]. The term “autonomic” is a biological analogy referring to the autonomic nervous system. The function of this system in our body
?
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is to control “routine” tasks like blood pressure, hormone levels, heart rate, breathing
rate, etc. At the same time, our conscious mind can focus on high level tasks like planning and problem solving. The idea is that autonomic computing should do just the
same: computer systems would take care of routine tasks themselves while system administrators and users would focus on the actual task instead of spending most of their
time troubleshooting and tweaking their systems.
Since the original initiative, the term has been adopted by the wider research community although it is still strongly associated with IBM and, more importantly, IBM’s
specific approach to autonomic computing. It is somewhat unfortunate because the term
autonomic would allow for a much deeper and more far-reaching interpretation, as we
explain soon. In short, we should not only take it seriously what the autonomic nervous
system does but also how it does it. We believe that the remarkably successful selfmanagement of the autonomic nervous system, and biological organisms in general lies
exactly in the way they achieve this functionality. Ignoring the exact mechanisms and
stopping at the shallow analogy at the level of function description misses some important possibilities and lessons that can be learned by computer science.

The meaning of “self”. The traditional approach to autonomic computing is to replace
human system administrators with software or hardware components that continuously
monitor some subsystem assigned to them, forming so called control loops [8] which
involve monitoring, knowledge based planning and execution (see Figure 1(a)). Biological systems however achieve self-management and control through entirely different,
often fully distributed and emergent ways of processing information. In other words, the
usual biological interpretation of self-management involves no managing and managed
entities. There is often no subsystem responsible for self-healing or self-optimization;
instead, these properties simply follow from some simple local behavior of the components typically in a highly non-trivial way. The term “self” is meant truly in a grassroots
sense, and we believe that this fact might well be the reason of many desirable properties like extreme robustness and adaptivity, with the additional benefit of a typically
very simple implementation.

Trust. There are a few practical obstacles in the way of the deployment of grassroots
self-management. One is the entirely different and somewhat un-natural way of thinking
and the relative lack of understanding of the principles of self-organization and emergence [11]. Accordingly, trust delegation represents a problem: psychologically it is
more relaxing to have a single point of control, an explicit controlling entity. In the case
of the autonomic nervous system we cannot do anything else but trust it, although probably many people would prefer to have more control, especially when things go wrong.
Indeed, the tendency in engineering is to try to isolate and create central units that are
responsible for a function. A good example is the car industry that gradually places
more and more computers into our cars that explictly control the different functions,
thereby replacing old and proven mechanisms that were based on some, in a sense, selfoptimizing mechanism (like the carburetor) and so also sacrificing the self-healing and
robustness features of these functions to some degree.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual models of self-management and composition.

Modularity. To exploit the power and simplicity of emergent behavior yet to ensure that
these mechanisms can be trusted and be incorporated in systems in an informed manner, we believe that a modular paradigm is required. The idea is to identify a collection
of simple and predictable services as building blocks and combine them in arbitrarily
complex functions and protocols. Such a modular approach presents several attractive
features. Developers will be allowed to plug different components implementing a desired function into existing or new applications, being certain that the function will
be performed in a predictable and dependable manner. Research may be focused on
the development of simple and well-understood building blocks, with a particular emphasis on important properties like robustness, scalability, self-organization and selfmanagement.
The goal of this position paper is to promote this idea by describing our preliminary
experiences in this direction. Our recent work has resulted in a collection of simple
and robust building blocks, which include data aggregation [6, 10], membership management [5], topology construction [4, 9] and load balancing [7]. Our building blocks
are typically no more complicated than a cellular automaton or a swarm model which
makes them ideal objects for research. Practical applications based on them can also
benefit from a potentially more stable foundation and predictability, a key concern in
fully distributed systems. Most importantly, they are naturally self-managing, without
dedicated system components. In the rest of the paper, we briefly describe these components.

2 A Collection of Building Blocks
Under the auspices of the BISON project [1], our recent activity has been focused on
the identification and development of protocols for several simple basic functions. The
components produced so far can be informally subdivided into two broad categories:
overlay protocols and functional protocols. An overlay protocol is aimed at maintaining
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do forever
wait(T time units)
p ← GET P EER()
send s to p
sp ← receive(p)
s ← UPDATE(s, sp )
(a) active thread

do forever
sp ← receive(*)
send s to sender(sp )
s ← UPDATE(s, sp )

(b) passive thread

Fig. 2. The skeleton of a gossip-based protocol. Notation: s is the local state, sp is the state of the
peer p.

application-layer, connected communication topologies over a set of distributed nodes.
These topologies may constitute the basis for functional protocols, whose task is to
compute a specific function over the data maintained at nodes.
Our current bag of protocols includes: (i) protocols for organizing and managing structured topologies like super-peer based networks (SG-1 [9], grids and tori (TM AN [4]); (ii) protocols for building unstructured networks based on the random topology (NEWSCAST [5]); (iii) protocols for the computation of a large set of aggregate
functions, including maximum and minimum, average, sum, product, geometric mean,
variance, etc [6, 10]; and (iv) a load balancing protocol [7].
The relationships between overlay and functional protocols may assume several
different forms. Topologies may be explicitly designed to optimize the performance
of a specific functional protocol (this is the case of NEWSCAST [5] used to maintain a
random topology for aggregation protocols). Or, a functional protocol may be needed to
implement a specific overlay protocol (in superpeer networks, aggregation can be used
to identify the set of superpeers).
All the protocols we have developed so far are based on the gossip-based paradigm [2,3]. Gossip-style protocols are attractive since they are extremely robust to both
computation and communication failures. They are also extremely responsive and can
adapt rapidly to changes in the underlying communication structure, just by their nature,
without extra measures.
The skeleton of a generic gossip-based protocol is shown in Figure 2. Each node
possesses a local state and executes two different threads. The active one periodically
initiates an information exchange with a peer node selected randomly, by sending a
message containing the local state and waiting for a response from the selected node.
The passive one waits for messages sent by an initiator and replies with its local state.
Method UPDATE builds a new local state based on the previous local state and the
state received during the information exchange. The output of UPDATE depends on the
specific function implemented by the protocol. The local states at the two peers after an information exchange are not necessarily the same, since UPDATE may be nondeterministic or may produce different outputs depending on which node is the initiator.
Even though our system is not synchronous, it is convenient to talk about cycles
of the protocol, which are simply consecutive wall clock intervals during which every
node has its chance of performing an actively initiated information exchange.
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In the following we describe the components. Figure 1(b) illustrates the dependence
relations between them as will be described in the text as well.
2.1 Newscast
In NEWSCAST [5], the state of a node is given by a partial view, which is a set of peer
descriptors with a fixed size c. A peer descriptor contains the address of the peer, along
with a timestamp corresponding to the time when the descriptor was created.
Method GET P EER returns an address selected randomly among those in the current
partial view. Method UPDATE merges the partial views of the two nodes involved in
an exchange and keeps the c freshest descriptors, thereby creating a new partial view.
New information enters the system when a node sends its partial view to a peer. In this
step, the node always inserts its own, newly created descriptor into the partial view. Old
information is gradually and automatically removed from the system and gets replaced
by new information. This feature allows the protocol to “repair” the overlay topology
by forgetting dead links, which by definition do not get updated because their owner is
no longer active.
In NEWSCAST, the overlay topology is defined by the content of partial views. We
have shown in [5] that the resulting topology has a very low diameter and is very close
to a random graph with out-degree c. According to our experimental results, choosing
c = 20 is already sufficient for very stable and robust connectivity.
We have also shown that, within a single cycle, the number of exchanges per node
can be modeled by a random variable with the distribution 1 + Poisson(1). The implication of this property is that no node is more important (or overloaded) than others.
2.2 T-Man
Another component is T-M AN [4], a protocol for creating a large set of topologies. The
idea behind the protocol is very similar to that of NEWSCAST. The difference is that
instead of using the creation date (freshness) of descriptors, T-M AN applies a ranking
function that ranks any set of nodes according to increasing distance from a base node.
Method GET P EER returns neighbors with a bias towards closer ones, and, similarly, UP DATE keeps peers that are closer, according to the ranking.
Figure 3 illustrates the protocol, as it constructs a torus topology. In [4] it was shown
that the protocol converges in logarithmic time also for network sizes as large as 2 20
and for other topologies as well including the ring and binary tree topologies. With the
appropriate ranking function T-M AN can be also applied to sort a set of numbers.
This component, T-M AN, relies on another component for generating an initial random topology which is later evolved into the desired one. In our case this service is
provided by NEWSCAST.
2.3 SG-1
SG-1 [9] is yet another component based on NEWSCAST, whose task is to self-organize
a superpeer-based network. This special kind of topology is organized through a twolevel hierarchy: nodes that are faster and/or more reliable than “normal” nodes take
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after 3 cycles

after 5 cycles

after 8 cycles

after 15 cycles

Fig. 3. Illustrative example of T-M AN constructing a torus over 50 × 50 = 2500 nodes, starting
from a uniform random topology with c = 20. For clarity, only the nearest 4 neighbors (out of
20) of each node are displayed.

on server-like responsibilities and provide services to a set of clients. The superpeer
paradigm allows decentralized networks to run more efficiently by exploiting heterogeneity and distributing load to machines that can handle the burden. On the other hand,
it does not inherit the flaws of the client-server model, as it allows multiple, separate
points of failure, increasing the health of large-scale networks.
In our model, each node is characterized by a capacity parameter, that defines the
maximum number of clients that can be served by a node. The task of SG-1 is to form
a network where the role of superpeers is played by the nodes with highest capacity.
All other nodes become clients of one or more superpeers. The goal is to identify the
minimal set of superpeers that are able to provide the desired quality of service, based
on their capacity.
In SG-1, NEWSCAST is used in two ways. First, it provides a robust underlying topology that guarantee the connectivity of the network in spite of superpeer failures. Second,
NEWSCAST is used to maintain, at each node, a partial view containing a random sample of superpeers that are currently underloaded with respect to their capacity. At each
cycle, each superpeer s tries to identify a superpeer t that (i) has more capacity than
s, and (ii) is underloaded. If such superpeer exist and can be contacted, s transfers the
responsibility of parts of its clients to t. If the set of clients of s ends to be empty, s
becomes a client of t.
Experimental results show that this protocol converges to the target superpeer topology in logarithmic time for network sizes as large as 106 nodes, producing very good
approximation of the target in a constant number of cycles.
2.4 Gossip-Based Aggregation
In the case of gossip-based aggregation [6, 10], the state of a node is a numeric value.
In a practical setting, this value can be any attribute of the environment, such as the
load or the storage capacity. The task of the protocol is to calculate an aggregate value
over the set of all numbers stored at nodes. Although several aggregate functions may
be computed by our protocol, in this paper provide only the details for the average
function.
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In order to work, this protocol needs an overlay protocol that provides an implementation of method GET P EER. Here, we assume that this service is provided by NEWSCAST,
but any other overlay could be used.
To compute the average, method UPDATE(a, b) must return (a + b)/2. After one
state exchange, the sum of the values maintained by the two nodes does not change,
since they have just balanced their values. So the operation does not change the global
average either; it only decreases the variance over all the estimates in the system.
In [6] it was shown that if the communication topology is not only connected but
also sufficiently random, at each cycle the empirical variance computed over the√set
of values maintained by nodes is reduced by a factor whose expected value is 2 e.
Most importantly, this result is independent from the size of the network, showing the
extreme scalability of the protocol.
In addition to being fast, our aggregation protocol is also very robust. Node failures
may perturb the final result, as the values stored in crashed nodes are lost; but both
analytical and empirical studies have shown that this effect is generally marginal [10].
As long as the overlay network remains connected, link failures do not modify the final
value, they only slow down the aggregation process.
2.5 A Load-Balancing Protocol
The problem of load balancing is similar, to a certain extent, to the problem of aggregation. Each node has a certain amount of load and the nodes are allowed to transfer
some portions of their load between themselves. The goal is to reach a state where each
node has the same amount of load. To this end, nodes can make decisions for sending
or receiving load based only on locally available information. Differently from aggregation, however, the amount of load that can be transfered in a given cycle is bounded:
the transfer of a unit of load may be an expensive operation. In our present discussion,
we use the term quota to identify this bound and we denote it by Q. Furthermore, we
assume that the quota is the same at each node.
A simple, yet far from optimal idea for a completely decentralized algorithm could
be based on the aggregation mechanism illustrated above. Periodically, each node contacts a random node among its neighbors. The loads of the two nodes are compared;
if they differ, a quantity q of load units is transfered from the node with more load to
the node with less load. q is clearly bounded by the quota Q and quantity of load units
needed to balance the nodes.
If the network is connected, this mechanism will eventually balance the load among
all nodes. Nevertheless, it fails to be optimal with respect to load transfers. The reason
is simple: if the loads of two nodes are both higher than the average load, transferring
load units from one to the other is useless. Instead, they should contact nodes whose
load is smaller than the average, and perform the transfer with them.
Our load-balancing algorithm is based exactly on this intuition. The nodes obtain an
estimate of the current average load through the aggregation protocol described above.
This estimate is the target load; based on its value, a node may decide if it is overloaded,
underloaded, or balanced. Overloaded nodes contact their underloaded neighbors in order to transfer their excess load and underloaded nodes contact their overloaded neighbors to perform the opposite operation. Nodes that have reached the target load stop
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participating in the protocol. Although this was a simplified description, it is easy to
see that this protocol is optimal with respect to load transfer, because each node transfers exactly the amount of load needed to reach its target load. As we show in [7], the
protocol is also optimal with respect to speed under some conditions on the initial load
distribution.

3 Conclusions
In this abstract, we presented examples for simple protocols that exhibit self-managing
properties without any explicit management components or control loops; in other
words, without increased complexity. We argued that a modular approach might be
the way towards efficient deployment of such protocols in large distributed systems. To
validate our ideas, we have briefly presented gossip based protocols as possible building
blocks: topology and membership management (T-M AN, SG-1 and NEWSCAST), aggregation, and load balancing.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel autonomic runtime system framework for addressing the fundamental
challenges of scale and complexity inherent in emerging Grids and their applications. The autonomic
framework is inspired by the approach used by biological systems to address similar challenges of scale
and complexity. It will be used to develop and deploy self-managing autonomic runtime solutions and
application/system components that are capable of continuously monitoring, adapting, and optimizing
behaviors based on the runtime state and dynamically changing requirements. The runtime solutions will
enable scalable and robust realizations of scientific and engineering simulations that will achieve
unprecedented scales and resolutions and will provide important insights into complex phenomena,
enabling revolutionary advances in science and engineering. Our approach to implement this framework
is based on a collection of autonomous modules (e.g., agents, managers) that provide four basic services
(self-management, self-optimizing, self-protecting and self-healing) that are essential to achieve the
required autonomic operations. In this paper, we will describe the overall architecture of the autonomic
runtime system and show how this system can self-optimize the computations of a large scale fire
propagation simulations. Our initial results show significant performance gains can be achieved with the
system exploit both the spatial and temporal characteristics of application states as well as the states of the
underlying computing and communication resources.
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1. Introduction
The Grids introduce a new set of challenges due to their scale and complexity. These systems will be
constructed hierarchically with computational, communication, and storage heterogeneity across its levels.
In capacity mode, these systems will be shared amongst users, resulting in highly dynamic runtime
behaviors due to the sharing of processors, memories, and communication channels. Most currently used
programming models and system software build on the abstraction of flat processor topologies and flat
memories, resulting in intractable programming complexities, unmanageable codes, and applications that
can achieve only a fraction of the system’s peak performance. Furthermore, as the system approach
petascales, the probability of failure of system components during the lifetime of an application quickly
becomes a reality. As a result, reliability and fault tolerance become an increasing concern.
In addition to the system challenges, multiphysics simulation codes and the phenomena they model are
similarly large complex, multi-phased, multi-scale, dynamic, and heterogeneous (in time, space, and state).
They implement various numerical algorithms, physical constitutive models, domain discretizations,
domain partitioners, communication/interaction models, and a variety of data structures. Codes are
designed with parameterization in mind, so that numerical experiments may be conducted by changing a
small set of inputs. The choices of algorithms and models have performance implications which are not
typically known a priori. Advanced adaptive solution techniques, such as variable step time integrators
and adaptive mesh refinement, add a new dimension to the complexity - the application realization
changes as the simulation proceeds. This dynamism poses a new set of application development and
runtime management challenges. For example, component behaviors and their compositions can no
longer be statically defined. Further, their performance characteristics can no longer be derived from a
small synthetic run as they depend on the state of the simulations and the underlying system. Algorithms
that worked well at the beginning of the simulation become suboptimal as the solution deviates from the
space the algorithm was optimized for.
The application and system challenges outlined above represent a level of complexity, heterogeneity,
and dynamism that is rendering our programming environments and infrastructure brittle, unmanageable,
and insecure. This, coupled with real-life constraints and the mathematical and scientific intricacies of
future simulation codes (an increase in computing power will engender a commensurate increase in the
expectations of what might be achieved with them), indicates that there needs to be a fundamental change
in how these applications are formulated and managed on a large system. It is this fundamental change
that we seek to identify and realize in this proposed research.
This paper presents a novel Autonomic Runtime System (ARS) to address the challenges of scale and
complexity that is based on using autonomous agents for continuous runtime monitoring, estimation,
analysis, and adaptation. The ARS provides the required key services to support autonomic control and
management of Grid applications and systems. Specifically, ARS services include application/system
monitoring and modeling, policy definition and enforcement, dynamic application composition,
adaptation, fault management, and optimization.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of related works. In
Section 3, we discus the architecture of the ARS and the algorithms to implement its main services. In
Section 4, we discuss the fire propagation simulation that will be used to benchmark and evaluate the
performance gains that can be achieved by using the ARS self-optimization service. In Section 5, we
discuss the experimental environment and results. In Section 6, we summarize the paper and discuss
future research direction.

1. Previous Studies and Related Work
The related efforts [1,2,6,7,14,24,25,33,34,37,38,44] can be grouped into the following two areas of
(a) autonomic frameworks and adaptive runtime systems, and (b) component-based software for large
parallel scientific simulations are discussed below.
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Autonomic Frameworks and Adaptive Runtime Systems: The prototype Autonomia [3,16] and
AutoMate [4,5,21,23,28,29,30,39,40,45,46] autonomic runtimes are proof-of-concept prototypes for the
autonomic runtime system that will be developed as part of this research. These systems demonstrate,
both, the feasibility and the effectiveness of the autonomic approach. Autonomia provides an agent-based
framework of autonomic management while AutoMate provides key services for the autonomic
formulation, composition, and runtime management of large applications. The proposed research will
build on these experiences and will develop and deploy an integrated autonomic runtime for petascale
systems.
The Pragma [11,20,41,42,47,48] and ARMaDA [8,9,12,13] adaptive runtime management,
partitioning, and load-balancing frameworks developed by the PIs support proactive and reactive
management of dynamic (adaptive mesh refinement) applications. The systems provide capabilities for
runtime system characterization and abstraction, application characterization, active control, and policy
definition. Reactive system partitioning [41] uses system state to select and configure distribution
strategies and parameters at runtime. Application aware partitioning [9,12,13,42,43] uses current runtime
state to characterize the adaptive application in terms of its computation/communication requirements, its
dynamics, and the nature of adaptations, and selects and configures the appropriate partitioner that
matches current application requirements. Proactive runtime partitioning [47] strategies are based on
performance prediction functions and estimate the expected performance of a particular application
distribution.
These systems will be used to define policies for autonomic runtime management as well as to
construct a suite of autonomic self-optimizing computational components. GridARM [10,18,19] is a
prototype of such an autonomic partitioning framework. It optimizes the performance of structured
adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) applications. The framework has 3 components: (1) services for
monitoring resource capabilities and application dynamics and characterizing the monitored state into
natural regions – i.e., regions with relatively uniform structures and requirements; (2) deduction engine
and objective function that define the appropriate optimization strategy based on runtime state and
policies; and (3) the autonomic runtime manager that is responsible for hierarchically partitioning,
scheduling, and mapping application working-sets onto virtual resources, and tuning application
execution within the Grid environment. The adaptation schemes within GridARM include application
aware partitioning [9], adaptive hierarchical partitioning [20], system sensitive partitioning [41],
architecture sensitive communication mechanisms, and workload sensitive load balancing. GridARM has
been shown to significantly improve applications’ performance [10].
Autonomic Component/Object Framework: DIOS++ [22,32] is an infrastructure for enabling rulebased autonomic adaptation and control of distributed scientific applications and is a conceptual prototype
of the Accord autonomic component architecture that will be developed as part of this proposal. DIOS++
provides (1) abstractions for enhancing existing application objects with sensors and actuators for runtime
interrogation and control, (2) a control network that connects and manages the distributed sensors and
actuators, and enables external discovery, interrogation, monitoring and manipulation of these objects at
runtime, and (3) a distributed rule engine that enables the runtime definition, deployment, and execution
of rules for autonomic application management. The DIOS++ framework, along with the Discover
[15,17,26,27,31,32,35,36] computational collaboratory, is currently being used to enable autonomic
monitoring and control of a wide range of scientific applications including oil reservoir, compressible
turbulence, and numerical relativity simulations.
3. Autonomic

Runtime System Architecture

The Autonomic Runtime System (ARS) exploits the temporal and heterogeneous characteristics of the
scientific computing applications, and the architectural characteristics of the petascale computing and
storage resources available at runtime to achieve high-performance, scalable, and robust scientific
simulations that previously were not possible or ever attempted. ARS provides appropriate control and
management services to deploy and configure the required software and hardware resources to run
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autonomically (e.g., self-optimize, self-heal) large scale scientific Grid applications. The ARS
architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The ARS can be viewed as an application-based operating system that provides applications with all
the services and tools required to achieve the desired autonomic behaviors (self-configuring, self-healing,
self-optimizing, and self-protection). A proof of concept prototype of ARS has been successfully
developed by the PIs involved in this project. The primary modules of ARS are the following:
Application Information and Knowledge (AIK) Repository: The AIK repository stores the application
information status, the application requirements, and knowledge about optimal management strategies for
both applications and system resources that have proven to be successful and effective. In addition, AIK
contains the Component Repository (CR) that stores the components that are currently available for the
users to compose their applications.
Event Server: The Event server receives events from the component managers that monitor
components and systems and then notifies the corresponding engines subscribed to these events.
Autonomics
Middleware
User’s Application
Application Management Editor
Services (Self-Configuration, SelfAutonomic Runtime System
Optimization, Self-healing, etc.):
Autonomic Middleware Services
These runtime services maintain
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Figure 1. Autonomic Runtime System
Resource
Monitoring
Service
(RMS) monitors the workload information and performance metrics at system level, which includes three
parts: CPU/memory information, disk I/O information, and network information. Component Monitoring
Service (CMS) defines a general interface for the autonomic components. Through the interface, the
component can expose its status data such as execution time and current state as defined by the autonomic
component architecture to CMS.
Application Runtime Manager (ARM): The ARM performs online monitoring to collect the status
and state information using the component sensors. It analyzes component behaviors and when detecting
any anomalies or state changes (for example, degradation in performance, component failure), ARM takes
the appropriate control and management actions as specified in its control policy.
Autonomic Middleware Services (AMS)
The AMS provides four important services: Self-configuring, Self-optimizing; Self-protecting; and
Self-healing. In this paper, we will focus on the self-optimizing service. The overall self-management
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The state of each active component is monitored by the Component
Runtime Manager (CRM) monitors to determine if there is any severe deviation from the desired state
(steps 1-3). When an unacceptable change occurs in the component behavior, CRM generates an event
into the Event Server, which notifies ARM (step 4-6). Furthermore, CRM analyzes the event and
determines the appropriate plan to handle that event (step 7 and step 8) and then executes the appropriate
self-management routines (steps 9-10). However, if the problem cannot be handled by CRM, the ARM is
Computational
Component
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invoked to take the appropriate management functions (steps 12-13) at a higher granularity (e.g., migrate
the components to another machine due to failure or degradation in performance).
The self-management algorithm defines the main activities that must be performed to achieve
autonomic behaviors of applications as well as system resources. In what follow, we describe the
development the self-optimization service and use the fire simulation as a running example.
1 While (Component ACAi is running) do
2 State = CRMi Monitoring (ACAi)
3 State_Deviation = State_Compare(State, DESIRED_STATE)
4 If (state_deviation == TRUE)
5
CRMi Send_Event(State)
6
Event Server Notify ARM
7
Event_Type = CRM_Analysis (State)
8
If (CRMi ABLE) Then
8
Actions = CRM_Planning(State, Event_Type)
9
Autonomic_Service ASj ∈ {ASconfig,ASheal,ASoptimization,ASsecurity}
10
Execute ASj (Actions)
11
Else
12
Actions = ARM_Analysis (State, Event_Type)
13
Execute Asj (Actions)
14
EndIf
15 EndIf
16 EndWhile
Figure 2: Self Management Algorithm

3.1 Forest Fire Simulation – Running Example
The forest fire simulation model could be used to locate area of potential wildfires, predict the spread of
wildfires based on both static conditions, such as vegetation conditions, and dynamic conditions, such as
wind direction and speed, and help disaster coordinators to make the best use of available resources when
fighting a wildfire. Our fire simulation model is based on fireLib [49] which is a C function library for
predicting the spread rate and intensity of free-burning wildfires. It is derived directly from the BEHAVE
[50] fire behavior algorithms for predicting fire spread in two dimensions, but is optimized for highly
iterative applications such as cell- or wave-based fire growth simulation.
In our fire simulation model, the forest is represented as a 2-D cell-space composed of cells of dimensions
l x b (l: length, b: breadth). For each cell there are eight major wind directions N, NE, NW, S, SE, SW, E,
W as shown below. The weather and vegetation conditions are assumed to be uniform within a cell, but
may vary in the entire cell space. A cell interacts with its neighbors along all the eight directions as shown
below.

Figure 3: Fire directions after ignition

When a cell is ignited, its state will change from “unburned” to “burning”. During the “burning” phase,
the fire will propagate to its eight neighbors along the eight directions. . The direction and the value of the
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maximum fire spread rate within the burning cell is computed using Rothermel’s fire spread model [51],
which takes into account the wind speed and direction, the vegetation type, the fuel moisture and terrain
type, such as slope and aspect, in calculating the fire spread rate. The fire behavior in eight compass
directions including the spread rate, the time for fire to spread to eight neighbors, and the flame length
could be determined using the elliptical growth model developed by Anderson [52]. When the fire
propagates to one neighbor, the neighbor cell will ignite and its state will change from “unburned” to
“burning”. With different terrain, vegetation and weather conditions, the fire propagation could form
different spread patterns within the whole region.
We extended the sequential fire simulation program from [49] to work with multiple processors using
MPI. This parallel version partitions the entire cell space among multiple processors and each processor
works on its own part and exchange the necessary data with each other after each time step. Below is the
pseudo code for the parallel version of our forest fire simulation:
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1. All processors read their parts of cells from the partitioning data
2. Initialize the cell conditions including fuel bed and fuel particle characteristics, wind speed and
direction, slope and aspect, and fuel moisture
3. Set up the first ignition cell
4. WHILE there are more cells that can ignite AND fire does not reach the edge of the whole space
1) Set the current time with the next cell ignition time
2) INCREMENT the time step
3) FOR each cell within its part, each processor do
a) IF the cell is not the next cell to ignite, THEN
Continue //Skip this cell
END IF
b) IF the cell is on the edge, THEN
Set the edge flag to 1 to indicate the fire has reached the edge
END IF
c) Calculate the direction and the value of the maximum spread rate of the fire
within this cell;
d) Change the cell state from “unburned” to “burning”
e) FOR each neighbor of this cell
IF this neighbor’s position exceed the whole space, THEN
Continue //Skip this neighbor
END IF
END FOR
f) Calculate the flame length and the time when fire spread to this neighbor
g) IF the ignition time of this neighbor is greater than this fire spread time,
THEN
Update the ignition time of this neighbor with this fire spread time
END IF
h) IF the next cell ignition time is greater than this fire spread time, THEN
Update the next cell ignition time with this fire spread time
END IF
END FOR
4) Each processor exchanges the ignition time and state changes of cells within its part
with other processors and updates the ignition time of cells with the minimum value
5) Each processor exchanges the next cell ignition time with other processors and
updates it with the minimum value
6) Each processor exchanges the edge flag with other processors and set it to 1
whichever processor set it to 1
7) IF it is output time, THEN
Output the cell state changes since last output time
END IF
8) IF the repartitioning flag is set, THEN
Read the repartitioning data
Unset the repartition flag
END IF
END WHILE
5. Save the ignition map and flame length maps to files
Figure 4. Parallel Forest Fire Simulation.
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3.2 Self-Optimization Service
3.21 Online Monitoring and Analysis
There are two types of monitoring services. One collects information about the component/task state
and another one to monitor the physical resource status such as CPU utilization, number of processes,
available memory etc. Based on the current states of the application and the system resources, the analysis
engine determine whether or not the current allocation of the applications components/tasks need to be
changed. For example, if the current allocation leads to sever imbalance conditions among the processors
running the application components, the online planning and scheduling is invoked to adopt the allocation
in order to improve the application performance.
3.2.2 Online planning and Scheduling
The online planning engine partitions the forest fire simulation domain into two Natural Regions
(NRs): Burning and Unburned regions where each region has the same temporal and spatial
characteristics. In our planning algorithm, we use Z-curve to translate the two-dimension cell location into
one dimension address to maintain the cell location adjacency. The Z-Curve is named for the ‘Z’ pattern
that is traced when you access sequential objects from the database. An object Z-value is determined by
interleaving the bits of its x and y coordinates, and then translating the resulting number into a decimal
value. This new value is the index to be used to locate that object. Once the planning engine partitions the
cells into two natural regions: Burning and Unburned regions and order them according to their z values
such that the adjacent cells will be assigned to the same processor. The next step is to schedule these cells
to processors by taking into consideration the state of the application (number of burning and unburned
cells) and current load on the machines involved in the application execution.
The scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 5. The scheduling algorithm will be triggered only
when the load imbalance increases above a given threshold. In our approach, the online monitoring and
analysis that monitors will set the partitioning flag once that event becomes true which in turn triggers the
scheduling algorithm (Step 1 in the algorithm shown in Figure 5). In order to take into consideration both
the system load (Step 2), and application state (number of burning and unburned cells (Step 3)). Once that
is done, the execution time of a burning cell is estimated on each processor as well as the overall average
execution time (Step 4). Based on these estimates, we can estimate the appropriate processor load ratio
that will eliminate the imbalance conditions (Steps 5-6). Once the processor load ration (PLR) is
determined, we use this ration to partition the current application load on all the processors (Step 7-8).
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1 While Schedule_Flag is true Do
2 Get System State
N = Number of Processors

3

System _ Load i (t ) , ∀i = 1,2,..., N

Get Cell Application State ( NRB (t ) , NRUB (t ) )
N

// Number of burning cells running on processor i
∑ B _ Cell (t )
// Number of unburned cells running on processor i
NR (t ) = ∑ UB _ Cell (t )

NRB (t ) =

i =1

i

N

UB

i

i =1

∀i = 1,2,..., N

4

Estimate Burning cell execution time on each processor ( t B _ Cell i (t ) ) and
average execution time ( t avg _ B _ Cell (t ) )
t B _ Cell i (t ) = System _ Load i (t ) * t 1B _ Cell ,
// t 1B _ Cell : Execution time of one burning cell with system load 1
N

tavg _ B _ Cell (t ) =
5

B _ Cell i

i =1

N

(t )

, ∀i = 1,2,..., N

Estimate Processor Allocation Factor (PAF)
PAFi (t ) =

6

∑t

t avg _ B _ Cell (t )
t B _ Cell i (t )

, ∀i = 1,2,..., N

Estimate Processor Load Ratio (PLR)
PLRi (t ) =

PAFi (t )
N

∑ PAF (t )

, ∀i = 1,2,..., N

i

i =1

7

Estimate Application Partition Ratio (APR)
Application _ Load (t ) = NRB (t ) + NRUB (t )
APRi (t ) = Application _ Load (t ) * PLRi (t )

, ∀i = 1,2,..., N

For i = 1, to Number_of_processor do
Assign the cells in NRB and NRUB according to APRi (t)
End For
End While

8

Figure 5. Cell scheduling algorithm

4. Experimental Results
We are currently evaluating the performance of our algorithm on a cluster of workstations. The
preliminary results indicate that a significant performance can be gained by exploiting the application and
resources states at runtime.
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1

Introduction

A domain-specic language (DSL) is typically created to model a program family [1]. The commonalities found in the target program family suggest abstractions and notations that are domain specic. In contrast with general-purpose
languages (GPL), a DSL is readable for domain experts, often concise, and usually declarative. As an illustration, consider a program family aimed to communicate data in a distributed heterogeneous system. Such a layer is commonly
needed in a variety of distributed applications and relies on a mechanism like
the Sun Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [2]. The XDR layer of the Sun RPC
consists of marshaling and un-marshaling both arguments and returned value
to/from a machine-independent format. The program family, represented by all
the possible (un-)marshaling variations, has lead to the development of a DSL
that allows a programmer to concisely express the type of the remote procedure
arguments and returned value, and to obtain the corresponding marshaling layer
on both the client and server sides.
From a DSL viewpoint, generative programming [3] provides a variety of
approaches and techniques to produce and optimize a DSL implementation such
as the marshaling layer in the XDR case.
Section 2 discusses how generative tools can be used to compile DSL
programs into GPL programs, from a DSL interpreter. When compiled into a
GPL, a DSL program can be processed by existing generative tools for various purposes, including optimization, instrumentation and verication. In this
context, the generative tools are driven by domain-specic information that is
translated into dierent forms: declarations (Section 3), annotations (Section 4),
and meta-programs (Section 5). In essence, these forms enable a DSL to be
interfaced with existing generative tools.
Outline.

2

High-Level Compilation

Some level of compilation can be achieved by specializing an interpreter with
respect to a DSL program. Traditionally, this approach has been used to generate
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compilers from denotational-style language denitions [4, 5]. This approach was
later promoted by Consel and Marlet in the context of DSLs, where the language
user base often forbids major compiler development. Furthermore, the high-level
nature of DSLs facilitates the introduction of optimizations.
An example of such a compilation strategy was used for a DSL, named PlanP, aimed to specify application-specic protocols (e.g., stream-specic degradation policies) to be deployed on programmable routers [6]. Program specialization was used at run time to achieve the eect of a Just In Time compiler,
by specializing the Plan-P interpreter with respect to a Plan-P program. The
resulting compiled programs run up to 50 times faster than their interpreted
counterparts [6]. Importantly, such late compilation process enabled the safety
and security of programs to be checked at the source level by the programmable
routers, before being deployed. The use of specialization allowed to achieve late
compilation without requiring any specic development, besides writing the interpreter.
At a lower level, meta-programming provides an alternative approach to deriving a compiler from an interpreter [7, 8]. This approach involves a careful
annotation, and sometimes re-structuring, of the interpreter.
3

From a DSL Program to Declarations

A key feature of the DSL approach is to make domain-specic information an integral part of the programming paradigm. As such the programmer can be viewed
as being prompted by the language to provide domain-specic information. This
information may take the form of domain-specic types, syntactic constructs
and notations. This language enrichment over GPLs is typically geared towards
collecting sucient information to make some domain-specic properties decidable [9] and thus to enable domain-specic verications and optimizations. The
collection of information may be achieved by dedicated program analyses, which
are, by design of the DSL, simpler than the ones developed for GPLs.
Because the scope of computations to be expressed by a DSL is usually
narrow, GPL constructs and operations are restricted or excluded. Furthermore
this language narrowing may also be necessary to enable key properties to be
statically determined. In fact, a DSL is commonly both a restricted and an
enriched version of a GPL.
Once key properties are exhibited, the DSL program can be compiled into
a GPL program. To retain domain-specic information, the generated program
needs to be accompanied by some form of declarations specifying its properties.
Of course, the declarations are tailored to a set of verication and/or optimization tools.
In the XDR case, an XDR description often denes xed-size RPC arguments. When this description is compiled into GPL code, it can be accompanied
by declarations aimed to drive some transformation tool. This situation is illustrated by the XDR compiler that conventionally generates C code gluing calls
to a generic library. We have modied the XDR compiler to generate binding
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time of RPC argument sizes, besides marshaling code. As a result, a declaration
is attached to the marshaling code of each data item to be transmitted. This
declaration denes the size parameter as static, if it corresponds to a data item
that has a xed size; it is dynamic otherwise1 . In this work, the generated declarations are targeted for a program specializer for C, named Tempo [10]. This
tool performs a number of optimizations on both the marshaling code and the
generic XDR library, including removal of buer overow checks and collapsing
of function layers.
The XDR case is interesting because it demonstrates that, although a DSL
introduces a new programming paradigm, it can still converge with and reuse GPL technology. Additionally, because the existing tool is often used in a
narrower context, the results may be more predictable. In the XDR case for
instance, since the compilation schemas, the XDR library, and the specialization
contexts are xed, specialization is fully predictable. This situation obviously
does not exist for an arbitrary program with an arbitrary specialization context.
Aspect-oriented declarations could also be generated from a DSL program.
For example, one could imagine adding a data compression phase to marshaling
methods when invoked with data greater than a given size. In this case, the
pointcut language has to be expressive enough to enable any program point of
interest to be designated to insert the compression phase. Otherwise, annotations
need to be injected in the generated program.
4

From a DSL Program to Annotations

Instead of generating a GPL program together with declarations, annotations
can be directly inserted into the generated program. This strategy allows information to be accurately placed in the program. Like declarations, these annotations are geared towards specic tools. They can either be processed at compile
time or run time.
At compile time, annotations can be used to guide the compilation process
towards improving code quality or code safety. In the XDR case, for example,
one could imagine a library where there would be two sets of buer operations,
with or without overow checks. The selection of an operation would depend on
annotations inserted in the program.
At run time, annotations can trigger specic actions upon run-time values.
For instance, a data of an unknown size could be tested before being transmitted
and be compressed if it is larger than a given threshold.
5

From a DSL Program to Meta-programming

A DSL program can also benet from meta-programming technology. In this
context, the compilation of a DSL program produces a code transformer and
1

Note that these declarations go beyond data sizes. A detailed description of the
language of specialization declarations and its application to the XDR example can
be found elsewhere [10, 11].
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code fragments. For example, in a multi-stage language like MetaOCaml [7],
the code transformer consists of language extensions that enable the concise
expression of program transformations.
In the XDR case, multi-stage programming would amount to generate code
that expects some data size and produces code optimized for that size. Like
program specialization, multi-stage programming corresponds to generic tools
and can be directly used by a programmer. In the context of DSLs, existing
tools can implement a specic phase of an application generator.
6

Conclusion

We examined generative programming approaches and techniques from a DSL
viewpoint. We showed that a DSL can make use of these approaches and techniques in very eective ways. In essence, the DSL approach exposes information
about programs that can be mapped into the realm of generative programming
and be translated into declarations or annotations, which would normally be
provided by a programmer. This situation illustrates the high-level nature of the
DSL approach.
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1

Introduction

Every software system can be conceived from multiple different perspectives,
resulting in different decompositions of the software into different ”domainspecific” types and notations. However, traditional programming languages do
not explicitly support the construction of software as a ”superimposition” of
co-existing independent partial models. They rather assume that real-world systems have “intuitive”, mind-independent, preexisting concept hierarchies, thus,
putting emphasis on hierarchical modeling, which basically forces all aspects
of a software system to be expressed in terms of the same set of concepts, or
refinements thereof.
In this paper, we briefly illustrate the problems that follow from this assumption and discuss issues involved in solving them. Our position is that
general-purpose languages (GPLs) – rather than domain-specific languages –
with built-in support for expressing the interaction (superimposition) of independent partial models in an abstract way in accordance with the familiar principles of abstraction and information hiding are needed. We consider the variant
of aspect-oriented programming in AspectJ as an excellent starting point in this
direction but observe that more powerful abstraction mechanisms are needed.
We distinguish between mechanisms for structural (concept) mappings between
partial models and mechanisms for behavioral (control/data flow) mapping.
Roughly speaking, AspectJ provides intertype declarations and pointcut/advice
meachnisms for structural, respectively behavioral mapping. We discuss how the
aspect-oriented language Caesar [3], advances AspectJ with respect to structural
mapping and outline the problems with current mechanisms for behavioral mapping as well as ideas about how to solve these problems.
The reminder of this position paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we define
some terminology. Especially, we intuitively define the notion of crosscutting
models versus hierarchical models. In Sec. 3, we outline issues to be solved for
expressing the superposition between crosscutting models in an abstract way,
discuss the mechanisms available for this purpose in Caesar, and outline some
areas of ongoing work on increasing the abstraction of the behavioral mappings.
In Sec. 4, we compare the usage of GPLs for crosscutting models with domainspecific languages and program generation techniques, as fostered by popular
approaches like model-driven architecture (MDA). Sec. 5 concludes.
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Crosscutting versus Hierarchical Models

The criteria which we choose to decompose software systems into modules has
significant impact on the software engineering properties of the software. In [6]
Parnas observed that a data-centric decomposition eases changes in the representation of data structures and algorithms operating on them. Following on
Parnas work, Garlan et al. [2] argue that function-centric decomposition on the
other side better supports adding new features to the system, a change which
they show to be difficult with the data-centric decomposition.
Software decomposition techniques so far, including object-oriented decomposition, are weak at supporting multi-view decomposition, i.e., the ability to simultaneously breakdown the system into inter-related units, whereby each breakdown is guided by independent criteria. What current decomposition technology
does well is to allow us to view the system at different abstraction levels, resulting in several hierarchical odels of it, with each model be a refined version of its
predecessor in the abstraction levels.

Fig. 1. Crosscutting models

By multi-view decomposition, we mean support for simultaneous crosscutting rather than hierarchical models. The key point is that our perception of
the world depends heavily on the perspective from which we look at it: Every
software system can be conceived from multiple different perspectives, resulting
in different decompositions of the software into different ”domain-specific” types
and notations. In general, these view-specific decompositions are equally reasonable, none of them being a sub-ordinate of the others, and the overall definition
of the system results from a superimposition of them.
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The problem is that models resulting from simultaneous decomposition of
the system according to different criteria are in general ”crosscutting” with respect to the execution of the system resulting from their composition. With the
conceptual framework used so far, crosscutting can be defined as a relation between two models with respect to the execution of the software described by the
models. This relation if defined via projections of models (hierarchies).
A projection of a model M is a partition of the concern space into subsets
o1 , . . . , on such that each subset oi corresponds to a leaf in the model. Now, two
models, M and M 0 , are said to be crosscutting, if there exist at least two sets o
and o0 from their respective projections, such that, o ∩ o0 , and neither o ⊆ o0 ,
nor o0 ⊆ o1.
On the contrary, a model M is a hierarchical refinement of a model M 0
if their projections o1 , . . . , on and o01 , . . . , o0m are in a subset relation to each
other as follows: there is a mapping p : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , m} such that ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , n} : oi ⊆ o0p(i) . Crosscutting models are themselves not the problem, since
they are inherent in the domains we model. The problem is that our languages
and decomposition techniques do not (properly) support crosscutting modularity
(see the discussion on decomposition arbitrariness above).
In [4], we argue that even approaches with powerful hierarchical modularity,
such as feature-oriented approaches [7, 1, 5] exhibit severe problems which we
trace down to the lack of support for crosscutting modularity. Such approaches
are superior to framework technology, due to their notion of a first-class layer
module, which allows to define the delta pertaining to one feature into a single
module that can be refined and used polymorphically just as classes can. However, they are incapable to express the interaction between a feature and the
rest of the system in a modularized way. First, mapping the feature concepts
onto existing concepts is a challenge when there is no one to one correspondence
between the two. Second, it is not possible to express the interaction between a
feature and the dynamic control flow of the rest of the system in a modular way
abstracting away details of the control flow that are irrelevant for the interaction.
The reason for this is that the “join points” that can be expressed are limited
to individual method calls in the form of method overriding; there are no means
to specify general sets of related join points that may crosscut the given module
structure. We show that these problems seriously damage the scalability of the
divide-and-conquer technique underlying FOAs.
One of the key observations of the aspect-oriented software development is
that a programming technique that does not support simultaneous decomposition of systems along different criteria suffers from what we call arbitrariness
of the decomposition hierarchy problem, which manifests itself as tangling and
scattering of code in the resulting software, with known impacts on maintainability and extendibility. With a ‘single-minded’ decomposition technique that
supports only hierarchical models, we have to choose one fixed classification sequence. However, the problem is that with a fixed classification sequence, only
one concern is expressed concisely in terms of its inherent concepts whereas all
other concerns are tangled in the resulting hierarchical structure.
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3

Crosscutting Abstraction Mechanisms

Fig. 2. Information hiding and crosscutting models

Now, once we adopt a paradigm to software construction as a superimposition
of different crosscutting models, the question is how to express this superimposition in a modular way and what abstractions are needed for the interface between
crosscutting models. Fig. 2 is an attempt to illustrate the issue schematically.
The figure illustrates that we have two overlapping models of the same system. The tricky part is to describe how these two models interact with each
other without referring too much to the implementation details of the models.
This is illustrated by the black box with lollipops on top of it: We need a kind
of interface to a crosscutting model that hides its implementation details.
There are two facets of expressing the overlap: (a) static (structural), and (b)
dynamic, (behavioral) mapping. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, by means of two
OO crosscutting models. In order to express how these two independent models
interact in creating a whole, we need both to express how their concepts map to
each other, illustrated by the arrows in the upper part of the figure, as well as
how there control flows interact, illustrated by the lower part of Fig. ??.
In [3, 4] we outline the deficiencies of AspectJ with respect to the first facet
of expressing model superimposition. In [4], we argue that AspectJ is lacking
a layer module concept as powerful as the one supported in feature-oriented
approaches and discuss how the aspect-oriented language Caesar [3], we have
been working on solves these problems.
In Caesar, a model is described by a bidirectional interface (see the Pricing
interface in Fig. 4 for an illustration) that defines the abstractions in a particu-
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Fig. 3. Superimposing crosscutting models

lar domain. Different components can be implemented in terms of this domain
model. Later on, such a model can be superimposed on an existing system by
means of a so-called binding, which defines both a structural and a behavioral
mapping in order to coordinate both worlds.
In [4], we argue that AspectJ is superior to FOAs for its sophisticated and
powerful pointcut model that allows to express the behavioral mapping in a
more precise and abstract way as it is possible with FOA. In contrast to the
FOA solution, no shadowing is necessary in order to trigger the functionality of a
feature in the base application. Pointcuts enable us to abstract over control flows.
With more advanced mechanisms such as wildcards, field get/sets, cflow, etc., a
pointcut definition also becomes more stable with respect to changes in the base
structure than the corresponding set of overridden methods in FOA. The use of
pointcuts instead of shadowing parts of an inherited base structure avoids the
scalability problem mentioned in the FOA discussion. The key point is that with
pointcuts we can abstract over details in the control flow that are irrelevant to
the feature integration. Equivalent abstraction mechanisms are missing in FOAs.
In its current instantiation, Caesar has adopted the pointcut language of
AspectJ. However, this language has problems. AspectJ-like languages come with
a set of predefined pointcut designators, e.g., call or get, and pointcuts are not
first-class values. To convey an intuition of what we mean by first-class pointcuts,
let us consider identifying all setter join points were the value of a variable is
changed that is read in the control flow of a certain method, m, the goal being that
we would like to recall m, at any such point. Assuming a hypothetical AspectJ
compiler that employs some static analysis techniques to predict control flows,
one can write a pointcut p1 that selects all getters in the predicted control flow
of m. However, it is not possible to combine p1 with another pointcut p2 which
takes the result of p1 as a parameter, retrieves the names of the variables read
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Fig. 4. Overview of Caesar concepts

in the join points selected by p1, and than selects the set of setter join points
where one of these variables is changed. It is in fact, impossible to express the
above semantics declaratively with language technology, in which pointcuts are
processed in a single pass. What we need is the ability to reason about p1 and
p2. This requires a reification of the result crosscut specified by p1, so that the
names of the variables read by join points contained in it can be retrieved and
than used in p2.

Fig. 5. Crosscutting models of program semantics
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Our vision is that pointcuts should have a first-class status in an AOP platform; it should be possible to reason about a pointcut, and especially to define
new pointcuts by reasoning about other pointcuts. We envision an AOP model
in which pointcuts are sets of nodes in some representation of the program’s semantics. Such sets are selected by queries on node attributes written in a query
language and can be passed around to other query functions as parameters.
These semantic models can be as diverse as abstract syntax treees, control flow
graphs, data flow graphs, object graphs or profiling models (see Fig. 5).

4

General-Purpose or Program Generation?

In the context of model-driven architecture and other technologies, domainspecific languages (DSLs) and program generation techniques have gained considerable popularity. This techniques serve a similar goal as aspect-oriented programming, namely the combination of crosscutting models. Using DSLs and
program generation, a model is encoded as a DSL (thereby fulfilling a similar
purpose as bidirectional interfaces in Caesar). A program in the DSL (corresponding to components implementing a bidirectional interface) is combined
with other models in a program generator, which produces the combined program in the form of generated sourcecode in a general-purpose language.
In a way, using this approach is easy and straightforward, because any semantics whatsoever can easily be encoded by manipulating and computing code.
However, this approach also has some severe disadvantages:
– Supporting a new domain-specific model means writing a new program generator. Program generation is hard to understand, however. Instead of encoding the intention of the programmer directly, one has to think about the
semantics of a program in terms of the program it generates. This additional “indirection” is a tremendous burden on the programmer. Besides,
there are also many practical issues that make program generation painful,
e.g., debugging, maintenance of generated code.
– Many features that have been available in conventional languages, e.g., controland data structures or type-checking, have to be re-invented and re-implemented
or are simply missing in DSLs.
– Basically all features that are added by the program generator (i.e., all crosscutting models) have to be known in advance, before writing the program
generator. Writing a highly-configurable program generator makes the required effort even bigger. It is also a known fact that it is very hard to
combine different program generators. Hence, extensionability with respect
to adding additional crosscutting models in this approach is very limited.
Every general-purpose language allows the definition of domain-specific vocabulary by giving meaning to new names, e.g., functions, data structures etc.
However, these “conventional” mechanisms to domain-specific models is obviously not sufficient, because otherwise program generation techniques would
have never been so popular despite the disadvantages mentioned above. It is
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our position, however, that we should instead strive for new general-purpose
abstraction mechanisms for crosscutting models that render the need for DSLs
and program generators superfluous.

5

Summary

Traditional programming languages assume that real-world systems have “intuitive”, mind-independent, preexisting concept hierarchies. This is in contrast to
our perception of the world, which depends heavily on the context from which it
is viewed. Since programmers want to describe “what” and not “how”, we argued
that programming languages should be augmented with abstraction mechanisms
to encode and combine different crosscutting models instead of using program
generation techniques to encode domain-specific knowledge.
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1

Introduction

Object-orientation is recognized as an important advance in software technology,
particularly in modeling complex phenomena more easily than its predecessors.
But the progress in reusability, maintainability, reliability, and even expressiveness has fallen short of expectations. As units of reuse, objects have proven too
small. Frameworks are hard to compose, and their development remains an art.
Components oﬀer reuse, but the more functional the component, the larger and
less reusable it becomes. And patterns, while intrinsically reusable, are not an
implementation medium.
Current research and practical experience suggest that achieving signiﬁcant
progress with respect to software reuse requires a paradigm shift towards modeling and developing software system families rather than individual systems.
System-family engineering (also known as product-line engineering) seeks to exploit the commonalities among systems from a given problem domain while
managing the variabilities among them in a systematic way [1–3]. In systemfamily engineering, new system variants can be rapidly created based on a set
of reusable assets (such as a common architecture, components, models, etc.).1
Frameworks and components are still useful as implementation technologies, but
the scope and shape of reusable abstractions is determined and managed through
a system-family approach.
Generative software development is a system-family approach, which focuses
on automating the creation of system-family members: a given system can be
automatically generated from a speciﬁcation written in one or more textual or
graphical domain-specific languages (DSLs) [1, 4–9]. A DSL can oﬀer several
important advantages over a general-purpose language:
– Domain-specific abstractions: a DSL provides pre-deﬁned abstractions to
directly represent concepts from the application domain.
– Domain-specific concrete syntax : a DSL oﬀers a natural notation for a given
domain and avoids syntactic clutter that often results when using a generalpurpose language.
1

System-family engineering is mainly concerned with building systems from common
assets, whereas product-line engineering additionally considers scoping and managing common product characteristics from the market perspective. In order to be
more general, this paper adheres to system-family terminology.
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Fig. 1. Main processes in system-family engineering

– Domain-specific error checking: a DSL enables building static analyzers that
can ﬁnd more errors than similar analyzers for a general-purpose language
and that can report the errors in a language familiar to the domain expert.
– Domain-specific optimizations: a DSL creates opportunities for generating
optimized code based on domain-speciﬁc knowledge, which is usually not
available to a compiler for a general-purpose language.
– Domain-specific tool support : a DSL creates opportunities to improve any
tooling aspect of a development environment, including, editors, debuggers,
version control, etc.; the domain-speciﬁc knowledge that is explicitly captured by a DSL can be used to provide more intelligent tool support for
developers.
This paper gives an overview of the basic concepts and ideas of generative
software development including domain and application engineering, generative
domain models, networks of domains, and technology projections. The paper
closes by discussing the relationship of generative software development to other
emerging areas such as Model Driven Development and Aspect-Oriented Software Development.

2

Domain Engineering and Application Engineering

System family engineering distinguishes between at least two kinds of development processes: domain engineering and application engineering (see Figure 1).
Typically, there is also a third process, management, but this paper focuses on
the two development processes (for more information on process issues see [1,2]).
Generative software development, as a system-family approach, subscribes to the
process model in Figure 1, too.
Domain engineering (also known as core asset development ) is “development
for reuse”. It is concerned with the development of reusable assets such as components, generators, DSLs, documentation, etc. Similar to single-system engineering, domain engineering also includes analysis, design, and implementation
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activities. However, these are focused on a class of systems rather than just a
single system.2 Domain analysis involves determining the scope of the family to
be built, identifying the common and variable features among the family members, and creating structural and behavioral speciﬁcations of the family. Domain
design covers the development of a common architecture for all the members of
the system family and a plan of how individual systems will be created based
on the reusable assets. Finally, domain implementation involves implementing
reusable assets such as components, generators, and DSLs.
Application engineering (also referred to as product development ) is “development with reuse”, where concrete applications are built using the reusable
assets. Just as traditional system engineering, it starts with requirements elicitation, analysis, and speciﬁcation; however, the requirements are speciﬁed as
a delta from or conﬁguration of some generic system requirements produced in
domain engineering. The requirements speciﬁcation is the main input for system
derivation, which is the manual or autmated construction of the system from
the reusable assets.
Both processes feed on each other: domain-engineering supplies application
engineering with the reusable assets, whereas application engineering feeds back
new requirements to domain engineering. This is so because application engineers
identify the requirements for each given system to be built and may be faced
with requirements that are not covered by the existing reusable assets. Therefore,
some amount of application-speciﬁc development or tailoring is often required in
order to quickly respond to the customer’s needs. However, the new requirements
should be fed back into domain engineering in order to keep the reusable assets
in sync with the product needs. Diﬀerent models for setting up these processes
in an organization, e.g., separate or joint product-development and domainengineering teams, are discussed in [10].
Domain engineering can be applied at diﬀerent levels of maturity. At minimum, domain analysis activities can be used to establish a common terminology
among diﬀerent product-development teams. The next level is to introduce a
common architecture for a set of systems. Further advancement is to provide a
set of components covering parts or all of the systems in the system family. Finally, the assembly of these components can be partially or fully automated using
generators and/or conﬁgurators. The last level represents the focus of generative
software development. In general, the generated products may also contain nonsoftware artifacts, such as test plans, manuals, tutorials, maintenance guidelines,
etc.

2

Both terms “system family” and “domain” imply a class of systems; however,
whereas the former denotes the actual set of systems, the latter refers more to the
related area of knowledge. The use of the one or the other in compounds such as
“domain engineering” is mostly historical.
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3

Mapping Between Problem Space and Solution Space

A key concept in generative software development is that of a mapping between
problem space and solution space (see Figure 2), which is also referred to as a
generative domain model. Problem space is a set of domain-speciﬁc abstractions
that can be used to specify the desired system-family member. By “domainspeciﬁc” we mean that these abstractions are specialized to allow application
engineers to express their needs in a way that is natural for their domain. For
example, we might want to be able to specify payment methods for an electronic
commerce system or matrix shapes in matrix calculations. The solution space,
on the other hand, consists of implementation-oriented abstractions, which can
be instantiated to create implementations of the speciﬁcations expressed using
the domain-speciﬁc abstractions from the problem space. For example, payment
methods can be implemented as calls to appropriate web services, and diﬀerent matrix shapes may be realized using diﬀerent data structures. The mapping
between the spaces takes a speciﬁcation and returns the corresponding implementation.
There are at least two diﬀerent views at the mapping between problem space
and solution space in generative software development: configuration view and
transformational view.
In the conﬁguration view, the problem space consists of domain-speciﬁc concepts and their features (see Figure 3). The speciﬁcation of a given system requires the selection of features that the desired system should have. The problem
space also deﬁnes illegal feature combinations, default settings, and default dependencies (some defaults may be computed based on some other features).
The solution space consists of a set of implementation components, which can
be composed to create system implementations. A system-family architecture
sets out the rules how the components can be composed. In the conﬁguration
view, an application programmer creates a conﬁguration of features by selecting the desired ones, which then is mapped to a conﬁguration of components.
The mapping between both spaces is deﬁned by construction rules (certain conﬁgurations of features translate into certain conﬁgurations of implementation
components) and optimizations (some component conﬁgurations may have better non-functional properties then others). The mapping plus the illegal feature
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combinations, default settings, and default dependencies collectively constitute
configuration knowledge. Observe that the separation between problem and solution space aﬀords us the freedom to structure abstractions in both spaces diﬀerently. In particular, we can focus on optimally supporting application programmers in the problem space, while achieving reuse and ﬂexibility in the solution
space.
In the transformational view, a problem space is represented by a domainspeciﬁc language, whereas the solution space is represented by an implementation
language (see Figure 4). The mapping between the spaces is a transformation
that takes a program in a domain-speciﬁc language and yields its implementation in the implementation language. A domain-speciﬁc language is a language
specialized for a given class of problems. Of course, the implementation language
may be a domain-speciﬁc language exposed by another domain. The transformational view directly corresponds to the Draco model of domains and software
generation [4].
Despite the superﬁcial diﬀerences, there is a close correspondence between
both views. The problem space with its common and variable features and constraints in the conﬁguration view deﬁnes a domain-speciﬁc language, and the
components in the solution space can also be viewed as an implementation language. For example, in the case of generic components, we can specify this
target language as a GenVoca grammar with additional well-formedness con-
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straints [6,11]. Thus, the conﬁguration view can also be interpreted as a mapping
between languages.
The two views relate and integrate several powerful concepts from software
engineering, such as domain-speciﬁc languages, system families, feature modeling, generators, components, and software architecture. Furthermore, the translation view provides a theoretical foundation for generative software development
by connecting it to a large body of existing knowledge on language theory and
language translation.

4

Network of Domains

Observe that Figure 2 can be viewed recursively, i.e., someone’s problem space
may be someone else’s solution space. Thus, we can have chaining of mappings
(see Figure 5 a). Furthermore, a mapping could take two or more speciﬁcations
and map them to one (or more) solution space (see Figure 5 b). This is common
when diﬀerent aspects of a system are represented using diﬀerent DSLs. A mapping can also implement a problem space in terms of two or more solution spaces
(see Figure 5 c). Finally, diﬀerent alternative DSLs (e.g., one for beginners and
one for expert users) can be mapped to the same solution space (see Figure 5
d), and the same DSL can have alternative implementations by mappings to different solution spaces (e.g., alternative implementation platforms; see Figure 5
e).
In general, spaces and mappings may form a hypergraph, which can even
contain cycles. This graph corresponds to the idea of a network of domains
by Jim Neighbors [4], where each implementation of a domain exposes a DSL,
which may be implemented by transformations to DSLs exposed by other domain
implementations.

5

Feature Modeling and Feature-Oriented Approach to
Generative Software Development

Feature modeling is a method and notation to elicit and represent common
and variable features of the systems in a system family. Feature modeling was
ﬁrst proposed by Kang et al in [12] and since then has been extended with
several concepts, e.g., feature and group cardinalities, attributes, and diagram
references [13].
An example of a feature model is shown in Figure 6. The model expresses that
an electronic commerce system supports one or more diﬀerent payment methods;
it provides tax calculation taking into account either the street-level address, or
postal code, or just the country; and it may or may not support shipment of
physical goods. A feature diagram such as in Figure 6 may be supplemented
with additional information including constraints (selecting a certain feature
may require or exclude the selection of another feature), binding times (features
may be intended to be selected at certain points in time), default attribute values
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Fig. 5. Diﬀerent arrangements of mappings between problem and solution spaces

and default features, stakeholders interested in a given feature, priorities, and
more. Features may or may not correspond to concrete software modules. In
general, we distinguish the following four cases:
– Concrete features such as data storage or sorting may be realized as individual components.
– Aspectual features such as synchronization or logging may aﬀect a number
of components and can be modularized using aspect technologies.
– Abstract features such as performance requirements usually map to some
conﬁguration of components and/or aspects.
– Grouping features may represent a variation point and map to a common
interface of plug-compatible components, or they may have a purely organizational purpose with no requirements implied.
Feature modeling gives rise to a feature-oriented approach to generative software developement. [6] In the early stages of software family development, feature models provide the basis for scoping a system family by recording and
assessing information such as which features are important to enter a new market or remain in an existing market, which features incur a technological risk,
what is the projected development cost of each feature, and so forth [14]. Subsequently, feature models created in domain analysis are the starting point in the
development of both system-family architecture and DSLs (see Figure 7). Architecture development takes a solution-space perspective at the feature models: it
concentrates on the concrete and aspectual features that need to be implemented
as components and aspects. Familiar architectural patterns [15, 16] can be applied, but with the special consideration that the variation points expressed in
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the feature models need to be realized in the architecture. During subsequent
DSL development, a problem-space perspective concentrating on features that
should be exposed to application developers determines the required DSL scope,
possibly requiring additional abstract features.

6

Technology Projections and Structure of DSLs

Each of the elements of a generative domain model can be implemented using
diﬀerent technologies, which gives rise to diﬀerent technology projections:
– DSLs can be implemented as new textual languages (using traditional compiler building tools), embedded in a programming language (e.g., template
metaprogramming in C++ or Template Haskell [17], OpenJava [18], OpenC++
[19], Metaborg [20]), graphical languages (e.g., UML proﬁles [21]), wizards
and interactive GUIs (e.g., feature-based conﬁgurators such as Pure::Consul
[22] or CaptainFeature [23]), or some combination of the previous. The appropriate structure of a DSL and the implementation technology depend on
the range of variation that needs to be supported (see Figure 8). The spectrum ranges from routine conﬁguration using wizards to programming using
graphical or textual graph-like languages.
– Mappings can be realized using product conﬁgurators (e.g., Pure::Consul) or
generators. The latter can be implemented using template and frame processors (e.g., TL [7], XVCL [24], or ANGIE [25]), transformation systems (e.g.,
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DMS [26], StrategoXT [27], or TXL [28]), multi-staged programming [29],
program specialization [30–32], or built-in metaprogramming capabilities of
a language (e.g., template metaprogramming in C++ or Template Haskell).
– Components can be implemented using simply functions or classes, generic
components (such as in the C++ STL), component models (e.g., JavaBeans,
ActiveX, or CORBA), or aspect-oriented programming approaches (e.g., AspectJ [33], HyperJ [34], or Caesar [35]).
While some technologies cover all elements of a generative domain model
in one piece (e.g., OpenJava or template metaprogramming in C++), a more
ﬂexible approach is to use an intermediate program representation to allow using
diﬀerent DSL renderings (e.g., textual or graphical) with diﬀerent generator
back-ends (e.g., TL or StrategoXT).
The choice of a speciﬁc technology depends on its technical suitability for
a given problem domain and target users. For example, in the case of DSLs,
concise textual languages may be best appropriate for expert users, but wizards
may be better suited for novices and infrequent users. In the case of generator
technologies, the need for complex, algebraic transformations may require using a
transformation system instead of a template processor. Furthermore, there may
be non-technical selection criteria such as mandated programming languages,
existing infrastructure, familiarity of the developers with the technology, political
and other considerations.

7

Model Driven Development and Generative Software
Development

Perhaps the closest related area to generative software development is modeldriven development (MDD), which aims at capturing every important aspect
of a software system through appropriate models. A model is an abstract representation of a system (and possibly the portion of the world that interacts
with it). A model allows answering questions about the system and its world
portion that are of interest to the stakeholders of the system. They are better
than the implementing code for answering these questions because they capture
the intentions of the stakeholders more directly, are freer from accidental implementation details, and are more amenable to analysis. In MDD, models are not
just auxiliary documentation artifacts; rather, models can be compiled directly
into executable code that can be deployed at the customer’s site.
There has been a trend in MDD towards representing models using appropriate DSLs, which makes MDD and generative software development closely
related. Perhaps the main diﬀerence between MDD and generative software development is the focus of the latter on system families. While system families
can be of interest to MDD, they are not regarded as a necessity.
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a framework MDD proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) [36]. While still being deﬁned, the main goal
of MDA is to allow developers to express applications independently of speciﬁc
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implementation platforms (such as a given programming language or middleware). In MDA, an application is represented as a Platform Independent Model
(PIM) that later gets successively transformed into series of Platform Speciﬁc
Models (PSMs), ﬁnally arriving at the executable code for a given platform. The
models are expressed using UML and the framework uses other related OMG
standards such as MOF, CWM, XMI, etc. A standard for model transformations is work in progress in response to the Request for Proposals “MOF 2.0
Query/Views/Transformations” issued by OMG.
MDA concepts can be mapped directly onto concepts from generative software development: a mapping from PIM to PSM corresponds to a mapping from
problem space to solution space. Beyond the similarities, there are interesting
synergies. On the one hand, beneﬁts of MDA include a set of standards for deﬁning and manipulating modeling languages and the popularization of generative
concepts in practice. Thanks to MDA, current UML modeling tools are likely to
evolve towards low-cost DSL construction tools. On the other hand, the MDA
eﬀorts until now have been focusing on achieving platform independence, i.e.,
system families with respect to technology variation. However, generative software development addresses both technical and application-domain variability,
and it may provide valuable contributions to MDA in this respect (see Figure 9).
Often asked questions in the MDA context are (1) what UML proﬁles or DSLs

Application domain variability
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should be used to represent PIMs and (2) what is a platform in a given context.
Domain analysis and domain scoping can help us to address these questions.

8

Other Related Fields

Figure 10 classiﬁes a number of related ﬁelds by casting them against the elements of a generative domain model. Components, architectures, and generic
programming are primarily related to the solution space. Aspect-oriented programming provides more powerful localization and encapsulation mechanisms
than traditional component technologies. In particular, it allows us to replace
many “little, scattered components” (such as those needed for logging or synchronization) and the conﬁguration knowledge related to these components by well
encapsulated aspectual modules. However, we still need to conﬁgure aspects and
other components to implement abstract features such as performance properties. Therefore, aspect-oriented programming technologies such as AspectJ cover
the solution space and only a part of the conﬁguration knowledge. But aspects
can also be found in the problem space, esp. in the context of DSLs used to
described diﬀerent aspects of a single system. Areas such as DSLs, feature modeling, and feature interactions address the problem space and the front part of
the conﬁguration knowledge. Finally, system-family and product-line engineering span across the entire generative domain model because they provide the
overall structure of the development process (including domain and application
engineering).
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Generative Programming from a Post
Object-Oriented Programming Viewpoint
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Abstract. This paper presents an application of generative programming to reduce the complications of the protocol for using an application framework written in an object-oriented language. It proposes that a
programmable program translator could allow framework users to write
a simple program, which is automatically translated by the translator
into a program that fits the framework protocol. Then it mentions the
author’s experience with Javassist, which is a translator toolkit for Java,
and discusses a research issue for applying this idea to real-world software
development.

1

Introduction

Object-oriented programming languages have enabled us to develop component
libraries that are often called application frameworks. A well-known simple example of such libraries is a graphical user interface (GUI) library. Since application
frameworks provide a large portion of the functionality that application software has to implement, they can significantly reduce the development costs of
application software.
However, application frameworks involve hidden costs. The developers who
want to build their own application software with an application framework must
first learn how to use the framework. Then they must write their programs to
follow the protocol provided by the framework. These costs are considerably
large if the framework provides relatively complex functionality. For example,
to implement GUI with a typical GUI library (i.e. framework), the developers
must learn the basic GUI architecture and a few concepts such as a callback
and a listener. Then they must carefully write their programs to implement
such a callback method and listener. To implement a web application on top
of the J2EE framework, the developers must first take a tutorial course about
J2EE programming and then write a program to follow the complicated J2EE
protocol. For example, they must define two interfaces whenever they define one
component class.
In this paper, we present an idea for reducing the hidden costs involved in
application frameworks written in object-oriented languages. Our idea is to use a
programmable program translator/generator, which automatically generates glue
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code for making the program written by a developer match the protocol supplied
by an application framework. Thus the developer do not have to learn or follow
the protocol given by the framework. Note that the program translator is not a
fully-automated system. It is driven by a control program that is written by the
framework developer. This is why the program translator used in our proposal
is called programmable. In our idea, the framework must be supplied with the
control program for customizing a program translator for that framework.
A research issue on this idea is how to design a language used to write a
control program of the program translators/generator. We have developed a
Java bytecode translator toolkit, named Javassist [1], and built several systems
on top of that toolkit. Our experience in this study revealed that a programmable
translator such as Javassist can be used to implement our idea. However, control
programs for Javassist are still somewhat complicated and thus writing such
a control program is not a simple task for framework developers. Studying a
language for writing control programs is one of the future work.

2

Object-oriented Application Framework

Object-oriented programming languages enable a number of programming techniques, some of which are known as the design patterns [2]. These techniques play
a crucial role in constructing a modern application framework. In some sense,
they are always required to construct an application framework that provides
complex functionality, in particular, non-functional concerns such as persistence,
distribution, and user interface. The application framework that provides such
functionality would be difficult to have simple API (Application Programming
Interface) if object-oriented programming techniques are not used.
On the other hand, the users of such an application framework written in an
object-oriented language must learn the protocol for using that framework. They
must understand how design patterns have been applied to the framework, or
they must know at least which methods should be overridden to obtain desirable
effects and so on. These efforts are often major obstacles to use the application
framework. A larger application framework tends to require a longer training
period to the users of that framework.
The complications of such a framework protocol mainly come from the use of
object-oriented programming techniques. For example, we below show a (pseudo)
Java program written with the standard GUI framework. It is a program for
showing a clock. If this program does not have GUI, then it would be something
like the following simple and straightforward one (for clarifying the argument,
the programs shown below are pseudo code):
class Clock {
static void main(String[] args) {
while (true) {
System.out.println(currentTime());
sleep(ONE_MINUTE);
}
}
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}
This program only prints the current time on the console every one minute.
We can use the standard GUI library to extend this program to have better
look. To do that, we must read some tutorial book of the GUI library and edit
the program above to fit the protocol that the book tells us. First, we would
find that the Clock class must extend Panel. Also, the Clock class must prepare
a paint method for drawing a picture of clock on the screen. Thus you would
define the paint method and modify the main method. The main method must
call not the paint method but the repaint method, which the tutorial book tells
us to call when the picture is updated. The following is the resulting program
(again, it is pseudo code):
class Clock extends Panel {
void paint(Graphics g) {
// draw a clock on the screen.
}
static void main(String[] args) {
Clock c = new Clock();
while (true) {
c.repaint();
sleep(ONE_MINUTE);
}
}
}
Note that the structure of the program is far different from that of the original program. It is never simple or straightforward. For example, why do we
have to define the paint method, which dedicates only to drawing a picture?
Why does the main method have to call not the paint method but the repaint
method, which indirectly calls the paint method? To answer these questions, we
have to understand the underlying architecture of the framework provided by
the GUI library. Since this architecture is built with a number of object-oriented
programming techniques and most of tutorial books do not describe such details, understanding the underlying architecture is often difficult for “average”
developers who do not have the background of GUI programming.

3

Protocol-less framework

To overcome the problem mentioned in the previous section, we propose an
idea of using a programmable program translator. The users of an application
framework should not be concerned about “the protocol” of a framework when
writing their application programs. They should be able to write simple and
intuitively understandable programs, which should be automatically translated
into programs that fit the protocol for using the framework. I think that reducing
the awareness about a framework protocol due to object-orientation is a key
feature of post object-oriented programming.
Ideally, the transformation from the original Clock class into the GUI-based
Clock class shown in the previous section should be performed automatically by a
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program translator instead of a human being. At least, the following modification
for making the original program fit the protocol of the framework should be
performed by a program translator:
– The Clock class must extend the Panel class. User classes of an application
framework must often extend a class provided by the framework or implement an interface provided by the framework. Such class hierarchy should
be automatically maintained by a program translator.
– The Clock class must declare the paint method. User classes of an application
framework must often override some specific methods. Such overriding should
be implicit. If necessary, the method drawing a picture should be able to
have some other name than paint. If paint is not declared in user classes,
the default method declaration of paint should be automatically added by a
program translator.
Executing the automatic program transformation presented above is not realistic if any hints are not given. In our idea, this transformation is executed by
a program translator controlled by a control program written by the developer
of the application framework (Figure 1). Thus the program translators must be
programmable. Since the framework developer knows the underlying architecture
of that framework, writing such a control program should be fairly easy for her.
Application frameworks should be distributed together with program translators
and control programs of them.
Control program

User program

Translator

Product

Application framework

Fig. 1. Programmable program translator

4

Javassist

A challenge is to develop a good language for describing a control program given
to the program translator in Figure 1. Toward this goal, we have been developing
a Java bytecode translator toolkit named Javassist [1]. It is a Java class library
for transforming a compiled Java program at the bytecode level (the bytecode
is assembly code in Java).
A unique feature of Javassist is that it provides source-level abstraction for
the developers who want to write a program for transforming Java bytecode.
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There are several similar Java libraries that allow editing a class file (a compiled
Java binary file). These libraries help the users read a class file, parse it, and
produce objects that directly represent the internal data structures included in
the class file. The users can modify the contents of the class file through these
objects. However, since these objects directly correspond to the data structures
in a class file, the users must learn the specifications of such internal data structures so that they can use these objects for modifying the contents of a class
file. For example, they have to learn what the constant pool is and what the
code attribute is. The former is a symbol table and the latter is a code block
representing a method body.
Since Javassist provides source-level abstraction, the users of Javassist do
not have to learn the specifications of the Java class file. Javassist translates the
internal data structures in a class file into objects that represent the concepts
familiar to Java developers (Figure 2). The users of Javassist can parse a class file
and obtain objects representing a class, fields, methods, and constructors derived
from the original class file. If the users change attributes of those objects, then
the changes are reflected on the class file. For example, if the setName method is
called on an object representing a class, Javassist changes the name of the class
that the original class file represents.
Translator program
manipulate

Class, field, method,
constructor, etc.
translation
by Javassist

Original
class file

Constant pool, class_info,
code_attribute, etc.

Edited
class file

Fig. 2. Javassist translates bytecode-level concepts into source-level concepts

5

Translator programming language

Our experiences with Javassist for several years told us that developing a programmable program translator mentioned in Section 3 is a realistic idea. However, to actually use this idea for real-world software development, we need
further study.
One of the open issues is a programming language for describing program
transformation, that is, describing a control program in Figure 1. The sourcelevel abstraction by Javassist has made it easier to write such a control program
but making such a program sufficiently generic still needs further study. At
least, one control program must be able to translate a number of user programs
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to fit the protocol of the application framework that the control program was
written for. To do that, however, a control program must be able to recognize
differences among user programs and find which parts of the code must be edited.
For example, in the case of the Clock example shown above, the control program
must find which class must extend the Panel class and which method is for
drawing a picture on the screen. Maybe the users might have to give some hints
to the control program but, if they must a large amount of hints, the resulting
application framework would be as difficult to use as today’s frameworks coming
with a complicated protocol. To overcome this issue, other techniques studied
in this research area — generative programming — should be introduced. For
example, aspect-oriented programming and domain-specific language approaches
might give some hints to solutions.
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Abstract. Generative Programming (GP) is an attempt to manufacture

sofware components in an automated way by developing programs that
synthesize other programs. The purpose of this track is to introduce the
what and the how of the GP approach from a programming language
perspective. For the what we will learn lessons from object-oriented,
component-based, aspect-oriented and domain speci c languages. For the
how we will discuss a variety of approaches and technics such as highlevel compilation, meta-programming and metaobject protocols, programmable program translators , weavers, . . . .

1 Introduction
\The transition to automated manufacturing in software requires two steps. First,
we need to move our focus from engineering single systems to engineering families of systems - this will allow us to come up with the "right" implementation
components. Second, we need to automate the assembly of the implementation
components using generators" 1].

Generative Programming (GP) is an attempt to provide a variety of approaches and techniques to manufacture sofware components in an automated
way by developing programs that synthesize other programs 2]. According to
the Czarnecki & Eisenecker book 1], the two main steps to industrialize software
manufacturing are the modeling and the engineering of program family and the
use of generators to automate the assembly of components. The purpose of this
track is to have a better understanding of the what and the how of the GP approach from a programming language perspective. To achieve this goal we have
invited the following speakers :
1. Krzysztof Czarnecki will give an Overview of Generative Software Development focusing on software reuse and development processes.
2. Pierre Cointe will present the evolution of objects to metaobjects and aspects
from a re ective software engineering view point.

3. Shigeru Chiba will introduce Generative Programming from a Post ObjectOriented Programming View point by sketching an application for automating the use of an Object-Oriented framework.
4. Mira Mezini (and Klaus Ostermann) will discuss Generative Programming
from an AOP/CBSE Perspective by introducing the AspectJ and Caeser
languages. They will argue that general purpose programming languages
should be augmented with abstraction mechanisms to encode and combine
dierent crosscutting models instead of using program generation techniques
to encode domain-specic knowledge.
5. Charles Consel will present Generative Programming from a DSL Viewpoint
and will discuss how generative tools can be used to compile DSL programs
into GPL programs.

2 Some lessons learnt from object-oriented languages
The object-oriented and re ective communities, together, have clearly illustrated
the potential of separation of concerns in the elds of software engineering and
open middleware 4, 7], leading to the development of aspect oriented programming 8, 6].

2.1 Reection
The re ective approach makes the assumption that it is possible to separate in
a given application, its why expressed at the base level, from its how expressed
at the metalevel.
{ In the case of a re ective object-oriented language a la Smalltalk, the principle is to reify at the metalevel its structural representation e.g., its classes,
their methods and the error-messages but also its computational behavior,
e.g., the message sending, the object allocation and the class inheritance.
Depending on which part of the representation is accessed, re ection is said
to be structural or behavioral. Meta-objects protocols (MOPs) are specic
protocols describing at the meta-level the behavior of the reied entities.
Specializing a given MOP by inheritance, is the standard way to extend the
base language with new mechanisms such as multiple-inheritance, concurrency or metaclasses composition.
{ In the case of an open middleware, the main usage of behavioral re ection is
to control message sending by interposing a metaobject in charge of adding
extra behaviors/services (such as transaction, caching, distribution) to its
base object. Nevertheless, the introduction of such interceptors/wrappers
metaobjects requires to instrument the base level with some hooks in charge
of causally connecting the base object with its metaobject. Those metaobjects pregured the introduction of AspectJ crosscuts, e.g., the specication
of execution points where extra actions should be woven in the base program
6, 9].

2.2 Separation Of Concerns
The Model-View-Controller MVC developed for Smalltalk is the rst designpattern making the notion of aspects explicit. The main idea was to separate, at
the design level, the model itself describing the application as a class hierarchy
and two separate concerns: the display and the control, themselves described as
two other class hierarchies. At the implementation level, standard encapsulation
and inheritance were not able to express these croscutting concerns and not able
to provide the coupling between the model, its view, and its controller. This
coupling necessitated:
{ the introduction of a dependence mechanism in charge of notifying the observers when a source-object changes. This mechanism is required to automatically update the display when the state of the model changes.
{ the instrumentation of some methods of the model to raise an event each
time a given instance variable changes its value.

2.3 Aspects
On the one hand, object-oriented languages have demonstrated that re ection
is a general conceptual framework to clearly modularize implementation concerns when the users fully understand the metalevel description. In that sense,
re ection is solution oriented since it relies on the protocols of the language to
build a solution. On the other hand, the MVC design-pattern has provided the
developer with a problem-oriented methodology based on the expression and the
combination of three separate concerns/aspects. The MVC was the precursor of
event programming - in the Java sense - and contributed to the emergence of
aspect-oriented programming 6, 5]. by making explicit the notion of join-point,
e.g., some well dened points in the execution of a model used to dynamically
weave the aspects associated to the view and the controller.

3 Some open issues (to be developed later)
A rst issue is to have a better understanding of how to use re ective tools to
model aspects and their associated crosscutting languages and advice languages
3]. A second issue is to study the integration of aspects and objects to propose an alternative to inheritance as a mechanism for reuse. A third issue is to
emphasize the use of re ection in the eld of component adaptation as soon as
self-reasoning is important. A fourth issue is to apply domain-specic languages
to the expression of aspects.
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